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list !

Manufactory

and

15.00

$14.00,

$10.00.

White Vests !

Memorial Day,
Grand
Matinoo,

for $8!

White Vests i

To-Day,

MISS

We show the

great impersonation of JLady €»ny Spanker in Boucicault’s celebrated Comedy

In her

London

Assurance.

MONSY

.

Mr, Chas. Theaflore in Ms Comic Specialties
and the
laughable Operatic Farce,

JENNY

LIND.

inwbiih MB. FRANK CCRTI«* baa kindly
volunteered to appear.

Engagement extraordinary

Daly’s Fifth
forTbreeNights

ami

Thursday, May 31st.

Company

Avenue

30
will buy

a

One Matinee only, commencing

now

on our

counters.

BLOODGOOD’S

MINSTREL
AND

Best Six-Cord

$3.00

!

To see them is to wonder at the marvelous
low price we ask.

CHILDREN S

SUITS !

SAILOR

SOMETHING

—

Harry w1litn msEAK Bloodgood

“Excellencein Color,

CHILDREN S
No

Prices.

specialty with

a
line of
corner of Green and
a point in Deering,

Particulars

will

wy24

be

BRICE

ONE

dtf

Inspect

PROPOSALS will be received until 8 P.

a

of

stone,

or

onr

—

Monday Morning, April 16,
lot of

Lncn Curtains. Nottingham Laces;
Lacc Lambrequins and
Curtain muslins.
These Laces makes the largest and most complete
assortment of Curtain Goods to be found in the
market, and will be sold at prices to suit the times.

We

our

sale ot

$3.00 LAMBREQUINS 1
G. M. & C. H. BOS WORTH,
AND

CORNER FREE

COTTOIV SIS.
dtt

apl8

CLAIRVOYANTN.

8s IUAl>l>OX,tlie celebrated

MABAMLE
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress.
of the Dollar
located at Market
Square,

STORE.

9 A. M. to 9 P. M.

make the Season ot 1877, lor
number of Mares, at the

a

WILL

In

NAT HAT

dtf

*

•*

charge of

Ice will be delivered earlier than Juno 1st,
later than Oct. 1st, at the same rates.
If not taken tho full season, or four months,
scale of prices will be
10 lbs. daily, per month,
“•
15

ANNUAL MEETING.

\ToriCE is hereby given, that the Annual Mcetll ing of the Stocknoldcrs of the Portland, Saco

Portsmouth Railroad Company will be held on
MONDAY, the 4th day of June next, 1877, at the
Company’s hall, near the station in Kittery, at eleven o’clock A. M., for the choice ot seven Directors
for the ensuing year, and lor the transaction of such
other business, as may be legally presented.
ByJ order of the Directors.
CUAS. E. BARRETT, Clerk
of Portland, Saco & Portsmouth Railroad Co.
myl8eodtd
Portland, May 16, 1877.
&

NOTICE.

2.50

20

3.00

Any

customer

Harpswell

Steamboat

MEETING.

milE Stockholders of Portland and Harpswell
1
Steamboat Company are hereby notified that a
Special Meeting ot the corporation will be held at
the office ot Charles Sawyer, No. 85 Commercial St.,
on SATURDAY, June 2d, at 103 o’clock in the forenoon.
Special Business to come before the meeting.
•
Per order of Directors,
C. C. HAYES. Clerk.
my25td

Maine Medical Association.
rriHE Annual Meeting of the Maine Medical AssoA elation will bo held In tbe City Building, Portland. on June 12th, 13tb and 14tli. 1877.
CHAS. O. HUNT, Secretary.
ra>22U3w
now

SAMUEL

Soft Capsule Co's Metallic Boxed
E. Mauger, New

ready. Address Victor

mybd3m

THUHSTOK,

2,00

leaving town, ly giving notice at

tho office, will be entitled to propor reduction,
13r“Complaints against the drivers for neglect,
carelessness or any other cause, left at the office, will
receive prompt attention.
Yearlv customers solicited,
Morris G. Curtis.
Arthur n. Soure.
dtf
mylO

FANCY WOODS,
Foot Power Scroll Saws, Designs,
Latlies, Tools &e.
Send for descriptive Price List.

Charles B. Thurston & Co.,
3 FREE STREET

Portland,
22
LEA

&

Bargains

TEN DOLLARS—Will buy you a handsome and very stylish looking
Overcoat, flic goods arc strong and durable and tire thoroughly
well made. Don’t tail to look then; over,

SUITSl

my8

ore

2nd, “Very Carefully Prepared.”

closed every Saturday.

*

mylOdtf

Rubber Hose
For

Sprinkling

Lawns,

Pipe
complete,

Couplings, all
for $5.00 at

Hall's Rubber

Store,

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.
dtf
ruylO

P.

PkKA'Kf,
PLAIN & ORNAMENTAL PLASTERER,
Federal

PORTLAND,

Street,

No.

MAINE.

Whitening, Whitewashing, Coloring and Cement-

ing done to order. Jobbing of all kinds in my line
will receive prompt and personal attention.
All
work neatly done at low prices, and satisfaction
hand
a
new
have
on
I
of
unguaranteed.
design
dercut Center Pieces and Brackets, which cannot be
found elsewhere east ot New York. These will be
sold at prices to corrcspcnd with the times.
Lime,
Cement, Plaster, Moriar, &c., constantly on baud.
Orders from out oi town solicited.
my9d3iA

where, with

JL

to

new

st.,

tools, new stock,

Steam, Gas, and Water Piping in
all its branches. Particular attention paid to ventilation and sanitary drainage. I snail be glad to
see all my old custoncrs and lots ot
Jiewr

ones,

PENNELL,dlf

they

&i«, between

my7

dtf

Middle

d&w3mB

Reduction in

Prices.

To meet the demands of the times, we have made
A GREAT REDUCTION in the prices of our
Old Standard Goods, and have lately auded to our
list oi

SHIPPING
TAGS
several New and Improved Varieties.
Our New Patent Tag, the “CLIMAX,” has doubble the strength of any Shipping Tag ever before produced, and for marking Bales of Cotton, Wool, Bundles of Irou, Steel. Piping, Heavy Hardware, and
other goods subject to rough handling, they aftord
the utmost security, aDd cannot be excelled.
Before

buying Tags

TIONER for

our new

ask ycur PRINTER
prices, or call on

DENNISON & CO

,

jan29

STA-

or

19 Milk St., Boston.
d6m lstn

HICK 11 LIVERY NOTICE.
CAMPAIGN OF 1877.
have a large and line stock of Horses and Carriages to let, to which I would call the attention of
the riding public, confident that I can suit them iu
regard to style and price. Hacks constantly on
hand for Cars, Boats, <Xrc. Carriages furnished tor
Funerals, Weddings, &c., with careful drivers.
Boarding horses carefully attended to, at my stables.
I

Congress Street

and 16 Preble Street.
iuy2Gdlw

Nutter Bros. & Co.

a

o

«r*

1

a

Mr. L. takes pleasure ra staling that ho is now
fully prepared to execute the last new style ol Pho-

portrait,

=

PERMANENT

Carbon

Youths’ and Children’s

Photographs

for this beautiful style of Photograph, and fitted up
great expense, he invites all his old patrons and
the public generally to call and examine specimens.
A
mh29
jtf
at

MERRY,
my25

Estate of Benjamin Estes,
solvent,
COMMISSIONERS’

In-

NOTICE.

undersigned were appointed May 1st, 1817,
by the .Judge of Probate for the county of Cum-

THE

berland, Commissioners to receive and deride upon
a 1 claims against the Estate of
Benjamin Estes, late
ol Harpswell, in said
county, deceased, except those
of the Administrator.
For this purpose they will be session at their
oflice,

Portland,

on

tlic

"a

HENRY C.

M. L.

PEABODY

STEVENS,

(.

’{Comissionors.
Ulaw3wW&wlt

Aslies^Eaulod.

=

_

». f.

or

A large amount of above goods
at half value to pay advances.

9 Market
declG

kicker,

$3

a

load, by addressing

A, LIBBY. Portland P. 0.

dtf

Numbers,

THE HATTER.

robbery.
sale

PORTLAND, ME.

Ac.

eodtf

Licensed by the City Government.
in sums from 23 cents to thousan ds of dollars to loan on Watches, Diamonds, Ladies’ and
Gent’s Jewelry, Clothing, &c, Pianos, Sewing Ma
chines, Furniture, Merchandise by the case or otherwise, ltonds, Notes, mortgages aud goods of every
description. We have a private office and all transactions are strictly confidential. All property left
in our possession is insured against loss by lire or
or

Square,

,

Money

P. S.

llarkct

ll^Of superior ENULIHII manufacture, and justly celebrated for Elasticity,
Durability and eveuue«s of Point. In 15

^Varieties suited to every style of writing. For sale by the trade generally. A
Sample Hard, containing one each of the
Fifteen Numbers, by mail, on receipt of

25 Cents.

IVISON, BLAKEJIAN', TAYLOR & CO.,
138 and 140 Gland St, New York.
2GtW

®PRlllPALLOMOFFIfE.

on

hand and

Square, opposite U. S, Hotel.
_;dtjalteod
NOTICE.
of the
at

annual meeting
11HEWharf
will be held

Proprietors
the

Thomas, No. 4£ Fxcbaimo Street,

of Maine
office of G. A.
on

MONDAY,

June 4tb, at 3 o’clock P. M., lor the choice ot'
officers, and the transaction of such other business
as may legally come betore them.
GEORGE A. THOMAS,JClerk.
oodtd4t
my28

Cibliy’a Corner, Herring.

rltf

mylldtf

ap25

A B R A M S’

SEC-

OND
°t Jlmo :ind September, and
the LAST WEDNESDAY
of October, A. D„ 1877.
Irom ton to twelve o’clock, in the forenoon.
May 1C, 1877.

Ac.,

237 Middle Street.

«

ANDcord

i

8ft

Straws,

XIAMMOCISLe
BUGGY UMBRELLAS,

inaruct.
it is tree irom
ts NON-EXPLOSIVE.
Call and examine.
tnc

PRICE TO SUIT THE TIMES.

£ 3R

THE

Oil Stove
iii

Odor,’ and

—

If

*0•

taken out at short notice, irom $1 to $G a

immm«_

RRY, THE HATTER’S.
fc X

Street,

Vatslis Cleaned
ap28

ap25<itl

—

PHOTOGRAPHER,

iou can ha»c
anil rr»ei

$1,50

AT

«

my8

your horn***
new, for
for 73 rl« m I5M Fntnal
Maikrt and Pearl: is.
LENNON & CAUEY.

Nobby

is =

Address

parties

*

auu

HAVE THE BEST

*

Morse
wishing their sendees
Storing,
have lo^eied their prices to $1,59; ilint
In

that

in,

undersigned this day give notice

Union

and my old workmen I shall continue to carry on the business ol

ma3
mil E

17

W. II.

Card to Horse Owners.

Opp. Preble IIou«e

*uiuuie

K^’Secon l-hand Carriages for sale low.

VOKli..

NEW

—

FINE PHOTOGRAPHY A SPECIALTY

{ have not retired from business
but have taken the new store

ui

J. H. FITZGERALD,

EVERY BOTTLE.

and

Mew

A. J’ilCKERSOJV,

mli21WF&M6m

on

jy27dlawlyTh

214

480 1-2 CONGRESS STREET,

luujuuuiuii

J. F. LIBBY.

JOHN DUNCAN’S SONS,

Streets

A line line of FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC? WOOLENS constantly on hand.
MOTTO—Stylish Garments, Good Work,
null Low Prices.
Special at tention given to Cutting Garments to be
Ladies’ Cloaks a Specmade out of the shop.
ialty, Kemember the place.

uuai

Vonrs Very Respectfully,

511

Clothing Co.,

Merchant Tailor,

mmbjmu a a nu jc. a

Federal streets.

o^e a*

SIGNATURE is

to

A.

made on honor, is the best for the money ever sold
in New England. Jot this down in the tablet of your
memory, and Remember our store, £68 T1ID-

WJU. MORTON & SON.

ME

dtf

„_

1st, “Excellent Taste,”

New and Original

ONE PRICE AND POUTEATTENTION TO ALL.

that is made.”

tho times.

All of our Plants and Trees are grown at our Green
Houses and Nursery at Allen’s Corner, Beering.
STORK at IVo. I'i3 Federal St., under U.
S. Hotel.

BOYS1 AND CHILDRENS CLOTHING !

Middle

most palatable, as
well as the most
wholesome
Sauce

Worcestershire Sauce !

TEN DOLLARS—Will buy you a suit ot clothes made from nice heavy
Scotch Goods, in different figures, all new and very pretty. It is unnecessary to say that these goods give great satisfaction in wear,
TWELVE DOLLARS—W'ill buy you a suit ol clothes fit for almost any
man to wear, and suitable tor any occasion.
After looking at these
goods you will naturally ask Hie question “How is it Done.”

Boston & Portland

“Tell LEA & PERthat
KIMS
their
Sauce is highly esassissa teemed in India, and
&PfRRlNv is in my opinion, the

4 irriTi ,,

dozen Tomato Plants, at
35 ct* per dozen.
best Verbenas, at
50 ct*.
50 cts.
Eng. Pansies, at
Thousands of Bedding Plants, at 25 els.
j
Evergreens for Hedges very lo w.
Gardens fitted up in the best manner, at prices to
PREMIUM AWARDED AT CENTENNIAL FOR
suit
500
300
300

EIGHT DOLLARS—Will buy lor you a whole Suit, COAT, PANTS
and TEST. Not cheap trash, made to sell and disappoint the buyer
but GOOD HONEST goods, stylish lookiug and Fashionably cut.

A very large and handsome stock to select trout.
Styles. Prices extremely low to suit the times.

WORCESTER,May,

OF DISH.

Overcoats l

Spring:

EIGHT DOLLARS—Will buy you a very handsome Oxford mixed melton Overcoat, which certainly would he cheap at Twelve.

Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Gossamer nnnp. Gents Balbriggan
Vest and Draws 55 c to $1.00. Gents and
Youths 1-2 Hose, Plain and Striped, from
10 to 50c. Ladies’ Fall Regular Rose
18, 20, 25, 31c. up. Balmoral stripes,
best styles in the market, 12 1-2, 15,
17 c. np. Domestic Hose, full length, 7,
8,10 c. up. Ladies’ Genuine Balbriggan
Hose, extra long, 38 to 44 c. np. Children’s and Misses silk clocked Balbriggans
In seal Brown, Navy Blue, and Cardinal,
nndoubtly the handsomest and best style
in tbe market, from 62 to 68c. Ladies’
and Misses’ Lisle Thread Gloves at 10,13,
15c. up. Ladies’ Town made Taffeta silk
Gloves for 87c. worth $1.25, A splendid Corset for 45, 75c. and $1.00 up. Dr.
Warner’s Corsets down to $1.15. Madam
Fay’s 95c. all other in proportion. Hair
Brushes Tip Top 12 1-2, 13, 17c. up.
Tooth Brushes, 6, 8, 10c. np. Lace
Tidies, in choice patterns, from 20c. up.
Neck Ties and Bows all silk, new style,
at prices lower than the lowest, 20c. up.
Towels CHEAP! CHEAP! from 12 l-2e.
up. LLaen and Lawn Handkerchiefs from
4c up. Lace Scarfs in Chantille, Spanish and other popular styles from 58c to
$4.50. Bustles, all the new shapes as
soon as introduced, from 25c to $1.38.
Heavy Emb. Setts Collars and Cuffs, all
Linen, 25c. New Patterns in Colored
Setts for 20e. New style, the best yet,
Dress Protectors 20c. All other styles
12 l-2c. Pocket Books. Here we put
the knife in. A look will convince you oi
this fact. A big drive in checked Nainsook
Muslins 28 to 38c per yard. Black Silk
Fringes, we haTe them and we propose
to sell them. Trimming Buttons, all
colors. Spool Cotton, best 3-cord 2c.
Spool Silk full lOOyards, 8c. Ball Cotton 4c. Colored 5c.
Pins 17c package.
Ruches 13c dozen up, Bereges and Tissues, all colors. Back Combs very cheap.
Corset Clasps 4c up. Queen Bess Collarette, new, 17c. English Stuck Needles 4c
Dress Braid,
paiter.
best, 6c piece.
Mottoes 1 to 5c. Imported Turkey Bed
Handkerchiefs 10c, last colors. Hamburg Edges in variety. Ladies Silk Pocket Handkerchiefs from 25c up.
Space will not admit of further quotations. We
simply add that our 87c. 811IRT, all finished,

dcrvests 33 to 55c.

Great

EXTRACT
ofa LETTER from a
GENMEDICAL
TLEMAN at Madras
to his brother at

—

ONLY GOOD

TREES OF ALE KINDS.

NOW OPENINGAND OFFERING.

dtf

CONNOISSEURS

?

at prices that can not fail to give satisfaction to the
closest buyers, and make glad the Hearts of Families
and Housekeepers. Our stock is large. Ouf goods
are well bought. We work hard. Our expenses are
trifling. We are bound to make it lively for OLD
FOGIES this spring. The property must move,
it has got marching orders, and must be sold.

PERRINS’

PRONOUNCED BY

~

Streets,
aau

FANCY GOODS

BLOCK,

CELEBRATED

Spring Clothing

iULii

Mains.

my

VEST!

in New

Portland.

Free street Block,

3

Boston & Portland Clothing Store.

201

Company.

American

period.

GENERAL AGENT,
the

Portland, Saco & Ports- washing Sidewalks, Win- 480 1-2
Having purchased the
Congress Street,
dows, &c. We will sell 50
mouth Railroad.
Sole itight for this City
feet of Hose with
and
PORTLAND.

Hoods
York.

prehensiveuess and beauty. A great vari
ety of styles, sold ut reduced prices, tor a limited

AT THE

GKEEL1,
d3w&wGw21

SPECIAL

dlw

TO BE 'i'll f

Remarkable

Quebec and Merrill bts»., Portland.

Portland &

Congress St,

and

During these hard times when business is dull, employment hard to
get, wages extremely low, and money very scarce, we are certainly doing a public good by calling attention to the very

ISO

Mrnnon, $15.00; Single Nervlce, $10.00;
Insure, $15.00.
SIR DAHLGREN is a beautiful Bay Stallion, 15 3-1
hands high, weighing 1000 pounds, foaled June 2,
1873. Sire, Whalebone Knox, he by Gen. Knox.
First Dam, by Sherman Knox. Second Dam, Kate,
a Messenger, of great roading qualities.
For further particulars inquire as above, or of

my22

no

are
ness, com

10.00

Beautiful

a

DUCK

#

Square,

ME!.

NEXT

TERMS.

Cor.

c>

8.00
“

20

CLOTHIERS,

ONE DOLLAR for

WHITE

BRACKETT.

E. N.

Ik 1

must

as wc

unequalled, combining convenience, compact

limited

PRESUMPSCOT PARK, DEERING,
I.OCI8

cheap.

All other goods at the same low prices,
and will sell the whole stock at COST.

455

15

& CO.,

7

my28

uo9dtt

OIHLGREX

It

ft I

These goods will bear examination and are

1877.

Scale of Prices for the Season:
lbs, daily, from June 1st to Oct, 1st,
SG.OO

10

Prices bciorc buying elsewhere.

rear

Store, owposite obe Horse Car Depot, where she can
be consulted by all who wish to make her a call
Madame M. has had large experience In telling fortunes, searching out Tost, hidden or stolen
treasures. &c., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortune teller of the age. Per ns entering intoany
new business or profession, the con ucting of which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in auy part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner ot disease
that tiesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who Lave
consulted her in her constaut travels sinee she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given il desired.
Terms, Gents $1.00; Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
rou»

ONE CASE CORSETS AT

my 24

can

now

Corsets 2

•

We shall open

shall continue

KIDS,

3 ISuetoii, Colored and Slack, at

d&w3m

1S77.

BRICES

OER PALATIAL

Garments and

F’OFLTXjAKTD,

CURTAINS.

new

DOLLAR AND A HALF J

We iatend to closeout this entire stock, and therefore must make prices that will sell the goods.

CHEAP!

Under Preble House, Market

Only

SPECIAL, SALE

a

—

FIFTY CENTS PER PAIR.

and State.

mb28

sa

STOCK OF

Suits

EONV

GREAT LOW PRICE

laterially

LACE

AT

the Junction of Middle and

near

Notice.
persons a; e cautioned against trusting my
son, Ferdinand Griffin, ou my account, he
having left my home without any cause. I shall pay
no bills of his contracting after this date.
WM. II. GRIFFIN,

ALL

Pcrtland, May 28, 1877.

uiy28lw*

ray23_
War Iix

Europe.

We have
to-day received notice from H
Goldschmidt in Berlin, Germany, that Russia
JLeather has advanced in consequence of the war
25 per cent, and will if the war continues advance
still more, we would therefore advise all in want
of the world renowned real

llnssia Leather Razor
to

Strap,

call at once, as we have 25 dozen on baud,
and shall sell them at the old Price.

ULMER & HE UR, Cutlers,
96 Exchange Street,
my24

AGENTS

FOB

MAINE,

dlw

TO BUILDERS !
have the “Sole-Agency” of an entire new
C’ASl’ IRON wINli, to which we invite
the attention of all iutrested. The trap is so constructed that it is impossiblo for the sink spout to
fill up.
A. N. NOYES & SON.,

WE

my22dlin

12

Exchange afreet.

Tor Sale.

CIIICKERINR

bargain tor cash.
Hampshire Street.

_

Memorial

Day.
wanting though sayings are
many that the beautiful custom of setting
apart a day oa which a grateful people may
deck with flowers the graves of the patriot
dead is losing its place in the popular affection. May that time be far distant, for when
Signs

are

the nation feels it a burden to render ‘even
the scanty tribute accorded to the Greek
warrior brought home'dead on his shield we
shall have ceased to prize the cause for which
our citizen soldiery lought and to care for the
results which they achieved. Patriotism will
no longer be accounted a virtue, and he who
fell battling for the unity of the nation will be
held to have died

tlie fool dietb.

as

melancholy forebodings

like these may
The nation will not easily forget her sons who died in her service, and the
day of oblivion is far down in the unborn centuries. This tenth Memorial Day finds a
nation as strong in its gratitude to its fallen
defenders as the nation which heaped flowers
on the graves of the dead ten years ago.
There may be less effusive demonstration,
fewer tears may he shed, tor lime dulls every
grief; but the feelings cf gratitude for the
achievements of our soldiers and of pride in
their valor grow with the years. The sense
of personal loss is less keen, but the sense of
devout thankfulness for a restored Union
must increase with tho greatness and prosperity of the country. No recognition oi the
defenders of the flag and the saviors of the
Union can be held too lavish so long as the
flag holds its place among the national emblems ot the world and the country its position among the nations of the earth.

be dismissed.

—

NO ONE CAN.

C. D. B. FISK

Saco,

two hundred eighteen feet six inches from face to
face ot abutments, one pier in centre. Roadway
twenty-five feet wide, one sidewalk eight leet wide,
both in clear. Wood, to be Howe Truss. Specifications can be obtained upon application to Mayor Foss
and plan may be .seen at his office. Iron, to carry
load ol one hundred pounds per square foot roadway
and sidewalk, besides weight ot'bridge; wholly of
wrought iron, floor beams iron, all thoroughly braced
and vertically. Stone, to be two. three or
four arch. Plans and specifications to accompany
proposals for iron or stone.
The right is reserved to reject any or all proposals.
BRIDGE COMMITTEE
tor Saco and Biddefdrd.
1877.
my26dlw
25,
May

OF

ALSO

PANTALOONS !

-A-TsTD

GOVERNS

STILL

TO CONTRACTORS.
M.. June 6th, by I. H. Foss, Mayor
SEALED
for
deck bridge of either wood, iron

COLORED

IF \VE CAN’T PLEASE

268 Middle St.,
w

us.

LIGHT

desired lor building

—

AND

3Vew Store

Federal

MDRES8EE)

BY

Retail by al! tbe leading Dealer,

throughout tbe City

Cents.

in ms

—

THE MOST EXTENSIVE EINE OF

furnished on application.
PORTLAND & DEERING RAILROAD CO..
By JNO. MARSHALL BROWN, Treasurer.

Me.,

75

at

Eveby regular attache of the Pbess is iurnisbcd
a Card certiticate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Edilor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a fayor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent onr

But

Wc pride ourselves on keeping the FINEST
FITTING, MOST TASTY MADE and NOBBIEST PATTERNS in
this country.

Company.

as

and

FITZGERALD

—

AT

Deerinp, Milliltcn & Co.. Locke, Twitchell & Co., A. Little & Co., Woodman,
True & Co.,
J. 1'. Rand,
Sweetser & Merrill’s,
and at

but us.

Young Men’s

d3t

Horse Railroad lrorn the
PROPOSALS
to
Portland streets in
known

62

SUITS. HANDSOME
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SPOOL COTTON

FOE SALE AT WHOLESALE

OLD STAND-BY IRON CLAD SUITS $1,00 AND $1.50.
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ONE DOLLAR PER PAIR.
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Out Sale

Reynier’s Dog Skin Gloves

CENTENHIALEXHIBITION.

TO SEE THEM IS

Thomas Hill.

PRESS

with

journal.

will give instruction in Vocal Music, and will
continue to receive New Classes for her “Talks upon the great paiofersand their works.
Address Mrs, Eames at the Falmouth Hotel, Portland.
References.—Rt. Rev. Bishop Neely, Rev. Dr,

SPRING

OCB STOCK OI?

3 ami

re-

A. KEITH.

SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS.

WHICH IS THE

only $1.50

THE PICTURE OF BEAUTY AND COMFORT.
TO BUY THEM.

SUPPORTED BY HIS
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J, A. MERRILL.

—

NEW l

A Handsome Blouse Iron Clad Suit

Harry budget Bloodgood
Harry of Comicalities {Bloodgood

OF

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,

ONE

in-

respectfully
ready to

ceive pupils singly or in classes, at his residence. 5E
Brackett St., corner Spring.
aplOutf

J. A. MERRILL * CO., 139 Middle S

DIPLOMA for

READING.
are
now

11 DIBS’ GAISTLET KID GLOVES

Quality and Finish”

Mothers sigh for them. Children cry for them, Fathers huy them*
THUS ENDS THE FAMILY DISCORD.

BRASS BAND AND ORCHETRA.

—

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. »3 Exchange
Street.

—

WITH

Mammoth

Real Estate Agents.

—

a

dtf

Mrs. E. II. Caines

SIXTY-FIVE CENTS.

Obtained

COLCORD,

MUSIC

Plumbers.
JAMES MILLER, No. 91 Federal Street

—

GRANTED TO
—

A. WHITNEY, No. 50 Ex.
Fpholnlering ol all kiud*
ordt'f,
St

Two Button Opera Kids

RUSSELL,”
SOLE AGENT.

W.

desiring private
MUSIC KEAUINO
PERSONS
formed that Mr. W. L. FITCH is

one Collar and fifty cents

“THOMAS

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

—

don® to

those famous ALL WOOL

PANTALOONS ONLY

Saturday, June 3d.
HARRY

Ac OP’S

Up.

HAUL.

MU SIC

rbangp

Garibaldi Kid Gloves

CENTS

A NEW LINE of

and Retail.

GEORGE

nice Striped Coat. Everybody sells them lor 75 cents, but
we arc contented with 50 cents.

my30dtt

J.

instruction in vocal

Furniture—Wholesale

iu LINEN and MOHAIR have arrived. Just what is required for the
“HOAD” or TRAVELLING.

of

Wo <lo not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of tho writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

op-

posite the Park.

Closing
JOHN CLARK, Jr.

OUR FAMOUS BONNER DUSTERS

Alpaca

given to piivate pupils by the subscriber.

AT OUR GREAT

largest and best line of these goods to be found this
side of Boston.

Goats from $2.00

WEDNESDAY MORNING, MAY 30.

jan24

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEY* MEANS, Pearl Street,

0

Bulwer’s beautiful Play of

Instruction in English and Classical Studies

M3 Pearl Street.

—

Benefit Mr. Chas H. Rich,

To-Night,

The business of the late firm will he continued ns
formerly, under the style of GEOKGE C. FOBES
& Co.
myl4d3w

THE

Street.

Ladies

WILE BUY A HANDSOME WHITE BUCK VEST.

MARSH

FANNY

A. OF1NCY, Room II, Printer*’
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL * snit'KFOIiU, No. 35 Plant

THE

of Curtis, Fobes & Co., was dissolved by mutual
conseut ou the first day ot May, 1877, by tbe retirement of John B. Curtis. All the business of the firm
will be settled by the remaining copartners, who assume all liabilities.
JOHN B. CURTIS.
CHARLES FOBES.
GEORGE C. FOBES.
LAMARTINE J. FOBES.

_EDUCATIONAL.

Book Binders.
WM.

my21d3w

Dissolution of CopartBiersliip.
copartnership heretofore existing between
the subscribers, under the lirm name and style

and Stationers.

BOVT * FOGG, No. 91 Middle Street.

Notice.

SMALL LINX!

Light Weight Blue Flannel .Suits

Fanny Marsh’s Theatre.
SOleManagcre°8?nd } M,SS FAKKF MABSII.

H. WEEKS.
JOSEPH WEEKS.
GEO

Portland, May 19th, 1877.

NEVER SOLD FOR LESS THAN $14 00.

A

THE

10.00,

25 INDIGO BLUE FLANNEL SUITS
ONLY

copartnership heretofore existing between the
subscribers ia this day dissolved. Ail customers owing bills are respectfully requested to make
immediate payment, at their former jdace of business
NO. 71 POKE STREET.

AN

from $2.00 to $1.00 less than last season's prices.

or

Booksellers

Dissolution of Partnership.

Stork :m«l Oootl Witl oj tltc Bus*
iness For Sale.
cxcolleut opportunity for any one wishing to
engage in the Grocery and Provision Business.

75 YACHT CLOTH SUITS

Rates op Advertising : One inch of space, the
lf:igth ot colunTn, constitutes a “square.”
$ 1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) tor $1.00 per square tor first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Trice
our

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

COPARTNERSHIP.

_MISCELLANEOUS.

day (Sundays excepted) by the

PIANO, double round. A
Must be sol i. Apply at 30
my24dlw*
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Cossack soldiers into the field.
They rank
among the best fighting men in the Old
World. The Russian army is now estimated
at 1,500,000 men of all arms, including the
reserves and
not counting local troops and
garrison battalions. There are about 130,000
Cossack soldiers, all horsemen, each armed
with lances and revolvers, or with Berdan
rifles, and are good shots, though their firearms are inferior.
Out of some 900,000 Cossacks, about 170,000 are capable of bearing
arms.
From sixteen to forty-five they serve
in the army, or are liable to serve.
In consideration of their exemption from taxes,

local, they perform military service—the obligation being that they shall be
in the field within ten days of receiving the
general

or

Czar’s summons;

that each

shall equip,

clothe, and arm himself at his own expense,
also providing and keeping his horse. While
on service beyond the frontiers of his own
country the Cossack receives a small amount
of pay, with sufficient rations of food and
Not only are the Cossacks exprovender.
empt from taxation, but the Russian government pays them au annual tribute, besides
making a pecuniary allowance for the widows
and orphans of those who have fallen in battle.
Count

von

Thielemau,who passed through

the Caucasus about two years ago,
states, in
his account of his travels, that he was in-

formed by more than one Russian official tbat
it was only through a mere slip of the
pen
that the harbor of Batoum remained in the
possession of the Turks on the conclusion of
peace after the campaigns of 1828 and 1820.
According to the story which was repeated
to him, it was laid down in- the
original
draft of the treaty of Adrianople that a stream
named the Tschoroch, which flows into the
Black Sea to the south of Batoum, should
form the new frontier line between Turkey
and Russia. In making the fair copy of the
deed, however, the scribe employed mistook
the r for an 1, and so wrote Tscholoch, a
word which chanced to be the name at that
time of a stream some twelve miles to the
north of Batoum—a clerical error which conseouentlv allowed thp. Turks tr> retain
session of the

only good harbor

nrta-

at the cast

end of the Black Sea.

The strongest denunciation of the late
murders in Mississippi that we have seeu is
in the Madison (Wis.) Democrat. It pronounces the Chisolm outrage “the most brutal, cold-blooded, inhuman and inexcusable
murder that has occurred iu the] United
States in yearsand says “the only thing
more inhuman than the outrage itself is the
conduct of the state officials who are doing
nothing to bring to punishment the offend,
ers.” The Democrafjgoes on further and demauds that President llayes shall take pos.
session of the state of Mississippi and put a
guard of soldiers over every man in it. If the
Democratic papers throughout the North
were equally outspoken in their condemnation of political murders at the Seuth a pub.
lie sentiment would be created in that section which would suppress the murderous
spirit and promptly punish every outbreak.
Mr. Frederick MartiD, the statistician,
lately published a series of interesting tables bearing upon population.
It appears

has

that the

surplus average annual birth-rate
over the death-rate, as denoting the increase
of the inhabitants of various European countries, is as follows: In England and Wales,
12.7 per 1,000; in Sweden, 11.6; in Denmark,
11.4; in Prussia, 10.7; in the Netherlands, 0;
in Austria, 7.7; in Spain, 7.5; in Italy, 6.9;
and in France, 1.9.
Thus the most rapid increase is in England; but in France the number of the neonle

mav

be considered

constant

and bearing in mind the conclusions based
upon the growth of population, it is no wonder Mr. Martin regards France as the riddle
of Europe.
Ii is said that the Germau Empire has recently adopted the first law it ever passed
Unlike nearly all other
governing patents.
progressive people, the Germans have hitherto refrained from encouraging and
rewarding
inventive genius by governmental protection,
but they are probably now fully convinced
that they have lost much more than they
have gained by their peculiar policy, and it is
not unlikely that the severe criticism of German exhibits at the Centennial Exhibition by
one of their leading commissioners has had a
considerable influence in hastening the adop'
tion of the
The

new

law.

Coushatta Democrats observed the

anniversary of the Twitchell tragedy. The
local paper gleefully records: “A mechanic
evidently a skillful one, built a pair of wooden
goggles and a gun and suspended the two on
a pole on the river front of Coushatta Wednesday morning, the first anniversary of the
shooting of Marshall II. Twitchell and the
killing of George Kiug.” The people rejoiced (Tver the murder of one man and the
mangling of another. Comment is needless.
We are promised a vigorous and emphatic
letter from the administration respecting the
The theme Is a fit subMississippi tragedy.
ject for the most energetic treatment which
indignant terror and a firm demand for justice can apply.
If the administration can
quicken the palsied hand of law in that community, it will do a good thing.

Current Comment.
If Gov. Stone can’t find a jnry to convict
the Kemper murderers, he will discover before long that a larger jury has convicted and
sentenced him.
A South Carolina correspondent of the
Boston Traveller represents that largo classes
of persons there, not office seekers are persecuted for opinion’s sake. He is severe in his
condemnation of this state of things, but
says
the facts warrant still stronger language than
he uses.
A Washington special say Senator Blaine’s
friend there are very indignant at the repeated
attempts to connect his name with the meeting of a few disaffected Republicans at the capital and say no personal friend of the Senator
had any knowledge of the meeting or participated in it.
Mr. Randall step3 to the front to sayjwith
emphasis and boldness that he is in favor of
extending our trade with Mexico and with
Central and South America. Who cares if
you are, Mr. Randall ? What we want to
know is your opinion of a Texan Pacific Sub-

sidy.

Another candidate for Speaker. CongressJ. D. C. Atkins of Tennessee is brought
forward by several Southern journals, which
attribute to him no end of qualifications, including a friendship for the Texas Pacific
subsidy. There will be music in the Congressional Democratic caucus.
And so it turns out that Senator Lamar,
with the long Roman name but none of the
old Roman virtue, agrees with Gov. Stone
that it is best “not to stir up” the Chisolm
tragedy. Mr. Lamar is sadly in the wrong
anil missed a great opportunity to show that
he is the man he has been represented to be.
Respecting the Nation's treatment of the
carpet-baggers of the South the Hartford
Courant says: “There is not and never was a
rebel—Wirz with his bloodhounds, or Blackburn importing yellow fever—who doesn’t
stand a better chance of editorial justice at
the hands of the Nation than the
“average”
Republican, to use its favorite epithet, especif
he
had
the
misfortune
to live in the
ially
Southern States.
Edward Everett Hale, in a discourse before
the Alpha Delta Phi at Williamstown, Mass.,

man

Thursday evening, on “Who Are Our Leaders
and Where Shall We Find Them?”
exposed
to ridicule the pessimism of
many modern
writers, and said nine-tenths of the power

which in the Old World goes into the machinery of government with us stays with the
people, who are really the sovereigns. Hence
we must find among them our
leaders, and
we do.
Not the Jeffersons, the Monroes or
the Tylers led the American nation in the
first quarter century of our Republic, but the
Whitneys and the Fultons, with their cottongins and steamboats.
Lciuiu
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Paris Fashions.
Fashion, while extremely tolerant as regards
details, remains inflexible as to certain rules;
thus it peremptorily exacts that women should
be sheathed

from neck to feet in a garment
the figure, giving them the ap.
pearance of a pencil with a train attached. It
also dictates that these scant toilettes shall
have a rich appearance and be heavily trimmed.
From this it will be seen that fashion

strecched

on

requires
impossibilities; bat it is quite right in this, seeing that it obtains them. The skirt, which

for the foundation of the toilette and is
generally of silk, and in exceptional cases of
wool to match the rest of the dress, is combined
in the followieg manner: Skirt
composed of
four breadths; the first (front) breadth is fortyfour inches long, and is cut bias on each side
serves

from the top to the middle of its length, so
that the upper edge is twelve inches wide and
the under edge twenty-three inches wide. On
each side is a breadth a'yard and a half long,
cat bias on both sides from the upper edge to
half a yard from the bottom; beginning from
this point is added a gore six inches wide on
tha bottom. This makes three breadths; the
fourth (back) breadth is only ihree-quarters of
a yard long, and is
completed by a train composed of two breadths, which measure each
thirty-two inches in length and are pleated at
the top and set on the under edge of the back
breadth. In forming the pleats care should be
taken to mass them as little as possible toward
the middle of this flounce. Alove the flounce
is a shirr, through which two cords are run
crosswise, which serve to tie hack the back
breadth.
These details are very necessary, since without them it would'he very difficult to
comprehend how women can move with their narrow
and sheath-like skirts and with so much trimming trailing behind them. The two back
breadths, forming a kind of deep flounce, are
concealed by the polonaise. They support the
whole edifice of trimmings, and really give the
skirt all tlis width of which it is deprived in
appearance. All skirts are made in this manner, those of silk as well as those of batiste or
of wool.
The trimming universally adopted for linen
and batiste dresses is white lace mixed with a
color to match the linen or batiste. These
white laces are made mixed with red, yellow,
orange, blue, and rose. This trimming, which
soils less than all white lace, is quite suitable
for summer wear on account of its gay, slightly
rustic and unceremonious appearance.
All toilettes have long skirts—too long, iu
fact, for walking or travelling. But as fashion
dictates that it shall be thus, there is nothing
to do bai to conform with this decree.
Moderately long skirts are raised by three tabs attached in the back each to a button, and two
button-holes placed in from at the height of the
pockets and attached also to a button. As to
long ana extremely long skirts, they are actually carried on the arm. I do not think that
this is convenient or even graceful, but it is at
present considered tne most distingue among
the superlatively elegant people.
The mousquetaire cuffs of lace to be worn
outside the sleeve have been heralded for some
time, and are now found among the importations. They are six inches deep, and square, or
else they are closed in gauntlet shape for the
hand to be slipped through. At preseut they
are only shown in the white and colored torchon laces that are with simple toilettes, and
give a sort of rustic air to the summer costumes. Accompanying these are broad collarettes that fasten behind and have long jabots
in front. The set costs from $8 to $12. Linen
monsquetairo cuffs have straight bands of linen
in the centre, two inches wide when doubled,
and edged on both sides and each end with
wide gathered Smyrna lace.
SCAKFS FOE THE

NECK, ETC.

Notwithstanding the popularity of short
neckerchiefs for street wear, longscarfs remain
in favor, and various, materials are introduced
for these scarfs; these are no longer black or
white only, but are of all .the new light shades
cream, tilleul, and pale blue. S Silk Valenciennes or netting in the striped designs of Valenciennes lace is a novelty for scarfs.
Creamcolored and black Brussel net in scarf widths
is provided with a plain border to finish the

edges.

Colored crepe lisse is imported for pleatiogs
to be worn inside the neck and sleeves of
dresses. It is in the fashionable yellow shades,
mandarin, cream, buttercup and the creamy
green tilleul.
For the neck scarf, and also for scarf strings
of bonnets and for veils, is black or white tulle
with tassels of tloss silk tied in the meshes.
White tulle has black or blue tassels; black
tulle has tilleul, cardinal or mandarin yellow.
It is twenty-seven inches wide and costs $1.25 a
yard. Black tulle dotted with straw, creamcolor or tilleul is used for the same purpose, and
costs (15 cents a yard.
Deep square collars of torchon lace, partly
white and partly pink or blue, are worn by
small children; they cost $1.50.
Antique lace
collars for the little folks are $3.
A novelty for trimming summer dresses is
Italian Valenciennes laces with the figures carried out in colors, either buff, navy blue, or
rose; these cost from 25 cents to 50 cents a
The torchon or Smyrna lace of mixed
yard.
white and a color costs from 28 cents to $1.25 a
yaru.

it is

very

iasuiooauie ior

trimming la-

dies’ and children’s dresses of wash goods; it
also trims the flannels and French buutings
used for sea side and mountain dresses, and is
pretty for flannel morning dresses and dressing
sacques.
The newest dressy trimmiDg for the neck is a
boa made of white lace studded with small
flowers, such as violets, myo9otis, or,lilac.
Lace barbes are embroidered or else chainstitcbed in India colors, such as olive, tillleu),
blue, mandarin and cardinal; price §5,
Handkerchiefs and neck-ties for morning
wear are trimmed with the new colored torchon
laces, either bine or red with white in insertion
aDd edgings.
Long mils of white or black lace reaching
above the elbow are to be worn with the short
sleeves of summer full-dress attire. The tops
are finished with ruffles of Valenciennes edging
and are tied around the arm with pale tinted
ribbon. There are also tinted blue, cream and
flesh colored lacs mits to match the colors of
evening dresses. They are §20 a pair.
New garnitures of roses and leaves have tmy
shells|hanging amid the foliage. Mother-of pearl
leanes form marguerites and forget-me-nots for
bonnets and for dress garniture. For corsage
bouquets to be worn in day as well as evening
are clusters of long-stemmed violets or else
mandarin roses with mignonette, or pink coral
roses with rubber grasses. Tiny bouquets aro
also attached to fans.
New fan-holders are silk cords that pass
around the waist, and have an elaborate chatelaine of passementerie.
Fiobus of black China crape are embroidered
in cashmere colors on the edge, or else edged
with the new white laces that are wrought
with silks of the Oriental shades,
Ntw linen collars are cut iow at the throat,
but they have revets that fold olosely together
and conceal the throat. The edges are needleworked in scallops of red with black, bine or
gray. India oolors are wrought on the turnedover

English’points.

The Republican Feeling.
[From the Indianapolis Journal)
I£ we were to describe the
present temper of
the Republican press of the country in a few
words, we should say it was oue of entire confidence in the patriotic purposes of President

TELEGRAPH^

BY

foreign.

EX-PRESIDENT GRANT.
ENTHUSIASTIC RECEPTION IN

MAINE.

Hayes,

of some doubt as to the ultimate result
of his Southern policy, atjd of general willingness to give it a fair and thorough trial.
It is
impossible not to have confidence in the

motives and purposes of the Prelident. Everything in his life and character compels this,
from bis earliest appearance before the public
to his letter of acceptance, his inaugural message and his most recent acts. There can be
no doubt that be earnestly desires the
pacification of the South, the restoration of good
feeling and prosperity, and the establishment
of equal rights in all parts of the
country.
Neither can there be any doubt that he believes
he is pursuing the right course to this
end, and
in
that
the long ran his policy will redoand to
the glory and welfare of the nation. To
question this would be to question the President’s
patriotism, Integrity or insincerity; and no man
does that. But while conceding all this, it does
not necessarily follow that all Republicans
must see the situation precisely as the President
does, or that all must think alike as to the wisdom or results of bis policy. It argues no disrespect to the President that many Republicans
should have donbts and misgivings on this
point, for in a matter involving so important a
change of policy, and where so much is yet
undeveloped, it would be strange if all men
thought alike, or if all Republicans could
bring themselves to give an equally hearty indorsement to the new policy, great as their
confidence in the President may be, and their
desire that he may succeed in his main purIn other words, there is abundant room
pose.
for difference of opinion in regard to results
and conclusions which are not yet
developed,
and the fact that such difference of
opinion
exists to a greater or less extent does not argue
any schism in the Republican party, nor furnish any ground for crimination and recrimination among its members. All Republicans
uuuuuouvd
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impossible that all should think alike in regard
a policy which is not yet
fnlly defined and
whose results are undetermined. Id this state
of the case, the President has every reason to
be satisfied with the present disposition of the
party, which is to give his Southern policy a
fair trial and judge it by its results. He could
hardly ask more, and Republicans ought not to
to

accord less. If the results shall prove beneficial to the whole country, tending to the
restoration of good feeling, the establishment
of equal rights and the welfare of the nation,
the wisdom of the President will be fully vindicated and all good men will rejoice; if otherwise, we have no doubt he will discover his
mistake and seek to secure the same ends by
some other means.

Remarks

wards’ millinery store was damaged by fire tonight about §200. The fire was caused by a
lighted kerosene lamp falling.
LTo the Associated Press.]
Fire in Somesville.
Somesville, May 29.—About 5 o’clock this
afternoon the japan factory owned by Cyrus J

Hall, who, in company with L. J. Higgins,
was manufacturing japau, was burned to the
ground. Mr. Higgins, who was in the building at the time escaped with difficulty, his
hands being badly burned and his face blackened by the flames. There was considerable japau in the building, which facilitated the
fire.
1’robabie loss on whole §2000; no insurance.
York County Bible Association.

Biddeford, May 29.—The annual session of
York County Bible workers opened in Saco today. Attendance of clergy and laymen was
fair.

Rev. Mr. Blades of Saco, conducted the
devotional meeting, and Rev. Mr. Chase of Bid.
the Teachers’ meeting.
This evening
Rev. Dr. Warren of Portland, addressed the
meeting. Session closes tomorrow evening.

deford,

NEWS.

Bath.
Bath, May 29.—Launched today by Wm.
Rogers a fine three-masted schooner named
Eddie Hack, 394 tons, owned by Judge H. I.
Huck, Indianola, Texas. Capt. E. B. Saunders commands her. Mr. Rogers is also building for the market a while oak ship of 1400
I.annchcil at

tons, to be launched in August.
Arrival of the City of Brussels..
Liverpool, May 29.—The long overdue
steamer City of Brussels arrived this morning.
Deputations from the Liverpool Catholic societies went out in tugs to welcome the pilgrims.
In General

with rudder head sprung.

a

about one-third of the counties in the state
have decided by popular vote against the granting of licenses.
A woman who undertook to walk a thousand
miles in a thousand hours at

Chesterton, Eog.,

recently,
stopped by the authorities after
she had beqn two or three days on the track.
There is|a Methodist church in Colorado
which has not one male member. The business
is controlled entirely by womeD, and there is a
balance in the church treasury.
was

One of Brigham

Young’s

wives has been au-

daciously writing for

the Gentile Tribune, and
there is great scandal thereat in the
prophet’s
household, and an attempt to ferret out the of-

fender.

*

The iron which covered the confederate ironclads destroyed in Charleston harbor in 1805 is
still being recovered, and the other day a
large
section of the bow of a gunboat, with 40 pieces
of bar-iron plating weighing several
was

tons,

fished up.
A novel semi-benevolent,
semi-advertising
enterprise has been set on foot by Mr. Norman

Munro, publisher of

a

New York story paper,

running a mammoth stage drawn by 10 horses,
from Brooklyn to Coney Island every
Saturday.

The stage carries from 80 to 100 passengers, and
itjis a free ride to whoever may be on hand to

take it.
In reply to a letter asking her if Rev. Josiah
Henson was really the original of “Uncle
Tom,” Harriet Beecher Stowe writes: “No one
person is described as in biography. Traits and
incidents of various people are combined. The
life of Rev. J. Henson furnished many of these
but not all.
He was not Uncle Tom. neither
was any other one person that I know of.”
The wife of Congressman Phillips of Kansas, during her husband’s absence the other
day indulged in the queer freak of blackening
her face with burnt cork, dressing in cheap calico, and the launching out for an excursion to
Kansas City.
The congressman overtook his

flighty wife the next day and escorted her
home, the explanation of her escapade being a
slight temporary insanity.
Mary Barker of Brooklyn, an ex-ballet dancof Jim Fisk’s opera house, sues to recover
her father’s estate of $250,000, in
Titusville,
Pa., now in the possession of his
second
er

alleged

wife. The daughter, however, claims that her
father deserted his first wife and child a number of years since, leaving them
destitute, and
that the woman who now holds the inheritance
was

married by him while his lawful wife was

yet living.
It came out incidentally during a recent trial
at London that Joe Jefferson was to have as
compensation for acting at the Princess, twothirds of all the receipts of each night, after
deducting $300 from the gross sum. The theatre holds at least $1200, so that,'.if it were
full,
Mr. Jefferson’s salary would be $000 a
Half that would notj be bad pay, nor would

night!

even

$200, which is the

rrflf if fVio flinafrn
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sum
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Joe Johnston made a speech to some
companies of volunteers at Dallas, Texas, a few

days

ago, during which he said: “It was long a question in the United States whether an
army of
volunteers or an army of regulars were most
efficient.
But that question is settled.
The
contest of four years decided the
question to
the satisfaction of all American
men

military

and the militia or volunteers are the men to be

depended upon.”
Mr. Matthew Baird,

one of the proprietors of
the Baldwin locomotive works at
Philadelphia,
died last Saturday. He came to America from
Ireland in his childhood, and in 1831 became

Mr. Baldwin’s apprentice.

He staid there 39
years, and then retired with $1,660,000, to which
he had added enough to make his estate
$2,He had had three wives and leaves
000,000.
heirs by each. Awhile ago he
gave his children each $100,000.

Bev. Messrs. Charles and A. Murray of
Cape
Colony, of South Africa, who have been introducing into Cape Colony the Mount Holyoke
system of education for women, hav0 just come
to this country to obtain more
teachers and
study up educational methods.
Two seminaries, besides several preparatory
schools, have

already been established, and are in flourishing
condition, under the charge of American teachers.

A number of unaccountable
discharges of the
electric exploders used in the
blasting operations on the Sutro tunnel,
several

whereby
men
have been terribly maimed, has
brought out
the faot that explosions are sometimes
caused
by electricity from the human body. Having
ascertained this fact,Mr. Sutro has
provided the

tunnel-men who handle the exploders with robber gloves, and makes them stand on iron
plates, thus neutralizing the dangerous

bodily
electricity that in their former ignorance rendered them constantly liable to beiDg blown
up.
Edward King gives this curious illustration
of Turkish customs service; There is a

flour
mill just beyond this stream, where flour for the
of
Kustchuk is manufactured.
supplies
Once
when the stream was high the miller
brought
his flour around by water to the lower wharf of
the town, a distance of perhaps a mile and a
half. When he arrived there he was informed
that he must pay duty on his flour at the customs, and was shown the regulation—“All

goods entering Rustchuk by water must pay
customs dues.”
He explained.
The official
said it made no difference. The miller flew into
a rage, and refused to
pay; whereupon the officials confiscated his flour, and doubtless sold
it
for

a
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Turkey perpetually.

MINOR TEhEGRjung
state convention
will be held at Harrisburg August 28.
for
The contract
furnishing government envelopes has been awarded to the Morgan Envelope Co.
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The Northern Cheyennes and Arapahoes
have left for their reservation.
The Rhode Island legislature met
yesterday
and the Governor was installed.
An

MASSACHUSETTS.

local-option prohibitory law, and

imposingitemperance rally

occuried at
last night under the auspices of the

The Boston Anniversaries.
Boston, May 29.—The 52d annual meeting
of the American Unitarian Association was
held today and elected the following officers:
President—Henry P. Kidder.
Vice Presidents—Wm. Bryant and Chas. A.
Stevens.
Secretary—Rev. Rush R. Shippen.
Assistant Secretary—Geo. W. Fox.
Treasurer—Chas'. G. Wood.
Directors—Rev. Geo. L. Chaney, Rev. Edward C. Guild, Rev. John C. Kimball, Rev.
Grindall Reynolds, Rev. Samuel B. Stewart,
Rev. Geo. A. Thayer, Rev. John F. W. Ware,
Thomas Gaffield, John S. Long, Joseph B.
Moore, John W. Wetherell, Wm. L. Whitney, Miss Annie A. Abbott, Miss Elizabeth P.
Channing, Chas.H. Barrage, Alanson Bigelow,
Rev. C. G. Ames and Rev. Frederick Frothing-

ham.

The treasurer reported a balance on hand
April 29th, 1876, of $2,974 81; donations received $39,012.18; total income $111,659.10;
expenditures on sundry accounts $99,288.11; balance
carried to new account $12,330,89.
The year’s
contributions from churches up to this time
amount to more than $26,000. Besides this
over $14,000 have been collected for the Washington church, makiug in all $40,000.
The business meeting being concluded Rev.
H. W. Bellows of New Fork made an address.
His text was, “Stand fast therefore in the liberty wherewith Christ hath made you free.’’
His subject was “The Dissolution of the Popular Creed of the Visible Church and the Reappearance of Primitive Christianity.”
Grencrona Bequests.
The late Peter Brigham leaves three-fourths
of bis whole estate besides other contingent
property to be applied twenty-five years hence
to the hospital for the poor of Suffolk
county.
It will then amount to $3,000,000.
He also
|p»trPQ
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Profvde°ncel'aii;na»Hraek
Proivdence
Railroad,

°? the Boston &
committed
suicide yester-

.The President, Vice President, members of
the Cabinet, Justices of the
Supreme Court,
and other distinguished
gentlemen, have been
invited to attend the centennial celebration
of
the establishment of the New York state
ernment at Rondout July 30,
E. D. Robbins, the principal
government
witness in the St. Louis crooked
whiskey suits
who has been missing with $5000 bail forfeited’
was found in
Clarion county, Pennsylvania!
»
o.
ry aF ^ arrested. He is on his way back
to St. Louis.

aaa

Coal Sales.
New Yoke, May 29.—150,003 tons of Scranton coal sold today at a decliue of from 70 to 50
cents a ton.
Death of Fletcher Ilarper.

Fletcher Harper, the senior member of the
firm of Harper & Brothers, New York, died
this morning of gastric fever.
Tuft* College.
,
The trustees of Tufts College met today.

Reports show a very prosperous condition.
The funds of the college exclusive of the lands
connected with it amount to above $1,000,000.
Hon. Israel Washburn was elected president,
miscellaneous.
Chas. F. WiDgate will he the new editor of
the Evening Express.
The deaths were recorded today of Wm. S.
Dunham, agent here of the Connecticut Mutual
Life Insurance Co., aged 73, and of Mrs. D. P.
Gallager, we'l known soprano.
WASHINGTON.
The

Texas Border Raids.

Washington, May 20_The Cabinet to-day
determined that a letter be addressed to the
Mexican government by the Secretary of State,
notifying that government that it mast take
immediate steps to prevent raids across the Rio

Grande into Texas. Otherwise our military
commander in Texas will be instructed to follow the marauders into Mexico and punish
them upon that territory.
The action of the Cabinet does not involve
the formal recognition of the Diaz government, bat merely deals with it as the only
party that can be addressed. Some weeks
must necessarily elapse before a response to
our demand can bo received, and hence there
is not likely to be any immediate invasion of
Mexican soil by United States troops.
IjMsci by Disease in Dwine.
Tbo statistician of the Department of Agriculture reports as a result of the investigation
of losses from diseases of swine daring the past
twelve months, the destruction of four million
animals of all ages, and a money loss of more
than $20,000,000.
One-fifth of the reported
loss occurs in Illinois, while Missouri. Iowa
and Indiana together lose $10,000,000. Florida,
Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana have
nearly as large a percentage of loss in numbers,
aggregating in value a million and a half
dollars. It is reported the losses are very
small in New England.
The Cuban Cause.
Major Gen. Sanguily of the Cuban army is
here in the interest of the Cuban cause. He
has a private military commission to procure
aid for the Cubans. He has been in the field
eight years. He gives interesting information
as
to the liberal army; he claims that it
amounts to 17,000 well armed aud well disciplined men, and that if there were arms
three times that number could be raised. The
Spanish army, including volunteers and natives
numbered 140,000. Twelve thousand Spaniards
are in hospitals with yellow fever anl epidemic
diseases.
The Spanish government in Cuba is
Until recently every
financially embarrassed.
Cuban eoldier captured was killed.
[Special to the Boston Journal.]
The Administration and Ihe Chisholm

Tragedy.
The despatches heretofore published gave an
implied denial of the statemeDt that a letter is
being prepared by the administration expressing its views to Gov. Stone upon the subject of
the Chisholm butchery. The donial is that the
matter has
never
Ken considered in Ihe
Cabinet. This may be true, but Mr. Evarts
-~—

mi

patch, and his statement to
he had

coarse

a

a

iLio

friend

letter to Gov. Stone on this

of preparation.
Various Mullers.

uea-

that
subject in
was

The President, Secretary McCrary and several other members of the Cabinet will attend
the Decoration ceremonies at Arlington Cemetery to morrow.
Detailed reports of encounters with illicit
distillers in Virginia and West Virginia show
that they are desperadoes who use all their
efforts to kill the officers, but the pluck of the
United Staten officers, aided by good
citizens,
has enabled them to break up eeveral distilleries and make some extensive captures.
The|Secretary of the Navy has decided that
contracts shall now be made for every article
used by the Navy Department, and these contracts shall in every instance be awarded as the
result of competitive bids.
Whittemore of South Carolina is said to
have left the state in consequence of the legislative investigation, and to have returned to
Massachusetts.
Gen. Build' and (he Louisiana Commission.

Philadelphia, May 21).—Wayne McVeagh

lias addressed a letter to Gen. Butler in reply
to a letter from the latter gentleman to Marshal Pitkiu of New Orleans,
contradicting
many of the statements contained therein, particularly with regard to the use of money, and
declaring that he awaits with confidence and
pride the judgment of the American citizens
on the labors of the late
Commission in Lou-

isiana.
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Catholic Total Abstinence Association.
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which is for school purposes and the rtsidue
for keeping the town burial ground in order.
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Dep’t, Office Chief Signal 1
Offices, Washington, D.C.,
>
May 30, (1 A. M.))

Wab

Eor iVi’H England,

Slowly falling barometer, rising temperature,
south to west winds, and clear or partly cloudy
weather.

The envoy of Mrs. Gen. Sherman, President
of the American ladies’ Catholic committee,
had a private audience with the Pope in the
hall of the Vatican Sunday morning. A number of geographical maps were presented to the
Pope, also §1A,000 in gold from the arch diocese of Baltimore, and §5000 from other dioceses.

Hayes’

of Arda-

han Confirmed.
Tlic Czar to Command the Rus-

New Yokk. May 29.—A cable special says
that citizens of Cork and Queenstown pressed
Gen. Grant to pay Ireland a visit, to which he
responded by promising to make a tour of Ireland before returning home.
When the steamer reached Liverpool all the
shipping saluted with their flags, and cheers
greeted them from all the docks as they passed
along. Gen. Grant and friends left their
steamer in the tug, on which there were the
consuls and a lew intimate friends. The Mayor
of Liverpool, members of the Common Council, a deputation of merchants, surrounded by
an immense throng of
people of both sexes,
curious to see the “Great Y'ankee General,”
awaited the anival of the tender at the landing
stage. As General Badeau’s boat ran alongside the Custom House wharf a tremendous
deafening cheer went up. The weather was
delightful. Gen. Grant landed with Mrs.
Badeau on his arm, Mrs. Grant following with
Gen. Badeau and her son, forming a most
interesting group. As the party stepped on to
the wharf a cordon of police formed around
them and the Mayor and councilmen, as the
thousands of people bad begun to crush and
crowd in tbeir eagerness to get a sight of the
visitors. Now the cheering from the crowd on
the shore was taken up by the passengers on
the Indiana, who thus bade adieu to tbeir
famous fellow passengers. A thousand hats
were raised as the Mayor slowly advanced to
meet the ex-President, reading as he moved
forward, according to old English custom when
greeting noted guests, an address of formal
welcome, repeating the deep interest the citizens of Liverpool felt in having him among
them as an illustrious statesman and soldier,
and asking him to accept the hospitalities
which were extended in the name of the great
commercial city he represented.
Gen. Grant waited a few seconds until the
cheering had ceased, and then quietly replied
to the civic address, saying be experienced extreme pleasure in accepting the kind invitation
extended, laying particular stress on this—that
he felt that they had expressed the cordial
feeling of England towards him as a citizen of
the United States.
Gen. Grant wore civilian’s attire, somewhat
♦a

Bark Antioch from Singapore has put in at
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Mechanic Falls, May 29.—Mrs. S. It. Ed-

Sews and Other Items.
Texas has

Reported Recapture

The

Fire in mechanic Falls.
[Special Despatch to the Press.]
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see him decked in all the glory of the
uniform of the army. After being introduced
to members of the Council by the Mayor, the
ex-President and Mrs. Grant entered the
Mayor’s state coach, driven and attended by
the corporation donkeys, in (frills, kneebreeches, pandered wigs and three-cornered
hats, and started for the Adelphi Hotel. A
long line of private carriages followed, and
many spectators through Water and Lime
streets. In the vicinity of St. George’s Kail
new crowds had gathered and cheered lustily
as
the Mayor’s coach turned to the main
entrance of the Adelphi. Here more police
were in waiting to keep off the crowd, and the
guests were allowed to pass to their rooms to
change their apparel and prepare for a drive
around the city.
The President was in unusually good spirits
throughout the journey, and remarked that for
the first time in fifteen years he had passed ten
days without a telegraph wire at his back,
giving him a sensation as agreeable as it had
been unusual. He was an unusual favorite
with all passengers on the steamer. One amusing feature of the voyage was a passenger on
board, formerly a soldier under Buckner at
Fort Donaldson. There were repeated scenes
of infinite banter between Grant and the
veteran, the General nicknaming the passenger
“Johnny.” On reaching Liverpool, the old
soldier proclaimed himself a Grant man for
the remainder of his life. The ex-President
brings with him the uniform of a general and
the sword presented to him by the citizens of
Galena, 111., to be used on state occasions.
During the voyage when politics were introduced, he abruptly left, and pacing the deck
explained to a passenger by saying that any
opinion he might express of President Hayes,
whether favorable or unfavorable, might be
misconstrued. President Hayes deserved the
esteem and confidence of all Republicans while
trying his experiment in the South.
Nothing
could be more unpatriotio than a premature
quarrel with him or the suspicion that he
meant to Johnsonlze the Republican party.
He commended the personal character of exGov. Chamberlain of South Carolina, and exMarshal Packard of Louisiana. The first, he
said, was a orimant scuoiar. ana tne secona a
man of great ability and honesty.
He hoped
the experiment of President Hayes would disappoint those Republicans who feared a general catastrophe.
One day some one commented upon the failnre of Carl Schurz and Gen. Banks in the
army. Grant, quietly smiling, said, “Don’t
forget that they commenced as Major Generals.” He spoke in high terms of the Confederate General Joe Johnson,whom he pronounced a very able commander. He knew Stonewall Jackson when a student at West Point.
That subsequently famous officer was at that
time a fanatic in religion, with decidedly hypocbrondriac tendencies. When a passenger
asked what would have become of Jackson’s
fame had he encountered Sheridan, Gen. Gtant
remarked that Sheridan had not only defeated
Jackson but destroyed him.
Gen. Grant will be the guest of Minister
Pierrepont. During his stay in London he intends to run over to France to visit Minister
On his return he will
Washburn incognito.
visit Scotland and Ireland, and then to Denmark to pass some time with his sister, the
wife of Minister Kramer, thence be will go to
Sweden and Norway and afterwards to Russia, visiting Switzerland late in the summer
and Spain during the winter.
The reception of Gen. Grant in England resembles the ovations which monarchs receive
from other nations.
When the aldermen at
Queenstown proposed to present him with an
address it was opposed by some because Gen.
Grant had declined to receive the address of the
Irish nation.
A parish priest on Sunday morning preached
a sermon against Gen. Grant, because he
had
shown himself the persistent enemy of the
Catholic churches. This solitary instance of
bigotry would not have interfered with popular
demonstration had he lauded, and a corporation address would have been presented.
Liverpool, May 29.—After visiting various
points of interest this morning Gen. Grant and
party were entertained at luncheon by the
mayor in the town hall. Numerous prominent
citizens were present
Afterwards with the
mayor the party visited the News Room and
The
General’s
Exchange.
reception on change
was very cordial.
He made a brief speech of
thanks which was received with reiterated
cheering. He will go to Manchester tomorrow
and leave there in the evening for London by
rail.
London, May 30.—The Post says General
Grant will take dinner with the Prince of Wales
at Mr. Pierrepont's residence on the 21st of
June. He will meet the Duke of Cambridge
at a similar banquet, June 26.

pected to

THE INDIANS.
Indian Camp on Ihe Rosebud Surprised—
Indians Routed-Narrow Escape of
ties. Miles.
New York, May 28.—A despatch from
Tongue river of the 16tb says Gen. Miles surprised an Indian camp on the Rosebud river,
on the morning of the 7th inst., capturing 45
ponies and having a running fight for several
miles. The Indians mainly escaped with only
their rifles. Fourteen Indians were left dead
on the field, among them the chief Lame Deer,
and the head warrior Iron Star. Two hundred
saddles and fifty tons of dried meat were captured. Also quantities of ammunition, blankets, carbines, pack loads of beads, war bonnets,
tepees, &c. The casualties in Miles’s command were as follows: Killed, privates Chas.
Springer and Peter Lewis, company H, John
Mertondale and Charles Glaskersky, company
C. second cavalry. The wounded were Lieut
Alfred M. Fuller ot tbe second cavalry, shot
through tbe shoulder; musician It. Osborne,
company F; privates Frayer, company F, Wm.
Jeffreys and Patrick Eyan, company G, Thos.
B. Gilman, company H, Wm. Wilkes, company L, George Seward and George Jones,
company F.
Geo, Miles had given orders to tbe interpretors to qqdoudco a3 they vent through the
camp that all who surrendered would be pardoned. As Gen. Miles rode through the village two Indians approached him, holding in
one hand their carbines and extending the
other. Gen. Miles snook hands with Lame
Deer, and Lieut. Baird, adjutant of the fifth
infantry, shook hands with tbe other, who was
Iron Star. Gen. Miles motioned to the Indians
to lay down their arms. They did so and the
General told Lieut. Long
of(the fifth iDfantry
to dismount and take tbe 'carbines.
Lieut,
Long had hardly dismounted when Lame Deer
picked up his carbine and fired at Gen. Miles,
the.ball passing between the General’s body
and his horse’s back,and killing private Springer of the second cavalry behind him.
Iron
Star began shooting at the same time, and both
Iudians retreated filing, but were killed within a hundred yards.
A Texas Town Captured by Apaches.
St. Louis, May 29.—A letter in the Dodge
City Times Irom Sweet Water, Texas, gives a
report that the town of Danble Mountain, in
Pan Handle, Texas, has been captured by
Apache Indians and all tbe stock ol the town
run off.
Toe letter also states that a large
number of hunters were killed by Indians during the past winter; also that a fight recently
occurred in Pan Handle between abont sixty
hunters and twice that number of Apaches.
The hunters started after the Indians to avenge
the murder of Mr. Sewall, one of their uumber.
They followed their trail many days
although their provisions gave out, they living
on what game they could kill.
At length
they came unou an Indian village containing a
number ot ‘lodges on the bank of a small
stream, and although they bad been without
food two days they attacked the Iudians under
covtr of tbe banks of the stream.
The tight
lasted several hours and was only stopped by
darkness. During tbe night the Iudians struck
their lodges, took their women and children
killeJ and wounded and fled.
The Indian loss
is not known, but is believed to be consideraSeveral of the hunters were wounded,
ble.
but none killed.
Mile* in It Minnies, 117 1-it Seconds.
29.—Ten
Broeck
ran
against tbe fastest two miles today In the
presence of tbe largest number ever assembled
m
the course of tbe Louisville Jockey Club.
It. Louis and Necy Hale were his companions
n the race, tbe former in tbe first mile and the
atter in the second mile.
He made tbe.dis;ance in 15 minutes 27J seconds, five seconds
letter than True Blue's and three seconds
juicker tbau MoWhister’s run yesterday. Tbe
icene at the close of the race was one of wild
Two
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sian and Roumanian Armies.
THE PEACE PARTY

SUCCESSFUL
THE SERVIAN ELECTIONS.
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Bad Way.
THU ASIATIC CAMPAIGN.
Recapture of Ardahan Continued.
Constantinople, May 29.—Confirmation
has been received here of tbe reported recapture of Ardahan.
Russian. Evacuate Seil.
Intelligence from Suknm-Kaleh states that
the Russians have evacuated and Turks occuThe Russians have
pied the fortress of Seil.
evacuated the whole coast line of the Abazeo
Country.
Tbe

_

TURKEY.
Stain, of Foreign Subject.,

Constantinople, May 29.—Foreign ambassadors have been informally assured by tbe
Forte that a state of siege will not interfere

privileges

with the

of

foreign subjects.

The Pre.byterian Ueueral
trembly.
Chicago, May 2!).—In the Presbyterian general assembly today the committee iA correspondence reported resolutions .concerning the
Southern reconciliation question. A substitute
was to the effect that as a letter trom the
Southern assembly at New Orleans
presents no suggestions not previously considered and indicates no desire to heal the wounds of the
past
or maintain fraternal
relations, and mauilests
no intention to pass over the
record except on
conditions which are impracticable, therefore
the assembiy will take no lurther action
This was discussed by Dr. Van
Dyke and
many others, all taking the ground that advances should not be all on the side of the
Northern Presbyterians.
Dr. Van Dyke read
from tho official report of the Southern
general assembly, which met in Louisville in
1870,
to show that harder words had been
spoken
by that assembly of the Northern body thin
those which they complained of.
An amendment to the substitute was offered
which made the sentiment more
conciliatory
and the debate proceeded on this amendment.
Among the speakers was the aged Dr. Plumer
of Sonth Carolina, who spoke by the
request of
the assembly, and urged that any steps necessary to fraternal relations would be takeD.
Rev. Mr. Walkius, a missionary of
Texas,
urged that both the substitute and amendment
be voted down.
Finally a vote was taken which resulted in
the adoption of the amendment proposed to
substitute. As passed it is:
Ihat while this assembly
earnestly desires
to be reunited in closer relation with our
Southern brethren, we do not feel it
expedient
at the present time to take
any farther action
on tho subject
except to declars than we are
ready to cordially receive a representation
from, and send a delegation to, that assembly
whenever they indicate that they are willing to
do so.”

«rru°k*nson-*8

Mouth Carolina Boml*.

Columbia, May 29.—The Senate after a
strong discussion on the House appropriation
bill, today struck out the fifth section, which
provided $270,000 for the payment of the inter-

Pro-

ceedings will only be taken against a foreign
subject with the concurrence of his consul.
Exiled for Connection with the Sofia Demonstration.
The newspapers state that amoug those ex'
iled for participation in the last Softa demonstration are Aghiah Effendi, a councillor of
state; Ismail Bey, chief of a department in tbe
foreign office; Emin Bey, formerly Chamberlin
to tbe Saltan; Abchil Asiz and Kemal Bey and
Monbir Bey, journalists.
Redif Pasha Dictator—Foreign Residents
of Constantinople Alarmed.
LONDON, Mary 29.—The Standard’s Constan
tinople speoial has sent the following via
Athens, 25th inst.:
Redif Pasha, Minister of War, is now dictator, and for a time more powerful than ever.
Great anxiety prevails among the European
population, who fear that daring the state of
siege

11
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est on the bonded debt of the state.

Base Ball.
At Louisville—St. Louis Browns 7, Louisvilles 4.
At Rochester—Rochesters 4, Maple Leaf 2.
At Philadelphia—Hartiords 8, Athletics 4.
At Boston—Bostons 0, Tecumsehs 2.

MINOR TELEORA1S.
Tho American Association of Superintendents of Insane Asylums are holding a convention at St. Louis.
Extensive preparations are being made at
Louisville for the convention of the Young
Men’s Christian Association which takes place
Jane 6tb.
The Secretary of the Treasury has decided
that vesselsnotdocumented.bat belnnirinp tn
citizeas of the United States, are liable to the
total tax of §1.30 per ton.
At yesterday’s session of the board of delegates of American Israelites, a letter from
Secretary of State Evarts was read, in which
he says: “In furtherance of your wishes the
department will refer a copy of your letter to
our minister at Constantinople with instructions to take such action in the matter as will
in his judgment be best calculated to secure an
amelioration of the condition of an oppressed

mere

arrives

will be a collision between the'populace and the
troops. Our position is one of very great danger.
Foreigners to be admitted into the Ottoman Service—The Situation at Oonstan-

tinople.

London, May 29.—The morning
prominence to the following:

Post

gives

The Tnrkish government has decided to admit foreiDers to its service. A number of gentlemen who have bad experience in our own
army are about to join the Ottoman forces.
Among these volunteers is Hon. W. Drummond. The wildest rumors are in circulation
concerning the condition of affairs in Constantinople. It is said that a conspiracy has been
discovered against the dynasty with ramifications in the provinces. The court martial is
sitting with closed doors. The ODly certain
fact is that Mahmond Domod Pasha insists upon drafting all Softas in the army.

people.”

Portland Wholesale Market.
Tuesday, May 29.—The markets continue dull
with hut little change. Sugars are quite firm at 12]c
for granulated and 11 |c for Extra C. Flour is dull
and there is hut little demand; prices have fallen
about 25c the past two days. Pork and Lard are dul1
and there is but little demand.

ON THE DANUBE.
The Czar to Assume Command.
Bucharest, May 29.—Tho Czar will on his
arrival formally take command of both the
Russian and Roumanian armies. All cause of
jealousy will thus be avoided. This, however,
does not alter the arrangement by which the
Russian army remains on the northern bank of
the Danube.

Foreign Imports.
CARDENAS. Schr Ryerson—293 hhds 40 tcs
lasses to Geo S Hunt & Co.

By

Exports

of uomestic

produce

for the week

Gold opened and closed at ICO], with sales in the
interim at 106}. Carrying rates 1 @ 2 per cent, and
flat. The clearances were $22,659,coo. The customs
receipts to-day wera $230.1100. The Treasury disbursements were $32,000 lor interest and $654,000
for bonds. Governments are steady. Stock market

hoatrw and lnnror

Noon.

Clearing House Statement-Currency exchanges $50,708,142: balances $2,250,873; gold exchanges $454,648; balances $825,618.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 193,000 shares, including Rock Island 7200 shares,
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western 69,500 shares,
Lake Shore 37,000 shares, Michigan Central 5800
shares, Si Paul preferred 10,100 shares, New York
Central 11.200 shares, Pacific Mail 11,900 shares,
Delaware <x Hudson Canal 5400 shares, Northwestern preferred 7900 shares.
The following were the closing quotations of Gov-

ICWUll

ly informed Prince Bismarck that Russia as indemnification for war expenses would eventually only claim upper Armenia as far as Kars
and excluding Erzeroum, so as not to interfere
with English interests near the Euphrates, provided England remained neutral.
The Roumanian Army in Cood Condition
London, May 29,—A special to the Daily
News from Krajova, commenting on the state
of the Roumanian army, says:
Between
Jfupereceni and Cetate there are 30,000 soldiers. They are in excellent physical condition
and perfectly equipped and armed, and have
more than the ordinary proportion of artillery,
with a definite scheme of action and in complete accord with the Russians.

United States 6-20’s, 1865, new.noj
United States new 44s, reg. 107}
United States new 4}s, coup.108}
United States 5-20’s, 1867.113}
United States 5-20’s, 1868
116
United States new5’s,.111}
United States 10-40’s, reg.....1123
United States 10-40s, coup.113}

Currency 6’s.
1253
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks
Western Union Telegraph Co, ex...... *.. 63}
Pacific Mail.;. 20|
New York Central,& Hudson R R, ex. 91}
Erie.. ..
6}

preierred.
Michigan Central....
Erie

...

The Times’ f Bucharest despatch contains the
following: Turkish camps at Nikopolis have
been removed behind the hills. This is believed to be a prelude to the bombardment of Turnn Magureli. The Roumanians think Turkish
monitors are placing torpedoes along the south
side of the river.
The Scherif of Mecca has placed the treasures
of the Holy Shrine, the accumulated money
and gifts from pilgrims, at the Sultan’s disposal. The treasures aggregate 200,000,000

Providence Print Cloths Market.

Providence, R. I., May.29.—The Printing cloths
market quiet and prices firm and unchanged—at 4}c
for standard and extra 64 x 64 spots and futures.

piastres.
A Pesth despatch says the Servians are claiming free passage for their steamer Deligrod down
the Danube, and mounting guns at Tokis to
give their protestations more weight with the

gltai

CUtUUOKUUl

niliU

Company.

FRANCE.
Be Broglie's Circular.
Paris, May 29.—The Duke De Broglie has
issued a circular recommending the suppression
of the Communists’ apologies and false views
especially the insinuations that France favors
a

foreign

war.

macRahon Bound to Slick.
Tbe Moniteur declares that President MacMahon will not resign in any event.
The Bonapariisio Coming to the FrontLondon, May 29 —Tbe Bonapartists will get
the lion’s share of the appointments under the
new French ministry,
causing considerable uneasiness and suspicion among the Legitimist*.
A special from Borne to the Times says: It is
stated that President MacMabon has sent an
autograph letter to the Pope, expressing confidence that in tbe serious position in which
France now stands, his Holiness would continue that benevolence he had always manifest-

ed.

CUBA.
New York, May 29.—The guaboat
Ossipce,
which recently made a tour of the harbors of
the island of Cuba, found the Spanish officers
exceedingly formal and coldly polite to the
American flag at every port.
They find also
that Cienfuegos, Santiago, Nuevitas aud other
smaller parts of the eastern end of the island
are all so closely beleaguered inland by tbe insurgents that only the presence of a large number of Spanish gunboats at each place prevents
them from falling into the hands of the Cubans.

Foreign Notes.
The Spanish government has decided to forbid pilgrimages or religious manilestations
which may form a pretext for a Carlist
propaIn view of the antagonistic attitude
ganda.
shown by a eection of the Episcopal
clergy toward it, the government has made
representation to the Vatican to use its
authority to diss »de recalcitrants from
creating embarrassments.
Bomero, ex-Mexican Minister to Washington,
has been appointed Mexican
Secretary of the
Treasury, and Trinidad Garcia Secretary of the
Interior.

Pedro Valdez, with some
filibusteis, was defeated by the Mexican troops May JG.
The Queen or Holland is ill and her condition
causes some excitement.

16

39}

96
Panama....ex.
Union Pacific Stock,..
68}
Lake Shore..... ..... 48}
Illirois Central...
55§
84
Pittsburg R., ex.
Chicago & Northwestern. 20§
Chicago & Northwestern preferred -.48}
Rock Island. 93}
New Jersey Central. 6g
St. Paul. 18}
St. Paul preferred.. .. 49
Fort Wayne.
95
Ohio & Mississippi.
5
Delaware «& Lackawanna. 40}
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph. 19}
The following were the closing quotations of Pacino
Railroad securities:
Missouri Pacific... 1}
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st.... 11}
Guaranteed....... 11}
Central Pacific bonds.
....110}
Union Pacific. 107
Land Grants...
102
£6
Sinking Funds....

Bulgarian legion.

BUIIU

Lard is nominal.

Bulk Meats firmer and

Chicago Cattle Market.
Chicago, May 29.—Cattle—receipts of 1,500 head;
shipments 2900 head; active for shipping, but about
10 lower; common to good butchers 3 40 @ 5 37} ;good
Cows and Steers 4 50® 5 29; Texan and stall fed
Steers 5 00 @ 5 60; feeders 4 65 @ 4 90; extra choice
shipping 5 70 @ 5 75.
Hogs—receipts 13,000 head; shipments 2,100 head;
the market is active and firmer but not quotably
higher; light shipping at 5 00 @ 5 05; heavy shipping
at 5 07}® 5 25; packing at 4 95 @ 510, closing ac-

tive.

Sheep nominal; receipts 1200.
Domestic Markets.
New York, May 29—Evening.—Cotton fiim and
unchanged: ordinary uplands and Alabama at 9}c;
ordinary New Orleans and Texas at 9gc; ordinary
stained 94c; middling uplands and Alabama at 11316c; middling New Orleans and Texas at 115-16c;
do stained at 10 9-16c; futures in moderate business,
closing at6 points advance; sales 1202 bales; delivered on contract 300 bales.
Flour—more doing and
prices without decided change, market closing quiet:
No 2 at 3 75® 5 25; Superfine Western and State

at 5 75 (51 6 25: common to good extra Western nmI
State at 6 50 @ 8 50; good to choice extra Western
and State at 6 90 @ 7 00; common to choice White
Wheat Western extra at 7 05 @7 30; Fancy White
Wheat Western extra at 7 35 @9 00; common to
good extra Ohio at 6 50 @ 8 50; common to choice extra St Louis at 6 75 @ 10 25; Patent Minnesota extra
good to prime 7 85 @|9 25; choice to double extra at
9 30 @11 00; receipts 6993 bbls; sales of 12,600 bbls.
Southern flour ig without change and little more active; common to fair extra at 8 65 @ 9 50 ;good to
choice do at O SO @ 10 75; ealca 950 bbls.
lt\e flour
unchanged at 4 25 @ 5 00 for supertine. Cormneal is
active; Western, Jersey and Pennsylvania at
“pre
2 75 @ 3 40. Wheat 2 @ 3
higher with a little better
export demand; old No 2 Chicago at 1 55 in store;
No 3 Milwaukee to arrive 1 55; Red and White State
together at 185; l 75 bid, 1 80 asked for straight No 2
Milwaukee; receipts 33,150 bush; sales 56,500 bush.
Kye lower at 80 @ 83c lor Western; 12,000 bush at 97*
@ 98c for State; sellers ol boat loads Western at 80c.
arley is quiet and steady. Barley Malt is firm; 600
bush 2-rowed State 91 *c cash. Corn 1@ 2c higher
with fair business doing; steamer Mixed at 55 @ 56?;
New York No 2 at 57* @ 58c; old Western Mixed at
59Jc; receipts 80,016 bush; sales of 105.000 bush; also
50.000 steamer Mixed seller May at
112,000 bush
seller June at55}@56|c; 100,000 bush No 2 seller
June 57* @ 59c; 40,000 bush steamer Mixed for July
at 58* @ 59c; 160,000 bush No 2 seller July at 60* @
6l*c; 25,000 bush steamer Mixed for Augnst at 60* @
61c; No 2 seller August 62Jc bid, 65c asked. Oats are
without change; mixed Western and State at 42 @
62*c; White Western and State at 47@7fc; New
York No 3 White at 48c; New York No 2 at 49Jc;
New York No 2 White at 50 @ 51c; extra G9c; White
State at 65 @ 70c; Mixed Western at 45 @ 48c; White
at 49 @ 52c; ungraded Western Mixed at 45* @ 51c;
receipts42.032 bush; sales 31,000 bush. Cottee—Rio
quiet and very Arm; cargoes at 16* ® 20* gold; 16* @
21* gold tor job lots; 1000 bags fair 19*. Sugar quiet,
firm and unchanged; refined is in demandat 12c lor
staudard A; 128 for granulated; 12|c for crushed and
powdered. Molasses quiet firm ;Porto Rico 60 @ 70c;
New Orleans at 50 @ 65c.. Rice is unchanged. Peroleum quiet and scarcely so firm; crude 8*c; refined
at 14|c; cases 18 @ 20; naptha at 9* @ 10. Tallow is
steady; 350,000 lbs at 8*. Naval Stores—Rosin firmer at 1 75 @ 1 85 for strained.
Turpentine is firmer
at 3i*c lor Spirits. Pork is firmer; 200 bbls ot new
mess part at 14 00 @ 14 65; closing 14 70; 750 bbls for
seller June at 14 50; 550 bbls seller for July at 14 65;
500 bbls seller August 15 75. Beef Hams at 21 00 @
2150. Cut Meats—Western dull; middles are quiet
at 7 7-16 tor Western long clear; city long clear 7*.
25 boxes long clear at 7 7-16. Lard firm with more
inquiry; 950 tes ot new and old prime steam at 9 60
@ 9 65; closing 9 50 @ 9 55; new 9 50; seller June at
9 60 @ 9 62*, closing 9 62* @ 9 65; 6500 tes seller July
at 9 72* @ 9 77*; lOuO tes seller August 9 88*. Whiskey

56*;

steady 111*.

Freights to Liverpool—market shade easier; Colton
sail at *d; do steam *; Wheat per steam at 6d.
Chicago, May 29.—Flour is dull and unchanged.
Wheat is fairly active; No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 49
cash; 1 49* seller June; 1 50* @ 1 50* seller July; No
3 do at 1 32; rejected 95c. Corn lower at 44*c cash;
43|c seller June; 46*c seller July: rejected 41 @ 42c.
Oats are firm at 37*c cash; 38c seller June.
Rye is
firmer at 70*c. Barley is nominal, only trading in
No Spring at 37 @ 39. Pork is active and firm at
13 87* cash: 13 75 seller June; 13 90 @13 90* seller
July. Lard active ana firm at 9 32* cash and [seller
June; 9 42* @ 9 45 seller July. Bulk Meats are firm,
but prices unchanged; shoulders at 5; short rib middles at 7* ;sbort clear do at 7g.
Whiskey steady at

07*.
Freights—Corn to Buffalo 2.
Receipts—6,500 bbls flour, 6,000 bush wheat, 202,000 nush corn, 69,060 bush Oits, 21,600 bush barley,
1

000

more

do-

ing; clear rib sides 7* for July; 7* for August. Bacon
firmer; shoulders 52; clear lib at 7 80 @ 7 87*; clear
sides 8|.
Receipts—700 bbls flour, ,2000 bush wheat, 40,000 bush corn, 2000 bush oats, C0,0C0 bush barley,
1,000 bush rye, 000 head hogs, 000 head cattle.
Milwaukee, May 29.—Flour quiet and unchanged. Wheat is firm; No 1 Milwaukee nothing doing;
No 2 Milwaukee at 1 61*; seller June 1 61*;
seller
July at 1 64; No 3 Milwaukee at 1 40. Corn firm and
and in fair demand; No 2 at 434c. Oats firmer; No 2
at 37c. Kve in fair demand; No 1 at 70c.
Barley is
nominal; No 2 Spring at 80c; No 3 SpriDg at 39 @ 40.
Freights—Wheat to Buffalo at 3.
Receipts—5000 bbls flour, 17,000 bush wheat.
Shix>ment8—5,000 bbls flour, 13,000 bush wheat.

Cincinnati,May 29.—Pork nominally unchanged.
Lard stronger; steam rendered at 9 25 @9 30; kettle at 9* @ 10 00. Bulk Meats are in fair demand;
shoulders at 4 85; clear rib 7; clear sides 7*.
Bacon
dull; 5f, 72 @ 7| and 8* for shoulders, clear riband
clear sides. Whiskey is quiet 1 06.
Live Hogs are in fair demand and firm; common
at 4 25 @ 4 70; fair to good light at 4 75 @ 5 00; packing at 4 80 @ 5 05; butchers at 5 10 @ 5 20; receipts
2157 head; shipments 1220 head.
Detroit, May 29.—Flour is dull but not quotably
higher. Wheat is 2 @ 4 higher; transactions small;
extra White Michigan at 1 82 @ 1 82*, milling 1 81;
No 1 White Michigan at 1 77 @ 1 78, milling at 1 68
bid, 1 70 asked. Corn is quiet; sales No 1 Mixed 51c.
Oats lower; No 1 White at 49c cash; 48*c seller for

bush of rye.

Shipments—8,000 bbls flour,32,000 buah wheat, 150,000 bush corn, 49,000 bush oats, 7,000 bush barley,
41QQ bulb rye.

NEW BEDFORD—Ar 27th, sell Wanderer, Winslow, Portsmouth.
aSId 28th, sch Clio Chilled*,, Fullerton, Hallowed.
VIN EYAKD-H A VKN—Ar 26th. schs Ida L Kay,
trom So Amboy lor Boston; Lyra, do for do; Olive,
Port Johnson for do; Ethau Allen, and Mary Helen,
Philadelphia for Portland; Hatnpdun do tor Bangor;
W Freeman, Weehawken for Haverhill; Ada Ames,
Kondout for Newburyport; S E Nightingale, N York
for Eastport ; Dex.alo. Bangor for New Haven.
Ar 27th, schs F A Pike, irorn Philadelphia for Boston or Portland ; M M Poto, Port Johnson tor Bangor; Fanny Flint, do lor Portland: Richmond, do
for Saco; Violo, do tor Portsmouth; Tarry Not, Weehawken tor Ipswich; Huntress, New York for Lubec
Mary Sands, do for Augusta; W B Darling, fm New
Bedtord for St George; Nellie Treat, Whitney, Fernandina for Addison; A Peters, Calais, for orders;
Union, do for Providenee.
Sid, sebs Dresden, Georgic, Annie Tibbetts, Judge
Tenney, Mary Jane, Irene E Meservey, Fannie Butler, Addie Ames, Olive, Ethan Allen, W Freeman,
Hampden, Kenduskeag. Grand Island.
Ar PM, 27tli, sebs Addie Kyerson, Mahoney. Carenas 17 days for Portland; Nellie F Sawyer, Ilall,
New York for do: Elmiral, Smith, Jonesboro.
Ar 26th, schs Telegraph, from
EDGARTOWN
New York for Saco; Monticello, do for Boston; Joe
Carlton, do fbr Saco; Defiance, Delaware Breakwater for Bath; Geo E Prescoit, New York for Vinalhaven; Albert Jameson, do tor Boston; Jas Henry,
do for do; Fannie Flint,Warren, New York tor Portland.
Ar 27th, sebs Ada Ames, trom New York for Newburyport; D Ellis, do for Portsmouth; Alleghany,
lmdo for Boston; Post Boy, from Philadelphia for
Portsmouth.
BOSTON—Ar 28tli, barque Shawmut, Connor, Rosario; schs Orient, Rogers. Magdalen Island; Agnes.
Hodgdon, Richmond; Saarbruek, Clark, andHallie C
Bunker, Smith, Baltimore; C E Rogers, Rogers, Hoboken; Wigwam, Field, Machias.
Below, schs Wm Duren, Ethan Allen, W H Rowe,
Addie G Bryant, F H Odiorne, May Morn, Defiance,
M B Harris, Abbie Wasson.
Old 28*h, schs M L Crockett, Dean, Bangor; Chattanooga, Snare, do.
Ar 29tb, barque II G McFarland, McFarland. Alexandria; Victor, Pond, St Pierre; schs Annie Tibbetts
Mitchell. Arroyo; O D Withered. Garfield. Baltimore; Uriah B Fisk, Rogers, Baltimore; Sarah F
Bird, Merrill, Weehawken; Veto, Thorndike, Hoboken; Alrneda, Smith, Hoboken; Eagle, Bobbins, fm
Port Johnson; Mary B Harris, Coombs, Port John*
son; J W Drisko, Mitchell, do.
Cld 29th, sebs Mary A Drury, Gage, tor Kennebec;
W S .Jordan. Crowell, Baltimore; Alrneda, Smith, for
Eastport; F Merwlu. Pierce. Kennebec.
SALEM—Ar 2Stb, schs Wra Flint. Pendleton, Port
Johnson; Oliver Jameson, Campbell, Rondout; Martha Weeks, Somes, do.
Sid 28th. sell* Winslow Morse, aud Pacific.
NEWBURYPORT
Sid 28tb. schs Minnesota,
Coombs, Machias; Triton, Rand, Banger; Gen Scott,
Rich, Calais; Quoddv, Young, Lubec.
PORTSMOUTd-Ar 28th, schs Hattie E King,
Crowley, Baltimore; Georgia, Dodge, Port Johnson.
Sid 27th. sell J S Bragdou, tor New York.
BANGOR—Ar 28tb, sch Railroad, Webster, trom
Portland.

Receipts—255 bbls flour, 683 bush
bush corn, 2297 bush oats.
Shipments—241 bbls tiour, 1808 bush
bush corn 4749 bush oats.

Cleveland, May 29.—The Petroleum market is
12J for standard White.
York,May 29.—Cotton is firm; Middling up-

firm at
New

lands at 10$o.

Galveston,May 29.—Cotton

is

lauds at 10$.
New Orleans,

dulljMiddling

up-

May 29.-Cotton [quiet; Middling
uplands at 10fc.
Mobile, May 29.—Cotton unchanged ;MiddliDg up-

lands 10ic.

Louisville,May 29.—Cotton steady; Middling uplauds 10$c.
Norfolk, May 29.—Cotton is dull; Middling uplands at 10$ @ lujc.
Augusta, May 29,—Cotton is firm; Middling uplands at 10|c.
European Harken.
London, May 29—1.00 P. M.—Consol at 95 3-16
for money and account.
London, May 29—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States new 5s, 107.
London, May 29—Later.—Consols at 951-1G lor
Liverpool, May 29.—12.30 P M.—Cotton market
quieter; Middling uplands at 5$d; do Orleans at
l-16d; sales 8,000 bales, including ltOO bales lor
speculation and export; receipts of cotton to-day
were 10,000 bales, includinga7800 American.

is
6

In thl3 city, May 29, by D. W. Proctor, Esq., John
D. Faulkner and Carry L. Pufier, botti of Boston.
In LewistOD, May 26, Frank Libby of Lewiston and
Miss Lizzie S. Philpot of Limerick.
In West Gardiner, May 16, Sanford Law and Miss
Lena L. Malcolm, both of Gardiner.
In Gardiner, May 12, Wellington F. Potter and
Minnie L. Gammon.
In Biddefora, May 12, Jas. F. Clufi and Miss Hattie E. Whitney.

DIED.

Ar at Montevideo Apl 21,
ball, New York; Goodwin,
sailed tor Rosario.)

Hinatnre

Almanac.fflay 30.
water.1.00 AM
j High
I Moon rises.11.03 PM

.4.20
Sun sets...7.35

NEWS

Passed Dover

LAUNCHED—At Pembroke 25th, the barque Elinor
Vernon, owned by parties in Pembroke and New
York, and to be commanded by Capt J A Copp, late
of brig Alton. She is to load deals at Calais or St
John lor Europe.

diu xxxx

Natal.
Ar at

amwcip

i-fliu,

uoua

Ikaniarra

Tint-

rpnnrl Pi I

Sch
Staples, Strout,
Philadelphia from
Providence, reports, during a squall on Brandywine
Shoals night ot 23d, parted chains and lost both anchors. Was supplied at Delaware Breakwater.
Eliza J

at

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 28th, ship Trojan, Libby,
Hull, F,
NEW ORLEANS-Ar S3J, sch Hay Evelyn, Mc-

Lcam,

ELECTRIC BATTERIES

New York.
FALL RIVER—Ar

Calais.

25tb, sch Ida L Howard, Rich,

Ar 27th, schs H G Bird, Rhodes, Baltimore; BF
Brainard, Hubbard, Amboy; Fair Wind, Bowman,

Brooklin.
Ar 27th, schs W II Sargent, Baker, and George B
Somes, Norwood, Calais.
NEWPORT—Bid 26th, schs Huntress, Brown, im
New York tor Lubec; Albeit Jameson, Candage, do
for Boston; Mary Bands. Roberts, Perth Amboy for
Augusta; Tarry Not, Church, Weehawkeu for Ipsirich: George fi Preecott, GuptilJ, fiiizabethport for

VmaLbaYen.

G.

A.

SCHLOTTEBBECK,

Dealer in an<l Manufacturer of
SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
501 Congress St. Portland, Maine.,
Sole Agent tor Geo. Tiemann <V Co.
New York.
endtf

no23

”

HOSIERY S
We have received this week another

large lot of HOSE, consisting of LADIES’
PENCIL STRIPES, in Four grades.

12, 20, 3$ and 62 cts.
Balbriggau Hose in variety, and CHFL*
OREM’S Hose in almost auy style and

price.

Kll>

GLOVES !

Also a JOB LOT OF 2-BUTTON KIDS,
in SPRING and OPERA SHADES, to be
sold at 50 cents, A great bargain.

A great variety of Silk and Worsted
Fringes, Buttons, Trimmings &c.

Under

George Walker,

Army

and

U0u6, UUrilS,

DENTAL

myl

dtf

Stull-SHADES
Direct

From the Manufacturer*,

Saving

We

our

customers

GEORGE

confident these

are

are the
tor the
Ottered in Portland.

Honey

ever

TUKESBUftY & CO.
537 CONGRESS ST.
m,2t_dtl

cor.

Hong

RIBBONS,
Silks, Velvets, Millinery,
-AND—

i'lliia-

STRAW

GOODS,
26 Summer ami 92 Hawley Sts,, Boston
Have constantly on hand the largest and most complete stock of choice MILLINERY GOODS in the
city, all ot which will be offered at the lowest cash
ma!9eod3m
prices.

COAL.
The largest stock and the best variety of Coals In
Ilia I'llv (ap

SUMMER AND WINTER USE,
FOB

hand,

—

Randall

BY

GO

—

McAllister,

&

ME.,

let.myl2eodtfan

DR.

SALE AT

Lowest Market Kates,

ELECTRIC BATTERIES for .ale and
to

Co.,

IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS OF

Congress & Franklin St
PORTLAND,

Fisk &

Plimpton,

FRYE,

C,

Large Profits,

Cheapest and Best Goods

celebrated
on

—

WHOLE SALE PRICES,.

TRUSSES
ELASTIC TRUSS.
VACCINE VIRUS coit.tautly
Eor Sale by

AT

—

INSTRUMENTS.

the

—

PARASOLS

—

kinds, including

AND

—

ElasticStockinis. Shoulder Braces, Crntcto
of all

STREET,

Nelson & Gould,

NOTICES?"
AND

Navy Hall.

CONGRESS

503

COMMERCIAL

ST.

sep6

«istf

THAYER,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

Mechanic’ Hall Building,

Fine

Respectfully

tenders thanks to the Citizens of Portland for their liberal patronage during the past year;
and trusts that by Correct and
Gentlemanly
deportment, with the skill heretefOre displayed in
restoring the sick, he will merit tho approbation of
all. Diseases of EVE and EAR, THROAT
and I.UNGS skillfully treated. Also

CHRONIC
in all

peculiar

to

New, StyMaM Nobby Spring

DISEASES

forms. Those diseases

the female organism

can

NeckDressing

We have just returned from New York, with the
largest and most elegant stock of Neckwear ever
shown in Portland.

Hill

be

cared

without resorting to a local treatment so painful to
the patient.
Keiercnce to a largo number, cured
during the past year, can be had by calling at my of-

&

241

Goods.

Phinney,

Middle

street.

ma9

eodfim

fice.

Patients visited at their homes whendesired; charges moderate.
Office hours rom 0 to 12 A. M., 2 to 4 and G to 8 P.
M.
Portland. November 30,
1876,_toblTsneodt

Refrigerators!

ED. B. ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle Street,
Pl»wn<3
rWUUO has the celebrated Weber Piano, and
and
other makers, at extremely low prices.
f°T Tu“"‘9 attended. 10 at I

ORGANS. mmP*

aug28__'suiy
Twenty-Firpt Annual Announcement
—

OF

THE

FOB

—

six

The SUMMER TERM commences JUNE
and continues 16 weeks.

applica-

CHAS. W, BBAY, M. D., Sec’y.

■■ ■ n ran

FIJI A

91111119

Made lo Order lor

.woa.11^

89^00!

These shirts

are first class in every respect as to
are made to order in
different styles of bosoms embracing all the
novelties ot the season.

quality and workmanship, and
over

241

eodGin

I
Slap
REMOVAL!

E. T. BURROWES
lias

removed to the

Store No. 17 Free Street,

P. ffl. FROST,
Corner Store under Falmouth Hotel,

and is ready to receive orders for

Window Screens and Screen Doors

sueod&w2w

OF

BLACK SILK.

The
ise.

ALL KINDS*.

ISurrowPM Minting Ncrrea is the best in

my‘22dtf

NOTICE.

HORSE
i

can

be four

more

horses accomodated at

Clark street, betho Nav Boarding Stablo
rHERE
Danrourtli and
St's. This is the most
on

Spring

ween

! Peasant Stable in the city, each horse having a
Also the
;ood window to get good air and light.
test of care at prices to suit the times.
Rear entauce on Brackett St. head ot Gray St.
Please call.
np4ttJOHN HI AN.

X

ALSO
Superior 4.BOS 4SKAIN Silk
only 81.00 per yard.

4

at

i

Bros.,

Congress St.

eatf

Uood

Opportunity

wif li $2,500, lo make
Honey, in a «<><»«» |»aj iiii; business
n Ibis city.
Address
l’C.M THIS OFFICE.
For

mjii9

STREET

Buzz 1 Bite!

On Monday, May 28th, I shall offer my
enfire stock of Goods AT COST, and many
of them much less than cost, or less than
wholesale prices. lean assure my friends
and patrons that it will be a favorable
time to secure some bargains.

534

MIDDLE

mat)

DM GOODS.

Eastman

&TlIIMEY,

HILL

of great importance to all purchasers of

We have to-day received some
Special Bargains in 21 inch Black
Silks Tor Sacqnes and Talmas.

50

1

SPECIAL. A OTIC E

si

via aTai

d2wsn

Cod Uiver Oil
And Lime. That pleasant and active agent in the
cure of all consumptive symptoms,
Wilbir's Compound of Pure Cod Liver Oil and Lime," is being
universally adopted in medical practice. Sold by
the proprietor, A. B.AVrLBOB, Chemist, Boston.
mv2K

MERRILL,

N. B.—Refrigerators made to order of any size or
form. Orders by mall or otherwise promptly attended to.
mayl4dijyl

13, 1877*

m>21

Low as the Lowest,

as

No. 60 Cross Street, Portland, Me.

Medical Instruction
on

largest and best assortment in Maine.

The

J. F.

—

Further information may be obtained
tion by letter, or otherwise to

Refrigerators

in all styles and for all purposes.

Prices

Portland School
—

Air

Improved Dry

and warranted to givo satisfaction. Manufactured
and for sale, Wholesale and Retail, by

Boston.

RICHMOND—Ar 25th, scb Albert Dailey, Nason,
Kennebec; Carrie, Jameson, Orient.
ALEXANDRIA—Passed up 2Gth, sch Ilcnry Adelbert, trom Kennebec for Georgetown.
BALTIMORE—Ar 28th, schs M A Fisk, Matthews,
Boston; E K Emerson, Sears, Weymouth.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 25th. sch Eliza J Staples,
Strout, Providence.
Ar 28th, sch Governor, Eaton, Summerside, PEL
Ar 27th, sch J B Atkinson, Endsor, Portland,
Ar28tb, schs Grace Cushing, Mosher, Gloucester;
Virginia, Burgsss, Boston.
Cld 25th. sch Grace Davis, Davis. Portland.
Sid I'm Delaware Breakwater 2Gth, sch Seth M
Tadd, for New York.
NEW YORK—Ar 27th, schs Ada S Allen, Dudley.
Windsor, NS; J B Knowles, Wass, Two Rivers. NS;
Kate Lily, Rich, Bath; Pearl, Goldthwaite, Saco;
Fennie Mitchell. Fanning, Eastport; Cbas Cornery,
Creamer, Norwich.
Ar 20th, sch Nellie Shaw, Cates, Nagnabo.
Cld 28th, barque Silas Fish, Williams, Port Chalmers; brigB Gambia, Harding, Falmouth. Ja; Ponvert, Johns, Kingston, J; schs Joshua Grindle. Freotby, Brunswick; Victor Puig, Pinkham, San Salvador; Sea Bird, Pinkham, Nahant.
Passed through Hell Gate 27th, schs M J Laughton, Hallowel], New York lor Portland; John Griffln
ilo tor Calais; Ned Sumpter, from Amboy for Rockland; Florida, Webber, do for Salem; Frank Maria,
do lor Ellsworth.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 20th, sch Lizzie J Clark, Perry, Lincolnville.
Ar 27th, sch Daylight, Reed, Pirtston.
Ar 27th, 8Cbs Emma Arey, lHall. lin Philadelphia;
Flora Sawyer, Nutter, and A H Sawyer, Cook, from
Calais; Julia & Martha, Hoops; Union, Gott, and
Mary Eliza, Small, do.
Sid 28tb. schsF Nickerson, Haskell, Wilmington;
Franklin, Robinson, and Maggie Todd, Norwood, tor

sale and to let by

for

Algoa Bay, CGH, Apl 13, T Komick, Koso,

—

Ruatan.

Cld 28th, barque Romo, Otis, Europe.
MOBILE—Cld 28th, sch Armida Hall, Hall, lor
Boston.
SAVANNAH-Sld 27tb, sch Loretto Fish, Balano,

Shoes, &c.,

band and made to order.

on

SURGICAL

New York.
At at Bremen

iH£?IOUANDA.
Ship Ventus, Tbeobold, from New York for Tacoma, which put into Rio Janeiro A pi 7, with rudder
sprung, repaired aud proceeded 28th.
Sch Daylight, Reed, from Gardiner for Providence,
before reported ashore, came off 27th and proceeded.

Club Foot

Spiual Supporters,

Malaga 9th inst, Ibis, Sawyer, Gibraltar.

SPECIAL

[FROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE^
Ar at Bristol, E,26th inst, sch Ella M Storer.Wade,
28tb, ship Wm Woodbury, Schmidt,
Baltimore; barque Doris Ekofi, New York.
Ar at Gloucester, E, 28th inst, barque G Reusens,
Leighton, Boston.
Ar at Liverpool 28th inst, ship Reanion, Curtis,
Lobos; brig O B Stillman, Tibbetts. Bay Islauds, NF.
Ar at Boston 28th, barque H G McFarland, McFarland, Alexandria.

STOCKINGS,

Bandages and Supporters, Trusses,
Shoulder Braces,

14th, Devonshire, Falker, from Leith

delphia.

mington, NC.

WISCASSET, May 23—Sid, ech Franklin, Greenleaf, Boston*
May 24—Sid, sch Maria Louisa, Thurrell, Saco.
May 25—Sid, sch War Eagle, Frisbee, Boston.
May 28—Sid. sch Coquette, Shortwell, Boston.
Ar, schs C W Dexter, Dunton, and Niger, Alley,
Boston. Also, 4 PM, five yachts from Portland.

ELASTIC

Philadelphia.

40 tcs molasess ta Ueo S Hunt & Co.
Sell Alta V Cole. Cole, Philadelphia—coal to

May 24—Ar, sebs Alifcc Dean, Gardiner. Portland
for Pembroke; KiDg Phillip, Houston, Bueksport for
Grand Banks,

Surgical Instruments,

for Portland.
Ar at Glasgow 15th, J G Pendleton, Gilmore, from
Troon, to load for Rio Janeiro.
Sid fin Almeira 11th inst, Ironsides, Tapley, tor

ARRIVED.

SOUTH-WEST HARBOR, May 21-Ar, sch3 A T
Haynes, Richardson, Boston; Jas Lawrence, Murphy, Somes’ Sound for Boston,
May 23—Ar. Bch Clara Sawyer, Branscomb, Calais
lor Philadelphia.

sch

and Bahia.
Cld 16th, Saratoga. Kendall, Bombay.
Ar at London 14th inst, Chalmette, Waite,

Steamer City ot Portland, Pike, St John, NB, via
Eastport lor Boston.
Sch Addie Kyerson, Mahoney, Cardenas—295 hlid*

[FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.]
KENNEBUNKPORT, May 27-Ar, ech Canton,
Rankin, Bangor.
May 29—Ar, sch Hattie Turner, Hupper, from Wil-

gntf

mh'G

[Latest by European steamers.l
Sid tm Liverpool 17th, Wm M Reed, Prince, Cardiff

Tuesday, May 29.

man.

NO. 67 EXCHANGE STREET.

Wilcox, do.
Ar at St Thomas 16th inst. brig Edith. Kelley, Port
Spain, (and sailed 19th for Port au Prince and United States); sch Daybreak, Blake, do, (and eaiied 19th
tor Arroyo and New York.
Sid fm St Thomas Ap loth, sch Clara Leavitt,Lombard, Sagua; 15tb, brig Mary Gibbs, Whitmore, for
Caibarien; 19th, barqne Alex Campbell, Bunker, Sagua; sch Daybreak, Blake. Arroyo.
Ar at Demarara Apl 28, sch C F Heyer, Poland,
Barbadoes; 30th, brig Cora Green, Collins, tm Baltimore; 2d inst, sch Irvine, Berry, St John, NB; 24th,
brig FI Merriman, Lecraw, New York.
Sid fm Demarara April 24th, sch Sadie Wilcott,
Gilchrist. New York.
Ar at Port Spain Apl 27, sch Eliza Sawyer, Cook,
Barbadoes.
Ar at Point-a-Pitre 1st inst, brig Mariposa, Fletcher, Philadelphia.
Sid Apl 28, brig City ot Moule. Beck, Mobile.
Ar at St Jago l$th, sch W A Farwell, Dizer, from
Ponce.
Ar at Cienfuegos 17tb, brigs Lizzie Wyman, Fosset,
New York; 18th, Henry T Wing, Small, Cardiff.
Sid 18th, brig Jeremiah, Ford, Philadelphia.
Ar at Havana 20th, barque Chas F Ward, Wiley,
New York.
Sid 20tb, brig E M Mitchell, Eaton, Caibarien ;
sch Helen Maria, Look. Cardenas, (both to load tor
North ot Hatteras); 23d, brig Proteus, Farr, for New
York.
Ar at Matanzas 20tb, barque F L Gfnora, Bryant,
New York; 21st, brig Mariposa, Fletcher, Sagua, to
load tor New York.
Sid fm Matanzas 19th, brig Carrie Bertha, Hall, for
North ofJHatteras; 20th, J F Merrv, Bradley, do;
sch Edw waite, York, and Gertie E Morrow, Downing, do.
Sid fm Cardenas 18th inst, brig A D Torrey, Bray,
for North of Hatteras; sch A P Emerson,
Emerson,
do; 19tb, Jos Souther, Watts, do.
Ar at Quebec 24th inst, ship Mt Pleasant,
Wallace,

FORT OF PORTLAND.

Sargent. Dennieon & Co.
Sch Ethan Allen, Blake, Philadelphia—coal to Randall & McAllister.
Sch Clara W Elwell, Long, Philadelphia—coal to
Rounds & Dyer.
Sch Mary Helen, Sanborn, Philadelphia.
Sch Nellie F Sawyer, Hall, Perth Amboy—coal to
Rounds & Dyer.
Sch Fanny Flint, Warren, Port Johnson—coal to
Maine Central RR.
Sch Ellen Perkins. Mitchell, New York—coal to
Forest City Sugar Refinery.
Sch Surprise, Seaman, New York—moulding sand.
Sch Congress, Willard, New York—coal to Jos H
Poor & Bro.
Sch Iowa, Welch, Fairhaven— nails to Smith, Tibbetts & Co.
Sch Fred Jackson, Pettengill, Boston.
Sch Gipsy, Handy, Gouldsboro, (ar 27th.)
CLEARED.
Barque Geo Kingman, Howes, Norfolk, Va—Chase,
Leavitt & Co.
Sch Ontario. Lunt, Calais—Nath’] Blake.
Sch Freeport, Alley, Jonesport—Nath’i Blake.
Sch Ant, Seavey, Addison—Nath’i Blake.
Sch Marietta, Davis, Round Pond—Nath’l Blake.
Sch Globe, Smith* Bangor, to haul out lor repairs.
Sch Hannah McLoon, Keen, Rockland—master.
SAILED—Barques Anna, Minnie, and Geo King-

Investment Bankers,

brig John Swan, RumCraig, Marseilles, (aud

Richardson, Drisko, do;

and A

Sid lm

MARINE

Woodbury & Moulton,

Buenos Ayres.
81d 24th, brig David Owdb.Cbadbourn, St Thomas;
Palo Alto, Jenkins, do; 28th, ship Ventus, Theobold, Tacoma; barque Geneva. Gorham,
Savannah; 29th, brig Callao, Leeman. St Thomas.
In port May 1, ships Oakland. Purington; Columbia, Furnell; El Dorado, English; P G Blanchard,
McIntyre, and Invincible. Strickland, uuc; barque
Lorinda, Borstell, BorsteU, do; brig Shasta. Bray,

Kong.

Sun rises...

—

26th, barque

In Gray, May 29, Miss Marietta S. Colley, youngest
daughter of BeDj. F. and Charlotte L. Colley.
[Funeral services Wednesday afternoon at 3 o’clk.]

80 years 7 months.

Registered,

or

FOR SAXE BY

—

Portland.)
In poft Apl 24t barqne Annie Lewis, Morse, nnc.
Ar at Rio Janeiro Apl 29, brig Josefa, True, trom

Liverpool.

aged

S Per Cent Bonds
Coupon

rttREIGIV PORT*.
inst, ship Florence Treat, Short,

&reenock.

this city. May 29, Clara Ella True, daughter of
Benj S. and Mary E. True, aged 25 years 4 months
and 10 days.
[Burial services this afternoon at 3 o’clock, at
No. 11 Munjoy street.
In South Windham, May 28, Mr. Frederick Smith,
In

|

Ar at Cadiz 12th

lanila at It

Wilmington, May 29.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands at 10£c.
Charleston, May 29.—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands at 10|c.
Memphis,May 29.—Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands at 10$c.
Savannah, May 29.—Cotton quiet; Middling up-

City of Portland

—

wheat, 6000
wheat, 780,

SPECIAL NOTICES.
;

—

June.

ernment securities:
United States 6s,1881 reg...1143
United States 6s, 1881, coup.115}

War Nate*.
Grand Duke Vladimir has started for the
Danube.
The Times’ correspondent at Vienna telegraphs that the statement that the Turks have
consented to allow the navigation of the Danube is premature. In spite of energetic representations of the government, the Turkish commander at Ada Kales still bars the way with
his cannon.
The Times’ Belgrade despatch reports many
volunteer officers formerly in the Servian army
have returned to Belgrade from Ployesti, not
having been received into the Russian army or

UIU1

Receipts—200 bbls flour, 8,000 bush wheat, 64.000
bush Corn, 4000 bush Oats, 00 Barley.
Shipments—000 bbls flour, 1,600 bush Wheat,21,COO
bush Corn, 6,000 bash Oats.
At the afternoon call of the board Wheat closed
firm ;Amber Michigan on spot at 1 69; seller June at
170; No 2Red Winter on spot and seller June 1 65;
seller July 1 70. Corn steady: High Mixed on spot
at 52c; No 2 on spot 50*c; seller June at 502c; se.ler
J uly 53c; seller August 55*c.
St. Louis, May 29.—Flour is steady and little
doue. Wheat higher; No 3 Red Fall at 150 @150*:
No 4 do at 1 41. Corn opened strong and higher and
closed at in inside figures;No 2 Mixed at 43 @ @ 43Jc
cash; seller June opened at 434c, advanced to 41c and
closed 428c; seller July opened at 45*c, advanced to
45ge and closed at 44|c; seller August at 46| @ 47 Jc.
Oats dull; No 2 at 39@39Je cash; 38* @39c seller
June. Rye—no sales. Whiskey quiet at 1 07. Pork
firmer at 14 25 seller June; 14 30 @14 35 for July.

$4,327,-

590, against $5,229,430 for the corresponding week of

last year.

GENERAL NOTES.
Russia’s Spoils in Asia.

shouts of “Long live tbe King of lioumania.’’
The Daily News’ Vienna despatch says Coarabia was shelled eight hours on Monday.
Nine sailing ships were destroyed and also a
steamer of tho Austrian Danube Navigation

43*c; White 46c.

MARRIED.

Mew Fork Slock and Moner Market.
New York, May 29—Evening.—Money easy at 2
on call.
Sterling steady at 487 @ 487} for
sixty days and 489} @ 489} tor demand.

politan offered prayers for Russian success before the Prince and Princess of Servia and an
immense crowd. On the other hand all conservative opposition candidates have been elected in the supplementary elections to the Skuptschina. The conservatives are the peace party.

Turks.
There is great excitement in Crete and patriotic meetings are being held.
It has been decided to wait twenty days for an answer from
the Turkish government to the demands of the
people, after which an appeal will be made by
the Cretans to the great powers, asking the appointment of Mr. Gladstone as Prince of Crete.
M. Comoundouras has been summoned by
the Kiog of Greece to form a ministry.
Warlike feeling in Servia is general and urgent, but Russia discourages Servian participation in the war.
The Egyptian contingent for Turkey has not
gone yet, and the cause of the detention is not
known.
The Pope has asked the good officbs of the
Emperor of Austria in behalf of Russian Poland.
The Daily Telegraph’s despatch from Plymouth says that very unexpected orders were
received from the admiralty late Tuesday evening that the channel reserve squadron now in
Plymouth Sound should proceed to sea as soon
as ready^vithout waiting for the Thunderer.
Whilst Prince Charles of Roumania was
passing through Krajova a deputation of citi-

at

per cent,

Belgrade.
Belgrade, May 29.—A demonstration in
The Metrofavor of Russia took place today.

UCUVUSU1VU

Daily Domestic Receipts.
conveyance—1000 bush corn meal to Q

water

Boston & Maine Railroad.91} @95
Maine State 6s...110
Eastern Railroad.3} @ 4

Russian Demonstration at

4U\J,-UVUUU

Toledo, May 29.—Flour is firm. WLeat is easier;
No 1 White Michigan at 1 78; No 2 White Michigan
at 155; Amber Michigan on spot 1G8: seller June
offered at l 68; No 2 do at 1 50; No 2 Red Wabash
1 65; do Dayton and Michigan 1 58; No 3 Red 1 58;
rejected 1 20; No 2 Amber Illinois 1 70. Corn opened
firm and and closed easier; High Mixed on spot 52c;
No 2 do on spot and seller June at 51c: seller July at
53c; seller August offered at 55*c; No 2 White 53 Jc;
rejected 48*c; damaged at 39c. Oats are dull; No 2

money and account.
mo-

Roston Stock Market
[Sales at the Brokers’ Board, May 23.]
$1,000 Eastern R. new 3} bonds. 52
$3,000 Eastern Railroad 3}’s, new bonds. 52}
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R.70 @ 73
Boston <& Maine Railroad 7s.110] @ ill}

SERVIA.
Preparations for War.
Manchester. Eog., May 29.—A despatch
from Ragnsa to the Guardian says the antiTurkish movement in Servia has escaped all
control. Prince Milan finding he was becoming dangerously, unpopular has been forced to
prepare for war despite the strong remonstrance
of foreign representatives.
Alexinatz and
other towns on the frontier are being hastily
fortified and the speedy resumption ot hostilities is regarded as certain. A despatch from
Belgrade to the Times says Russian diplomacy
is playing a double role regarding Setvia.

ICJUaiA) XULOJ

unchanged.

Lard is

W Tree & Co.

Vienna, May 29.—Emperor Erapcis Joseph
and the Czar will meet at Hermanstadt,

T

_

FINANCIAL AND COIWttFRClAL.

At the afternoon call of the board Wheat was
strong anti higher at 1 52* seller June; l 534 seller for
July. Corn * higher. Oats unchanged. Pork firmer at 13 75 @ 13 80 seller June; 13 92 seller lor July.

a man

my 19

dlf

For Sale;
OUSE and land
awith
Sebago and nice

on

J

cn
n

Winter St., No. 32. Gas*
cellai, large garFor particulars apply

cemented

choke fruit trees.

premises,

my^gifU

THE PRESS.
WEDNESDAY MORNING,
THE

MiY 30.

PRESS

Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews,
Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city,
At Biddeiord, of Phillsbury.
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H. B. Kendrick.
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co

May be

obtained at the

VICINITY~

CITY AND

ADVEBTI9EMEIVTS TO-DAY.

NEW

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Music Hall—Harry Bloodgood.

Fanny Marsh’s Theatre.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Steam, Gas and Water Pipe—W. H. Pcuuell
Tom B. Patchen.
Unlandried Shirts—W. F.Studley.
For Rent—Tenement.
To Let—Upper Tenement.
Pure Bone Goods-C. W. Belknap & Co.
For Sale-Geo. R. Davis.
Decoration Day—Portland & Rochester.
Pleasure Barges—E. C. Chase.
To Let—House
Yickery & Leighton—Dry and Fancy Goods.
House to Let—R. W. Robinson.
Notice is hereby given.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Bankrupt Sale—F. O. Bailey & Co.

by

to

more

Knight.
municipui Court.
JUDGE KNIGHT.

BEFORE

Fined

Intoxication.

$5 with costs.
vai

Jiuuuu

Larceny. Fined $2

UUU

UUIIJ

tlillUtS

Xm

nail.

Paid.
Cliffords—Larrabee.
Thomas Crouan, Patrick King, William Field and
Martin Flaherty.
Malicious mischlct. Fined $2
each with costs. Paid.
Cliffords—Larrabee.
Bridget Lee. Assault aud battery. Fined $3 with
costs. Paid.
each with costs.

JouiDgs,
legal holiday,

WILL BE ISSUED FROM

THIS

OFFICE

TO-MOR-

The Moorish dancing girl at Hale’s
crowds of visitors.
There is to be a game of base ball
Park this afternoon.

draws
the

on

At Hale’s may be seen a life-3ize portrait of
the late Ira Witham, by Conant.
The Forest Citys play the Sebascous on
the grounds of the latter at Gorham this afternoon.

A sewer has recently been built at the foo*
of Oak street to connect with the Cumbetland
street sewer.

F. O. Bailey & Co. sold honse No. G1 Park
yesterday afternoon for $4,460 to private
parties.
Capt. Totman, sailing master of the yacht
Spy, picked up two men who were capsized in
the harbor Monday alternoon. They had a
street

escape from drowniDg.
The sale of tickets for Miss Cametou's encommences
gagement
at
the
box office

narrow

Thursday.
Miss Annie

Clark, Mrs. J. R. Vincent, J.
Smith, George Wilson and other members

A

of
the Boston Museum company will appear at
the Museum here early in June.
A number of the citizens of
Raymond have
recently been victimized by a man said to reside
in this city. He exhibits a
package of goods
containing a silk dress pattern, a flue shawl
and some other articles, valued (by the man
of.

~

vested their money find that the goods would
be deaf at S75.
Miss Maesh’s Theatee.—The pleasiug
play
of “Loudon Assurance’’ will be played at Miss
Marsh’s Theatre this afternoon at the matinee.
As it is a holiday a crowded house may be ex-

pected.
In the evening Mr. Charles H.
Rich, the
treasurer, takes a benefit. Tho sale cf seats
has been very encouraging and it is
expected

that the house will be filled. The bill is an excellent one and cannot fail to interest all.
It
opens with "Money,” of which the following
is the cast:
Mr. Granley Gay—(who has kindly voluntered)
Mr. Frank Curtis
Miss Jenny Leatherluugs.Miss Kate Williams
Mr. Leatherlungs.. .Mr. E. C. McCall
Baron Swigltott Beery.Mr. C. W. Sutton
Kauster.Mr. J. L. Wooderson
Scheroot.Mr. J. T. Collins
Alfred Evelyn.Mi. J. Leslie Gossin
Sir John Vesey.Mr. E. C. McCall
Lord Glossmore—(who has kindly volunteered)
Mr. A. K. Adams
Graves.Mr. CliaB. Theadore
Capt. Dudley Smooth.Mr. J. Armstrong
Sir Fred’k blunt.Mr. C. W. Sutton
Stout...Mr.Hudson Liston
Sharp.Mr. J. L. Wooderson
Servant.Mr. C. F. Farr
Toke.Mr. J. T. Collins
Clara Douglass.
Miss Belle Bailey
Lady Franklin.Miss Lizzie Hardy
Georgina.Miss Adel Smith
This will be followed by Mr. Chas. Theadore in a series of his specialties, including the
The enextravaganza “I’m Dancing Mad.”
tertainment will conclude with the musical
_

farce “Jenny Lind.”
Personal.
Uod. Henry B.Cleavesof this city is expected
to deliver an address at the Memorial exercises
in Gorham this evening.
Miss Mary H. True, Principal of the Articu-

lating School for Deaf Mutes in this city, has
accepted an advantageous offer to go to England to teachjher methods for four years, where
she has previously taught with marked success
for two years. She will leave this country for
her new field of labor the last of August
Caught

in the

Act.—About two o’clock

yesterday morning Officer Rowe, while walking
his beat on Congress street, heard burglars in
the store of Capt. Isaac Knight at West End.
He blew hie whistle and Officers Bell and Morse
oame to his aid.
They then made a raid on
the store and discovered Leonard Green and
Ered Daicey in the act of removing goods.

They were

both captured and taken to the
They entered the store from beneath)

station.

scuttle. The store is raised on blocks
to allow auother story to be built, and the entrance was very easily made.

through

a

Bloodgood’s

Snow.
and

Bloodgood’s minstrel

Saturday evening
burlesque troupe will

—

appear at Music Hall. Tho Lawrence Amerispeaks of the show in the following tirms:
Bloodgood has a capital show, especially
good in the parts by Daly Brothers, clog dancers and negro and Irish character artists.
The
audit nee exhausted itself in recalling them,and
tucjf wcic ciUBusitu iu respouuiag.
uiajtoa
and Weston gave performances ou the lull
stock in trade of a music store, with several
musical instruments of their own invention in
addition, and Uloodgood’s ‘‘Old Uncle Bufe,”
and his iscture on everything mixed, carried
the aodicnce into convulsions of merriment.

can

Deaf Mute Service.—Our citizens are invited to attend a service for deaf mutes, to be
held at St. Luke’s Cathedral tomorrow even"
The service will be intering, at 7-i o’clock.
preted in the sign language by Prof. Turner of
Boston, a deaf mute, actiug under the general
management of the Deaf Mtue Mission of the
Episcopal church, and preparing for ordination
as a missionary to that interesting Glass of peoThere are a number of deaf mutes iu the
and vicinity, to whom these services are
always welcome, and they are usually quite interesting to others.

ple.
city

Beal Estate Transfers.—The following
are the real estate transfers recorded in this

eounty yesterday:
Portland—Bridget and Peter Towle
Towle, lot of land for §435.89.

to

Thos.

William H. Simontou to Charles N. Pierce,
lot of land for §100.
North Yarmouth—M. N. Marston to William
D. Eider, l-20th of an acre for §150.
Fire at Cumberland Mills.—A story and
a half dwelling house belonging lo Mr. Thomas
Stack of Cumberland Mills, was partially de-

stroyed by fire Monday night,

The lire was
dissevered at about half past ten o’clock.
It
The
undoubtedly caught from the chimney.
family escaped unipjared, and a la'ge pait of

the furniture was saved.
ered by insurance.

The loss is

fully

cov-

Forest Dramatic Association.—Last even,
ing a large and appreciative audience gathered
in Music Hall to see Hie comedy of “Faint
Heart Never Wou Fair Lady,’’ and the play of
‘Oars.” The plays were admirably rendered,
and the club is to be congratulated upon the
The acting
evident success of their efforts.
was very line, some of the actors playing their
parts with the grace and finish of professionals.
Sudden Death at Windham.—Mr. Henry
H.Boody, a well known merchant at Windham Corner, died very suddenly yesterday aftat the age of 55 years. He was in the
act of crossing the room wLeo he fell to the
floor and died imtaLtly. Heart disease is sup-

ernoon

posed

to be the cause.

decorato the graves in Eastern, Western, For
est City and Calvary cemeteries, and the Inn
coin tree, with appropriate ceremonies.
The Western Cemetery squad will be undei
the command of Comrade F. W. True, am
the prayer at the graves will be delivered bj
Rev. Mr. Southworth, The Eastern Cemeterj
squad (will be commanded by Comrade R
Greely aud Rev. Mr. Wright will officiate a:
chaplain. The Calvary Cemetery squad wil

Portland, May 28th

Fairfield, Slay 26,

1877.
noticed in a recent issue of
your paper a statement that I had been arrested for refusing to pay my faro on the Maine
Central Railroad. The facts of the matter are
as follows: On thefirstof March I came up the
river from Bath on a ticket which entitled mo
to a ride out the said road from Bath to Moulton.
I paid SS for this ticket.
I rode on Mr.
Charles French’s freight train from Gardiner
to Wateiville.

Mr. French, as I supposed,
punched my ticket as far as Fairfield, where I
live. I left Mr. French’s train at Waterville to
attend to some business there, and took the
passenger strain two hours later to ride to my
home. A train ruD3 from Waterville to Fairfield on both sides of the river. And the practice of all persons who ride between these two
towns is to do so on either side of the river, and
my right to do so has never been questioned.
This time I went up on the west side of the rivI stopped at my home that night and tcok
er.
the train the next day on the east side of the
river, at the Bention station at the east end of
the bridge, which crosses the river here. I rode
the balance due me on my ticket as usual. On
my passage up on the west side of the river, as
I have before stated, one Mills, a baggage masI told him Air,
ter, asked me for my fare.
French had punched my ticket.
I supposed
this would be satislactory. But he, in a loud,
iusultiDg way demanded of me my ticket. His
manner was so offensive that I refused to show
About ten days
my ticket, and be! passed on.
since I was carried before Justice Soule by DepSheriff
on
uty
Carlton,
complaint of E. F.
Webb, Esq., charging me with fraudulently
evading the payment of my fare. At this hearAir.
ing I proved the facts as above statsd.
French testified that I had the ticket as above
described, and that he punched it. Mr. Justice
Soule thought 1 had violated the rules of the
corporation as f rode on the west side of the
river instead of the east, on which side of the
river the continuous line from Bath to Hoalton
ruus.
This is my crime.
Samuel Kendall.

shal, assisted by W. B. Smith. We republish
the route of the procession, which is as follows
From the hall up Congress through High,
Deeriug, Stale, Spring, High, .Free, Middle
Temple and Congress streets to City Building,
to receive invited guests, and thence down Congress, Smith, Cumberland and Pearl, to Port
land and Rochester depot, to take cars for tht
cemetery.
The train for Evergreen will leave the Port
land & Rochester station, foot of Myrtle street,
at 2.40 p. m. Tickets twenty cents. The public are invited.
Atter the decorasmn of tiro graves at Evergreen Cemetery, there will be music by .Chandler’s band, prayer by the chaplain, a dirge and

benediction.
The evening exercises at City Hail, will be
music by a quartette, oratioa by comrade John
0. Winship, singing of “America” by the audience, and benediction. The quartette will
Pollans-

Fanny Marsh's Theatre.—On Thursday
evening Daly’s Fifth Avenue Theatre Com-

Di.<iiiimol oi the Chaplain «1 Ike KeTorm
School.
Mb. Editor:—Since the recent famous inves-

brief season and produces
Augustin Daly’s last comedy, entitled “Lemons, or Wedlock for Seven.” Mr. Daly is the
author of “Divorce,” “Pique,” “Big Bonanza,”
pany commences

1877.

Mr. Editor:—1

At 1 p. m., comrades are ordered to assemblt
at headquarters and join the escort.
The lint
will be formed in front of Grand Army llall al
1.30 p. no. sharp, The procession will bo undei
command of George H. Abbott, Chief JIar

Meserve, ThurstoD,

U.

An Explanation.

no paper

ROW.

HAllinrr thpml

will he observed in a ver;
appropriate manner by Bosworth Post.
Comrades will report at their headquarters a
8 o’clock a. m., receive decorations, and unde
officers designated for that purpose, proceed t(

consist of Messrs.
bee and Sbaw

Brief

To-day being a

day. The day

deliver au address, and there will be sing
ing bv the Sunday school scholars

Account in set off filed by defendants for store-

Tuesday.—Thomas Ring.

that

suspend publication

ams

SIDING.

Dennett.

will generally close and no doubt many of th j
retail dealers will cot be
open in the afternoon
The daily papers will
fo

be under the command of Comrade Charles
the chaplain will bo appointed by the
Commade W. H. Peuuell will com
mand the Forest City Cemetery squad. Rev
Mr. Pritchard will offer prayer, Rev. Mr. Ad

William A. Sabine vs. Mose3 G. Dow et al. (auctioneers). A 8sumpsit on account annexed for balance due on
crockery, and cash received
sales of

rent, commission and services amounting
than plaintiff’s claim against them.

tation of payment they would be lenient to the
greatest extent.
Let all parties in interest, take bold of this
work with new vigor, determined for a suecessful consummation; let the policy ot “Devil
take the hindermost” be abandoned, and there
will be no Trustee process to annoy the
management or trouble the Directors. The
history of the construction of the Atlantic and
Lawrence, was one of Directors’ personal
liability, from beginning to eud. This road
was
built against the financial world, and
where.is there a Director, who to-day if living,
regrets what was done, or who is not proud of
bis connection with this great enterprise?

Mullin;
Bishop.

Superior Court.
MAY CRIMINAL TERM, 1877,
SYMONDS, J.. PRE-

cigars, lounge and clothes-press—$2C8.76.

]

memorial Day.
To-day being Memorial Day the city offices
post-office, custom houso and banks will b
closed. It is expected that the wholesale store *

a

tigation
has

that I

the Reform School, the impression
out that 1 have beeu dismissed, and
the ofilcer discharged for inefficiency,

at

gouo
am

and successbeen pronounced
one of the most successful.
This new play has
had a most remarkable run in New York, ChiIt
cago, St. Louis and other western cities.
comes to ns commended for Jits vicacity, wit,
dash and spirited colloquy. In referring to the

through whom the complaints were made which
appeared in the Argus of the 12th inst., which
caused such investigation. A’l such impressions are groundless. The question is frequently asked me, “Why were you dismissed?” My
answer has been, “X hive not been dismissed.”
For quite a length of time I had felt that my

production

health

etc. He has written many
ful plays. “Lemons” has

good

of

of fun.” The Tribune observes:
“The piece
is so compact of merry incidents that it cannot
fail to please.” The Evening Express says:
“Judging from the laughter, hilarity and general applause at the Fifth Avenue Theatre last
night, it would seem that Mr. Daly had found
in “Lemons” a second Big Bonanza.
The action is never allowed to flag for a moment, and
there is such a succession of ludicrous complications and droll incidents that the entire audience was kept convulsed from the rise to the
fail of the curtain. A fresh joke or a funny
speech snrprises the audience every moment,
and a more efficacious panacea lor the “blues”
it would be difficult to discover.
“Lemons” is
a piece in every way constructed to draw men’s
minds from Iheir mislortnuep, and it receives
capital treatment at tno bauds ot Mr. Daly s
company. The play is set in a dainty and
beautiful scene, and is such a merry, mirthprovokiDg piece of nooseuce that it cannot fail
to please. Box sheet now open (or the sale of
reserved seats.

school

j

attorney of the first mortgage bondholders of
the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad, in the
Press of Tuesday, May 22nd, for tbe appointment of a receiver, should be very carefully
read by every tax payer in Portland. But there
are some facts that he should bear iu mind at
the same time:
First—That the Portland & Ogdensbnrg Railroad was projected and carried forward through
the influence of the first mortgago bondholders
in this city, and who have a controlling influof the first mortgage bonds

of Mr. Charles Parsons iemain untraced.
_

business to the city by connection with tbe
West and a completed road, and some very enthusiastic persons went so far as to predict ten
per cent, dividends on the stock.
Third—It was through the influence of these

gentlemen

riummer, wnose wormy

*»*

Savings Banks.—Hon. W. W. Bolster, State
Examiner of Banks, began his semi-annnal
examination of savings banks yesterday, com-

Second—That they placed every possible inducement before the citizens of Portland to obtain subscriptions, one being great increase of

AUCTION SALES’

Steam, Gas & Water

The Entire Stock

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,

PIPE,
Brass and Iron
Plumb-

MUST BE SUED !

Fittings,

Foe nothing is the city of New York more
justly celebrated than her hotels. They have
become world renowned, and offer every luxury
demanded by the wealthy. Chief among these
is the Windsoe, located on Fifth avenue, and
occupying the entire block from Forty-sixth
All homo comforts
to Forty-seventh streets.
aro provided, aud an air of extreme gentility
pervades every department.

Self

j

*

—

Acting Lubricators,
ly

on

est—warranted to work.

water ot condensation
igamst any pressure,

These will return all the
from coils back into the boiler
and without any care from

ujiiiho’s,

the Engineer.
Agency lor NATHAN 3c DREYFUS’

INJECTORS.

Complaint in all its forms, such as Sour Stomach,
Costiveness, Sick Headache, palpitation of the If cart,
Out of 30.000 dozen bottles
low spirits, &c., &c.
sold last year, not a single failure was reported, but
thousands of complimentary iettors received from
Druggists of wonderful cures. Three doses will relieve any case. Try it.
Sample Bottles 10 cents,
ltegular Size 75 cents. For sale by your Druggists.
sept20
deomly

46

This is the only Injector that will
lift water jo feet from a well or cistern.and deliver it
Into the boiler against any pressure of steam.
.Every
Injector is warranted to do all we claim for it.' They
will be put in for responsible parties upon trial.
Send lor Illustrated Circulars.
Work done in any part ot the State, and satisfaction in prices and workmanship guaranteed.

W. H.

lS7l7~

No. 17

Union Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

300 Marble

8.00

rate per month

£^*as during the Season.«4£J
monthly Prices.

AND

2.50
g.UO

i
!

Ladies’ Suits,

Grand

Middle Street,

FASHIONABLE

Manufacturers, Wholesale

piece

property.

apleoiltf

87

and

1

Retail

FURNITURE.
Drapery

MESSRS. KENDALL & WHITNEY
goods constantly oil hand in any
uantity required, and would he pleased to show

f

!

FRIGES AS LO WAS^THE LOWEST

your Money

STORE!lEf

If

—

AND

TEBfflg,
S23 for the season, §30 to ensure

can

i

GOODS!

—

^

All

STORE AND

,

j

Market

Meat

PARKER & DONAHUE, Proprietors.

'

'VST' S. I -XTXaER.S’’

i

PIANOS,

which, for purity of tone, perfection of aetion
beauty, are not surpassed. The

VV. H. FUR BUSH & SOIV,
439 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND, *E
VAKKIIVUTON BLOCK.
dtf

Tar?

For Throat, Lubes, Asthma, and Kidneys.

j
j

I

To

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough and
Purifying the Breath.

Sore

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts, Bhrns,
and for Piles.

There is

no

IMPROVEMENTS.

thought last

year our boots were perfect, but
excelent manufacturers have
ed themselves, and surprised us with still better
boots, and we are able to satisfy all our customers.
In addition to the above named stock, we have an
excellent line of medium priced boots, for common
service, which arc also all warranted to give satisWe

this year

surpass-

our

faction.

M. G. Palmer.
Night,
TOWN
Tlic

OK

Portland, May 27, 1877.

an

«>'

in

OUT

above is lo correct

call* by Buy

OF

erroneous

S —Gentlemen having Fine Boots to be repaired will do well to give us a call. All work done
it store aud warranted.
ie9FM&W6m
I*.

Thshinotackle
BKO.K Fixhing. «2HNS,
emviviTiwn amisPouTuvii couuk.
A gout for III I'll.MH <; l.> t*« \V 1>
IS.
I,A lit:

TOWN.
impression.
mj2?dlw

4N
my2l

HOUSE

BAILEY,

EXCHANGE

STREET.

_eodlm
For Sale or to Rent.
No. 371 Spring street, now occupied by

me.

and tintend to

my29d&wlw

ON

STliEET.
tl-w

F. O. KAlLJblY de

mylo

may 31st, ami 1st and 2d oi J line,
she will teach in the easiest possible manner
Lace. Point, Point and lloniton,
mediaeval anil Limoges Luce.
Remember
three
days, and give your earliest call in order
only
to attain a perfect knowledge of the work.
d3t
my28

where
Heal

English Cured Pollock, &c.
350 qtls English Pollock of extra quality and

low price,
300 qtls. New Shor« and Bank Cod, very
low price,
75 qis. Bay Fiiucly Cod, very low price,
Wos. 3 amt 3 AlaeUfrel. Bbls. and Hall Bbis.
50 Bbls. Nnv Trim’d Fins and Fins and
Napes o! extra quality and low price, lor sale by

j

CURTIS & BA VIS,
153 Commercial .Street.

my25dlw

Pure Milk lor Family Use.
WOULD

respectfully
my former
1 and citizens
general who contemplate
in their
of
that I
inform

in

patron;
a

change

am prepared to furmilk,
supply
nish a superior quality of pure milk at reasonahh
rates; all orders left at S. WINSLOW & CO.’S, li
Market Square, will receive prompt attention by me

where the

flattering

testimonials

ot

some

nov

jaking will be shokvn to those who wish to invest!
gate. 1 shall employ no boys but deliver the milk ii
CYRUS LOWELL, Agent.
person.
dlw*tf
dee25

i). h.

barnes. Accountant

opened, examined, balanced,

Trial Balances and Cadi Accounts
BOOKS

and

closed ;

iuvestigat

ed; Complicated accounts adjusted. Special atten
tionto bankruptcy matters, the settlement of estates
examination of agencies, and other matters requirinj
the services of a thorough accountant.
Orders let
at 28 Exchange St., Portland, Me., or forwarded l>:
mail, promptly attended to.
ang26dt.fWASsep30tf

COAL YARD FOR SALE.
the whole of a Coal Yard which
a good business.
Address Box '17 i

ONE lialf,doing
now

Portland Me.

uiylldtf

CIO.,

Auctioneer*,

dtd

ui 11 au v i^n l lojiiivil ©

Books, Stationery and other supplies of the
usually furnished by the city for School use. including W’nting and Drawing Paper, Pens aud Penholders. Slate and Lead Pencils, Crayons, Erasers,
Maps, Ink, &c. All proposals will be contingent
upon such appropriations as the City Council may
make for the above supplies, and the right is reserved
to reject all such proposals as may be deemed contrary to the interests of the city.
with
kind

first-class Coals at lowest
market rates.

keep

J. W.

We have disposed of our Coal business both wholesale and retail to fflessrs. A. I. Kandall & €o.,
who will continue at the old stand.
We can cheerfully recommend the new firm to all
of our old customers, as they will keep constantly on
hand one of the largest, and best Coal stocks to be
found in the city, and will also guarantee satisfaction
in every

CITY OF PORTLAND.
City Clerk’s Office, March 15,1877.
The Law in relation to

BOO

case.
viunu

M-

txriv.T.i

vfltt

170 Commercial St.

my24

mlil5

NOTICE

SUPERIOR
LOWEST PRICES.

McPhail & Go’s
SQUARE,
Billings & Co’s Upright,

Aiso,

petition of C. A. Donnell and others
a new street be laid out from northside
ot Ellsworth street, near the southerwesterly
ly end t lie rcot, said committee will meet at junction of Ellsworth and Hill street, on Friday, Juue
1st, 1877, at 3 o’clock p. m., to hear all parties
interested, and then determine and adjudge whether
public convenience requires that said new street
should be laid out, and if they should so adjudge,
will then and there lay out said street, and tlx the
damages as required bv law.
Also, on petition of George J. Abbott praying that
a new street be laid out through land of heirs of the
late Nicholas Emery, from Emery street to May
street parallel with Danforth str eet (50 teet wide,)
said committee will meet on Emery street on Friday
Juue 1, 1877, at 3 o’clock p. m., to hear all parties
interested and then determine and adjudge if public
• onvenience requires that said new street should be
laid out, and if they’ should so adjudge will then and
there lay out said street, aud fix the damages as
required by law.
Also, on petition of Frank Simond that a part of
Federal street on the northwest side thereof from
India street to Hancock street bo discontinued, said
committee will meet at junction of India and
Federal streets on Saturday, Juno 2, 1877, at 4
o’clock p. in., to hear all parties interested, and then
determine and
adjudge if public convenience
requires that said part ot Federal street, should be
so discontinued, and if they should so adjudge will
then and there discontinue that part of Federal
street, and fix the damages as required by law.

PIANO STOOLS, PIANO COVERS,

Organs,

INSTALLMENTS.

SHEET
Musical

MUSIC,
Merchnnilisc.

Samuel Thurston,
3 Free St.
my22

Block, Portland.
dtf

AAA

AT T «

OU.UUU

ilUJjlid

AA

ROOM PAPERS
NEW

1 Committee
M. M. BUTLER,
JAMES E. HASELTINE, |
ISAAC D. CUSHMAN, } on Laylngout
ALBERT SMITH,
f
SUMNER LIBBY,
| New Streets.
GEORGE H. COYLE.
j
my 2508t

STOCK,

G. I>. ROBINSON,

Just received, bought expressly
for the Retail Trade, and will be
sold at prices that cannot fail to

suit.

CATERER,
|

HALL L. DAVIS,
No. 53

Exchange St.
dtf

ap6

Dust.

Saw

will uow be
baud
Pure
Spruce Saw Dust, delivered to any
part of the city for $8 00 per com
or $2.50 at wliart, for
At Merrill’s Wliart

kept constantly

Horse

on

liedding,

on

praying that

BOURNE'S SQUARE,

anil

tf

City of Portland.
is hereby given that the “Joint Standing
Committee on Laying out New Streets,” to
whom was referred the petition of the Overseers of
the Poor praying that that part ot Weymouth street,
from Portland street to the creek, (so-called) be discontinued, will meet on Portland street at junction
ot Wevmouth, on Friday, June 1st, A. D., 1877, at 2
o’clock p, m., to hear all parties interested aud then
determine and adjudge whether public convenience
requires such discontinuance, and if they should so
adjudge, will then and there discontinue that part ot
Weymouth street, and tlx damages as required by

STOCK:

OB

LICENSES

Will be Strictly Enforced.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

d3w

PIANOS!
QUALITY,

COLCORD,

Superintendent of Public School Buildings.
Portland, May 29, 1877.myZKltd

Addison Goodhue.

Albert I. Randall.

MISS CLARAHUBBARD

o-

MANASSEH SMITH.
43 Exchange St.

TUESDAY, June 5th, at 10 a. m., at Burnham’s Wharf, will be sold to the highest bidder, the Steamer Ida Augusta, C4 tons, with sails,
rigging, compasses, lanterns, &e. Das nearly new
boiler and in short time can be fitted for towing or
the porgy fishing business, in which she has been engaged for the past two years. Terms at sale.

formerly occupied by
JAMES & WILLIAMS,

GALLERY,
dtf

It lid

G. L.

drTludwig
attend* to prolcaaionnl

310 Middle Street.

>r

dtl

apis

DAVIS AC Alt TLA ND,

STEAMER IDA AUGUSTA
BY AUCTION.

Proposals for School Supplies.
COAL & WOOD STAND,
will be received by the undersigned
until WEDNESDAY, June 6th, for furnishing
PROPOSALS
of Portland for the cunent year
No. 170 Commercial St., the Public Schools

at

wishes to inform all ladies interested in fancy work
that she has engaged Kocjij, Wo. lO, nt the
Preble House, lor

liud a full line of fine and medium quality

of the most Reliable Manufacture at the

was

d3t

my30

We take pleasure in aunouuciuz to the public that
we have taken the

The

Ladies Make Your Own Lace.

RELIABLE 1

End

Girl oi
Alhambra.

my23

HOUSE

BOOTS and SHOES,

Portland, May 26,1877.
23r*All the foregoing property except the mill aud
timber lands having been sold this day occording
to the foregoing advertisement, the sale of the mili
aud timber lots is hereby adjourned to SATURDAY,
Juno 2, 1877, at 2 o'clock p. m., for want of full
attendance.
CHARLES P. MATTOCKS, Assignee.

Mo. 2 Free Street.

No. 10 Brattle street. Sebago water, and
good stable. Apply to SAM URL CHASE, No.
!2 Preble street.
my30dlw*

can

F. O. Bailey & Co., Auctioneers.

C 0 A L !

Painting,

Dancing

HALES

To Let.

New Store Under Falmouth Hotel,

TO

Oriental

the Centennial Exposition, where it
awarded the Great Exposition Medal.
On exhibition, for a short time only,

A

irou

MIDDLE

CASH

From

Chapped Hands, Salt Rheum, Skin Diseases,

Inhaling for Catarrh, Consumption, Asthma.
For Sale bu all Druggists*

myself

BARGAINS

speedy sale of the entire
stock,
a

Black Milks from 50 cents to $9.95%
Black Milks for $1.45, worth $4.00.
A lot of Mainmer Dress Goods carried
over from last year at less thon half the
cost.
Black lidcc Mhnwls.and Jackets at 50
cents on the Dollar.
Nome elegant Mhawls that cost $49 for
$90 each.
Hosiery, Gloves and Haberdashery at
whatever prices the stuff will bring.
Mtore Fixtures, five years lease, good
will, &c will be sold cheap.

FRESH

dis&wtf

The

Tor Kent.

the Toilet and Bath.

or

each.

iUJi?OIEIiY,

Georgeous

A

Bronchitis, and Asthma.

—

being displayed, and

will be offered to effect

H. HUMPHREY MOORE S

Let.

NICE Tenement, suitable for a small family at
197 NEWBURY STREET.
dtf
my30

Forest Tar
Troches,
Forest
Tar Salve,
Forest
Forest Tar Soap,
Tar Inhalers,
Forest

now

Cabinet

S. W. ROBINSON,
205 Middle street.

Tar Solution,
Inhalation for Catarrh, Consumption,

or

$2.00

my23

rVNE tenement brick house, 4 stories, pleasantly
Lf situated, rent low, gas and Sebago, good drainage. One wooden house, 2£ stories, centrally locaed, Sebago and gas. Enquire of

my30dtf

131

EXTRAORDINARY

47 ST. JOHN STREET.

W .,4

VERY desirable upper tenement for a small
family. Price reasonable. Inquire of C. A.
.‘ARSONS, at Tarbox, Carney, Parsons & Co.’s, 117
md 119 Middle Street.
my30d3t*

or

I.

my30dlaw3wW*
4..

or

and

For further particulars address

desirable residence of Capt. L. F.
Capo Elizabeth Depot, containng a two storied frame house with nine rooms in
ood condition, with stable attached. Lot contains
acre in good condition, a well of pure water, spieuid garden with cherry and plum trees, currant and
ooseberry bushes, all in bearing condition. Title
erfect. Possession given at any time. For price
nquire on the premises, or of GEO. It. DAVIS,
my30eod3w Real Estate and Mortgage Broker,

1877.

DAYS.

—

Chestnut Stallion sired by Dr. Herr’s
Mambrino Patchen, sire of “Cady Stout.”
Record 2.29 at three years old. First
dam by “Old Tom Hal.” Calvin foaled
1874. is 15 3*4 bauds, weighs llOO
pounds. Will serve a few mares at 815.

near

Portland, May 1st,

General Assent* for Maine.

or

are

j

endorsed by the highest Musicians, and making
75,000 homes pleasant and attractive, are sold for
Cn*!i or Iunt« Jlment* by

Forest

!

dlt

very
Johnson,
rHAT

AT

$2.50

“CALVIN.”

ATOTICE is hereby given, that tlie subscriber lias
31 been duly appointed Executor of the Will ot
ADAMS MERRILL, late of Portland,
n the county of Cumberland, deceased, ami lias
aken upon himself that trust by giving bonds
All persons Laving demands up; s the law directs.
n the estate ot said deceased, are required to exhibit
be same; and all persons indebted to said estate arc
ailed upon to make payment to
JOSEPH M. PRINCE, Executor,
of Falmouth.

or

SMITH AMERICAN ORGANS,

nov28

myg'Jdtf

For Sale.

ORGANS”

SQUARE AND UPRIGHT

CHASE,
tbo office of Portland
E. C.

my 30

d3t

32.25,

Brown Stallion sired by Blackwood,
sire of Blackwood, Jr. Record 2.22 1-2
at 5 years. First dam by Norman, sire of
Maine Blackwood foaled
Lulu, 2.15.
1872, is 16 hands and weighs 1075
pounds. As a three year old trotted full
mile in 2.36 1-2, and pulled a wagon in
2.40 1-4. SERVICE 860.

Train wsl! leave Portland &
] Rochester Depot I'or ^Evergreen
4 Cemetery at
2 40 P. M.
Tickets
The
tO cents tor the round trip.
Per Order.
Public are invited.

Respectfully,

IVnrn

‘Maine Blackwood.’

Queen,”

Day

liniuleftine

dtf

parties to any of the plcasvicinity of Portland, on reasonable

ready

Decoration

Having taken the two stores at the corner mentioned and refitted them into one, we are now prepared to sell NEW and FKE^UL GOODS at
the very Loweit Bottom Price* lor CASH..
We extern! a cordial invitation to the public to examine our Stock and Prices, and be convinced of
the opportunity to SAVE MONEIf.

PIANOS &

‘Favorite’ and “Forest
to convey
re now
iro resorts in tbo
erms.
Apply to

SIXTY

the end of that time an emiuent auctioneer of
the city will close the balance at public vendue.

Moore & Bailey. A, I. RANDALL & CO.
Owen,
my25

Barges.

No. 2 Fremont Place, or
! iteam Packet Co., Franklin Wbart.

Cor. Fore and Centre Sts.

my28

—

Pleasure Wagons,

The

Ti.nhrellrifi.

$1.00,

Foal.

a

Street,

At

E3aud!cs in IS, 20, 22 and 24 inches,

mares

Pleasure

be found at

THE PEOPLES’

500 Twilled Silk
(k<nt

and colts held for service ot horse. All
All mares disposed of Loaares at risk of owners.
ire the usual time of foaling will l>o considered with
It. K SHAW,
i aal.
I'roprietor.
my30d2w

PRICES*!

LOW

Tom

[

J. 52. HOOPER.
dtf

hereby

sacrificed and sold at less thau cost for the

will be

myI9

Boys’ Silk Scarfs, in New and
Nobby Styles, at 50 and 73 cents each,
never sold less than 73 cis, and $1 before.

Patchen, he by George M.
of the Turf, will
1877 at PLUMB
STREET STABLE, Portland,
Ic. This horse has the fastest fiv6 year-old record
1 New England, 2.32, and trotted live races last fall,
eating the best horses in the State, such as Phil
£ heri<lan, King Wirtiam, Somerset Knox, and ajticld
c f others without being lopped out in a single heat,
nd is perfectly sound.
Season to end July 10th, 1877.

and well.

—

Middle

184

184

Gents’ and

/J—7^\Patehen, Champion
'make ihe season of
rTy^
Vu.4 3

Furniture made to order and repaired
RICE.

By

and all the aunaratus thereto belonsriner. containing
about seven acres, on the south side ot the Arnmonoosuc river, aud one-third of an acre on the
north side of said river, beginning 15 rods below the
mill dam. and running up the river to the Rich mill
dam. and north or west tar enough to contain onethird ot an acre being the same premises, mill and
mill privilege conveyed to said Lord by James B.
Brown, by his deed of warranty dated December 2,
1869, and recorded in Coos County, Registry ot Deed,
volume 84, page 402, to which reference is
bad
for a more particular description. Also the following lots or parcels of land, situated in Stratford in
said Coos County viz: The whole of lot 87 of 3d
division of the right of Steven Tomlinson containThe whole ot lot No. 9 of the 3d
ing 200 acres.
division of tho right of Thomas Tawsey, and the
westerly half of lot No. 63 ot the original right of
Ebeuezer Wooster, containing one huudred acres.
Said tracts containing in the whole live hundred aud
seven and one-third acres, be the same more or less.
Said land will be sold, together with the buildings
thereon situated, consisting of saw mill aDd a boarding house, subject to mortgage to John W. Decring,
Also subject to
ot said Portland, for about $2900.
taxes, tax titles and all other legal incumbrances,
including inchoate right of dower in favor of the
wife of said bankrupt.
Also about two hundred thousand feet ot spruce
logs now in the mill pond, adjoining the mill above
described, and about teu thousand teet of logs in the
stream and on the banks thereot, above aud below
said mill.
Meaning and intending thereby to convey all the
right, title and interest in and to the above described
real and personal estate which the said Major Lord
had at the dale of the tiling of his petition in bankruptcy, and all the right acquired in aud to the same
as assignee as aforesaid, since said petition
by
was tiled.
CHARLES P. MATTOCKS,
Assignee in Bankruptcy of Major Lord.

—

BEACH,

Dozen

30

dim

&

goods.

bave

3t

C. W. BELKNAP «& CO.
my30

OF

—

Extra Eong, tall finished, Fancy Hosiery,
colored feet, Brown Tops at 0'£ cents per
pair, worth 83 cents.

hem to any one wishing to examine them, or would
end samples whenever required. Please give them

TOM B. PATCHES,

invited to examine our extended
warerooms, large new factory and immense stock of
are

cheap, promptly

St.

S3 Dozen Ladles’

lave our

great variety.

Hampshire,

POPULAR STORE

“Specialties.”

call.

The public

Middle

233
my29

lire.

TRIMMINGS
in

J. M. DYER & GO.,

Cxooils.

|

GOODS

THE

a certain piece of land situated in the town
Stark, in the County of Coos, and State of New
and the Mills aud saw mills, so calle 1,

Also

DRY GOODS

of

ALL THE NOVELTIES OF THE SEASON

large stock of Wonderfully Stylish

d3t

C. W. BELKNAP & CO.,

AND

for the sum of $2,500, taxes for the years of 1875 ami
1876, and all other legal incumbrances—including inchoate right of dower in favor of the wife of said

—

Bankrupt.

NEXT

$4.50, $5, $6, $7.50 and $9.

1 lanafaeturers of Stenin Refined Tripe, hav*
a elded to their already extensive business the maim"
icture of PORK RONE MEAL for Catilo
•I KE GROUND RONE as a Fertile r,
kewise URACKED RONE for Poultry*
Vre are now prepared to furnish the above goods in
! ny quantity required ana warrant them perfectly

manner.

OF

—

on

W. F. ST FOLEY,

Bone

"STOCK

—

MOTTO—Quick Sales nod Small Profit*,
Jail and examine goods and be convinced
hat my prices are Lower than the Lowest.

and Decorative AVorfc

—

OF

We invite the Ladies of Portland and -vicinity to
examine these wonderfully pretty aud cheap suits.
We promise you a great surprise when you see the
suits we shall offer at

Pure

done to order in the most tasteful and satisfactory

UPHOLSTERY

‘Go West loung Man.’

mnuj of which are confined exclusively to
us aud cannot be found at other stores.

lit or money refunded,

in} 30

dtf

lor Street and House Wear.

Cents.

iVarrauted to

westerly corner of St. Lawrence and Fore Streets,
in said Portland, and the lot of land on which said
dwelling stands, bouuded and described as follows,
viz: Beginning at the corner of said St. Lawrence
and Fore Streets, thence northeasterly on the line
of said Fore Street, sixty-one (61) feet, and four (4)
inches, thence northwesterly ninety-two (92) feet,
thence southwesterly sixty-three (63) feet to said St.
Lawrence Street, thence on the line of St. Lawrence
Street, aud on the northeasterly side of the same,
ninety-eight (98) feet to the first bounds.
The above described premises will be sold subject
to mortgage to George W. Springer of Yarmouth,

DAVIS & CO.

—

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

ap21

|

SEE

AM)

Dealers in

ceeding from thence to Fairfield, North Adeod,
Skowhegan and West Waterville, and going

city
granted, and the
months will not exceed 3100,000, while the dewho voted against the measure was ostracised, called mean, niggardly, without public crease for the six mouths prior to that was
spirit, no matter how honestly he might differ nearly $2,000,000. Over one-half of the banks
from the friends of the road.
have made an increase in their deposits, but the
Fourth—It was through the financial ability i
remainder have shruuk. The returns show
and influence of theso gentlemen that these
large amounts of money on baud by the banksi
measnres wffre triumphant^ carried.
Fifth—It was through their influence that
awaitiDg investment.
the city loan was made a second mortgage on
the road.
STATE NEWS.
Sixth—It should be remembered that the
first mortgage bonds were purchased by these
gentlemen at a large discount.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
Seventh—Some of these gentlemen have
been greatly benefited by the construction of
Mr. George W. Haines, formerly of Liveithis road, by increased value of their real esmore Falls, was
drowned iu the Carabassett
tate, land sales, damages, etc., while the major- river, near Anson, while breaking a jam of
ity of tax payers receive no benefit, but far logs. He was thrown into the water and tho
otherwise, in an increase of taxes, and the logs held him under. He leaves a wife and
stockholder loses all his investment as the stock
two children.
is without any value.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.
Undoubtedly tbe time will come, if Portlaud
A starch factory with a capacity of 80,000
and the present friends of the road do not lose
bushels of potatoes per annum, is being built at
a coutiolliug ioterest in the same, when this
Van BureD.
road will greatly benefit tbe business of PortKENNEBEC COUNTY.
land. But connections must be made, tbe road
The auniversary exercises of tho Maine Wesmust be completed, before the grand results
leyan Seminary and Female College will occur
can be realized which were so finely portrayed
the 5tb, Oth and 7th of Jano. The 5th at 7 1-2
before the people of Portland in the inception
p. m will occur tho prize declamation and
of this road.
at 10 a. m., will occur
Bat the trouble appears to be that the first readiug. Wednesday,
the annual
of the trustees; at 2 p. m.,
mortgage bondholders want their interest, to will be heldmeeting
the auniversary exercises of the
which they are certainly and justly entitled—or
Calliopean and Adelpbian Societies. The orathat the earnings of the road covered by their
tor is to be the llev. Daniel Street, D. D. of
mortgage shall be expended upon that portion
On Thursday, June 7tb, will bathe
of the road and not elsewhere.
But are not LyDn.
graduating exercises. There is also to be a
tbe first mortgage bondholders amply secured?
concert and levee as usual.
“First Mortgage Bondholder” says in his comWednesday, the 231, as Mr. Samuel Cross
munication, “mortgage of 813,000 per mile, cu
was
what at a low estimate is worth 820,000 per
accompanying Charles Periey from bis
rear the
homo
towu bouse in Vaesalboro, to
mile, and it is not unlikely that wiien the wesGetchell’s Corner, the boisa fuok fright, and
gun to furnish business, the interest on that running over a pile of stones uear the roadside,
threw them out, breaking Mr Cross’ thigh.
amount can almost immediately be earned.” If
The old gentleman was 80 years o'd the Mou
this statement be true why not complete the
work and make the connection, even if First
day previous.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
Mortgoge Bondholder does not get bis interest
I would ask if money spent on
when due?
Theowners of the steamer Star of the East
other portions of the road does not increase the
have purchased McLellan wharf in Bath, with
value of the road covered by the first mortgage 267 feet of water front, for $10,500, and extenWas it not the idea of the proprietors
hoods?
sive improvements will be made.
of this road to make one grand connection with
SOMERSET COUNTY.
the West and divert a largo amount of traffic to
The Maine Central Institute Auniversary octhU port now finding outlets in other cities, but
curs Thursday, June 21, at which time it is into which Portland is justly entitled, when this
tended to form an Alnmut Association, and all
road is completed? Let First Mortgage Bondgraduates of the school are cordially invited to
holder be patient; he does not lose anything by
delay and has ample security. Let his interett he present.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.
be diverted for a short time to complete the
A young man by the name of Mesorve, aged
road; if not who is to furnish the means, provided the road is in the hands of a Receiver?
21 years, living at Buck’s Harbor, in the town
The city with the loan of $1,350,000 which
of Macbiasport, left home Monday morning
was cheerfully granted, cannot consistently
last in a boat bound to the village, and has not
lend further aid, and the promise was repeatedbeen seen since. It is feared he is drowned.
made
that
further loans from the city would
ly
not be necessary to complete the road. The
The Best Medical Talent endorses Walter
city loan must nearly all be lost if the road be
not completed, and the western connection not
Baker & Co.’s Breakfast Cocoa for the nae of
made, but with a western connection and busiinvalids, as well as parsons iu health. Travelness flowing into the city as it must necessarily, the city loan may be worth $[,000,000 to lers and students find it most convenient, as it
$1,200,000. The time is near at hand, when is prepared for use in one minute, without
the utility of this road is to he realized, why
boiling. __Tb&wlt
not patiently wait-for tbe summer business
for the completion of the road and the western
Who cares where all the pics go to, when
connection.
can buy 12 papers containing 3360 pins for
Let all parties interested he governed by the you
same
public spirit which prompted the m to 20 cents, at 180 Middle street,
undertake this grand enterprise and not have
Horatio Staples.
it a reproach to the financial ability of tbe city
Pauasols for 25 cents, warranted all cotton.
by those who are unfriendly to Portland,sayiDg
Horatio Staples.
oar capitalists
began an enterprise" in
tbe interest of the city and before its conThis is the season of the year when refrigersummation or without waiting fora demonstraators become almost a necessity in every housetion of its success, they abandoned if, saying to
tbe world by their acts, that they weTe wrong
hold. Before purchasing those who are wise
in their judgment in regard to this matter. If
will look at a 11 kinds and get the be3t. J. F.
the Portland & Ogdensbnrg railroad proves a
Merrill keeps a large assortment of dry air
failure upon its being completed,then abandon
it, let the city get tbe most possible for its !oid, refrigetatois at his place of business, No. 00
and not before.
Cross street. He manufactures them to order
First Mortgage Bondholder wishes in the apof any size and almost any price. Call and
pointment of a Receiver to have a new man, to
have an entire change in the road. I would
see them if you want a good article.
ask if tbe present management has not done
Mk. E. C. Chase is prepared to carry parties
the best possible for the road? Have they done
anything to lose the confidence of all parties to any of the pleasure resorts in this vicinity
ibterested? By no means. Why tbeu change?
in his pleasure barges, Favorite and Forest
Mauy of the present oliicials have been in ibe
Queen. These are very convenient vehicles,
management ot tbe road from the beginning;
and they can be had on very reasonable term?.
the success of the ruad is a mutter of pride with
them, and who cm doubt their desire to do all
their power for its successful consummation?
Messes. F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at 3
They are our best men. if they are annoyed
sometimes by personal liability, why should
o’clock to-morrow, by order of the trustees, the
-the public complain if they do not? If the
valuable lot of land on the west tide of Cross
projectors and friends of the road show no constreet, north of Dyer & Curtis’ ice house. The
fidence in the financial ability of the same,bow
can it bo
lot contains about 10,35'J square feet, and U
expected that creditors will be patient? VYhen otherwise with reasonable expeca valuable
of

foods, i

to an order of the United States
District -Court, for the District ot Maine, and
in accordance with the provisions of the Revised
Statutes of the United States, Title Bankruptcy, and
the general orders thereunder, I shall sell at public
auction, at the rooms of F. O. Bailey & Co., No. 35
Exchange Street, in Portland in said District of
Maine, on SATURDAY, the 2Gth day of May, A. D.
1877, at 2 o’clock p. in., the following described real
estate and personal property, belonging to
the
estate of Major Lord ol Portland, Bankrupt, viz:
The wooden dwelling bouse situated on the north-

PURSUANT

my29

THE

BOfTOM.

In Bankruptcy—Assignee’* Sale.

Fancy Ruffling, fine goods, only 50
piece. (Six yards in each piece.) These
never ottered in Portland at any such
price before.

CO.,

Thursday Morning, May 31
a

£oal.

Opening A. Q. LEACH,

We shall offer

j

Walter Corey & Co„

IP.

man

double felled seams, full gussettcd, three
>ly bosoms, line linen cuffs, nice buttons
tnd bntton holes, and all ready for the
aundry. Warranted to lit or money refunded. The above goods 1 have had made
0 order, and they are fully equal to any
:ustom made goods in the market, as they
ire made in the very best of manner, from
he best of material and will he sold at
1 he low price of

the

a
were

goods

IX

LADIES’ SUITS.

has just received a new and
full line of

selling, and

One case
CUNTS

my

GENTLEMEN’S

we are

N-E-O-K R-U-F-F-L-I-N-G.

No. 46 Exchange Street.
d2w
29

mvM

261 1-2

O. BAII.EY A CO., Anctioaffra.
d«t

Bankrupt Sale of Timber Lands,
Lumber Mill and Logs, in Stark,
K. H., and Valuable Residence
in Portland.

DAVIS & CO.

undersold.
Parties about
save money by calling on

GEO. 1. WHITNEY &

GOODS,

131 & 433 Congress St., Farrington BIT,
PORTLAND, MIC.

TAILOR,

made known at sale. For plan or
the auctioneers.
BY ORDER OF TRUSTEES.

on

24.

Whole Stock of f«cod« at

Our

VICKERY Sc LEIGHTON,

Hanueula and

F.

my25

$1.75. $2.00.

our own

ing that we shall not be
purchasing will certainly

FANCY

particulars call

below cost.

22.

and cee the Parasols

sure

us.

Cliesley,

CAI.E
THEM.

—

manufacture, and tlie cheapest suit we
sell upholstered, one-half pure Hair. Best suits all
pure Hair.
All our Furnilure put in the best order and delivered free of charge.
Our facilities are such for manufacturing and buy-

of

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

( w

Top

100 Parlor Suits,

Monthly rates apply to all not taking Ice the icliole
season, or lour months.
10 lbs. daily, per month.$2.00

AND

otter

can

prices.

BOUGHT FOR CASH, and WILL
BE SOLD LOWER than can
be bought in this
market!

DRY

estate.
Terms easy and

an

Be

Library Tables,

Any customer leaving town, by giving notice AT
the office, will be entitled to a proper deduction.
We particularly request our customers to report
any neglect of our drivers in leaving the Ice ; complaints for carelessness or any other cause, if made
at the office, will be attended to promptly.

large let of

a

Silk and Worsted Twilled

$1.50.

TEN PIECES EACH.

I.,,..1. 1U.00
Ice will bo delivered earlier than 1st June and later

15.
20

$1.20.

SEE ADJOURNMENT AT

“

same

Also, we have

20 IN.

lbs. daily, from Juno 1 to Cclober 1.$6.00
•*

than 1st October at the

we shall offer for sale at Public Auction, on the
premises, the lot of land on west side ot Cross street,
north ot Dyer & Curtis' Ice bouse. The said lot is
about 6G teot ou Cross street and about 162 feet on a
lane, aud contains about 10,359 square feet. The
land is so rented as to pay the taxes and a part of
the interest.
Property sold subject to existing
leases, the buildings not included in sale. Purchaser
will have 10 days to examine title. $300 required to
be paid to the Auetioner at time of sale. We call attention ot capitalists to this sale, feeling the sale
offers a rare chance for investment. Sold to close

21 IN,

These goods all have handsome Carved Horn
Handle., and will after using as a parasol be an

PENNELI,

CO.,

1.

$1.10.

Thursday, May 31st,
AT 3 O’CLOCK P. M.,

at

Serge Parasols,

Prices for FamiUe* and Office*.

“

$1.00.

which wc

NO. 17 MARKET ST.
10
15
20

22 IN.

otter

On

Extra Nice Rain Umbrella.

ODBC.

—

Sensou

20 IN.

Exchange St,,

at Prices that will astonish every

my30_’dtf

D. W, CLARK &

PARASOLS !
the following prices:

be found at

may

At Auction

FULL-SIZE.
We have in stock a small lot .Mcotch,
Milk liustre Paru*ol«, which wc shall

cvcroffeicd in Portland,

I4AOAVLES’ STEAM PI MPS,
RETURN WATER TRAPS,
for Dry Houses, Factories.
&c., tbe best and cheap-

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
oc3dtf
Consignments solicited.

ONE DOLLAR.

—

FURNITURE,

band.

Self Oilers for Hliafiiug, Engine** &4Puvnpt*

KAI.SK IIIllMtESSlON
it is generally supposed by a certain class of citizens, who are not practical or experienced, that Dyspepsia can not invariably he cured, but we are pleased to say that Queen's August Flower has never,
to our knowledge, failed to euro Dyspepsia and Liver

OF

0. W. ALLE5.

Stock Shetland Shawls Trustee’s Sale
FOR

Largest

DREYFUS’

for Steam Chests and Cylinders, all sizes, constant-

Let that cough contiuue and die of consumption. or pay SB cents aud bo cured by Ad unison's Botanic Balsam. Free sample bottle at
the druggist’s. I.arge bottles 75 cts.
mvL’Seud 1 w

1877.

goods:

The

35 and 37 Exthaugfi

Salesroom!
W. O. BAILEY.

month of

Steam Radiators,
Force,
Deep
Well and Cistern Pumps, Drive
Well Points.

NATHAN

F. O. BAILEY ft CO„

Wo wish to dispose ot the whole stock daring the
June. We therefore quote a few prices ol

er's Goods, Rubber, Hemp and
Asbestos Packing, Rubber
“^se, Steam and AVater
Gauges, Gauge Cocks,

Buy Dr. Warner’s Health Corset of Eastman
my2Gif
Bros,, 534 Congress St.

mencing with the bank at Waterville, and pro-

from there into Fianklin county. The semiannual returns he has received from the treasurers of savings banks is very encouraging.
The decrease in deposits during the last six

aid was

MISCELLANEOUS.

the

Rev. A. P. Hillman:
Dear Sir:—The Trustees of the Reform
School at their last meetiDg voted that the offices of the Chaplain and Physician be abolished from and after July 1, 1876, and that the
Superintendent procure religious instruction on
the Sabbath and employ a physician when
wanted.
These changes are made in the line
of economy. The Legislature having reduced
the annual appropriation, makes it imperative
to reduce the expenses of mooing the institution.
The Trustees iu pas.-iug this vote beg
you to ba assured of their high sense of jour
moral and Christian character, and of their regret at being obliged to sever the relation which
has so long and so pleasantly existed between
us.
Yours truly,
W. H. Vinton, Secretary.
1 trust this statement will be satisfactory.

es

city.

that

mj26tf

following note:
Portland, May 20,1870.

was

real ui uub Quarles u

Portia nd A Ogdensburg Railroad.
Mr. Editor:—The special pleading of the

ence over owners

to cease

parents reside in Keunebunkport. He was examined Tuesday before Trial Justice Haley, at
Kennebunk, wheD, in aaditiou to the proved
robberies at Mr. Ferguson’s, be acknowledged
stealing from the machine shop of Messrs.
Leach & Simoads, from an adjacent blacksmith
shop, from the store of Charles H. Walker, and
from other parties, embracing bssides a large
supply of tools, lumber, glass and other valuables, to quite an amount.
Failing to procure
bondsmen, hs was committed for trial to Alfred
jail. The recent depredations from the premis.

The

out of the

Eastman Beds.,
534 Congress St.

MISCELLANEOUS

—

was

Kcnnclmnk.
Daring the past few months repeated thievings from some eight or ten parties at Ivennebunk village have been, till now, undiscovered,
but on Monday last Messrs. John H, Fergusen
& Co., sash and blind manufacturers, succeeded in obtaining proof sufii:ieut to cause the ar-

Railroad wharf.

The head, bands
and one foot were gone and the body was unrecognizable. Coroner Gould was called and
ordered the body buried in Forest City cemetery. Pieces ot the clothing were saved and can
be Eeon by those wishing to recognize the body.
It had evidently been in the water about a year.
at

in Toilet

offering special bargains

We are

quilts.

required

A. X’. Hillman.

Another Body Found.—Yesterday .alternoon the body of a man was found floating in

new advertisements.

price 75 cts. per yard.
Eastman Bkos., 534 Congress St.
my2Gtf

that I should retire from the
position I had so long occupied, A gentle hint»
even, that my services were not acceptable,
would have caused my resignation.
The first
and only intimation that my relation to the

“Lemns,” the New York press
seems unanimous in regard to its mirth-provoking qualities. The Herald says: “Impossible
not to laugh.” The Sun declares: “It is full

the dock

JlATELLEasE Cloakings for children just received in choice shades o£ drab,blue and brown,

SUCCESSOR

NO. 619

TO

C. U. SAUNDERS,

CONGRESS

STREET,

takes pleasure to inform the public that he has returned to Portland aud is prepared to furnish families and parties with all articles in his line ot business.

Public and Private Dinners, Suppers,
Collations, etc., gotten up in the best of style.
French and American Cooks furnished.
Wedding Cake of a quality and finish equal to
any iu the couutry, and sent per order safely to any
distance,
ByPublic patronage respectfully solicited.
(1Jm

iuyl6

GRASS

SEEDS.
N. N, Y., and

also for Packing Purposes Ac, All
orders promptly attended to
MO 6. MEHKIM.’S WHARF.
dlw*
my28

Timothy, Red Top,

1 MALTY IMHO GOODS

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

Sharp’s Preserved Smoked Halibut and Haddles
picnic parties, am

very nice article for family use,
on board vessels at sea.
a

For sale by Grocers generally.

Wm. snarp,
:10'J Commercial Hlreef, Porllnud, Me.
dtt
Ju2
For Baltimore,
Sell. Nellie, Capt. E. Ferry.
passage, apply to

PACKET
or

my28d3t

Western Clover.

and Orchard Grass.

Alsike

Clover

For sale by

ja30

Military aud Regalia
BASEBALL AND1F00TBALL
IIEADQEABTEBS.
Hole
Circulars.
Send for Illustrated
Manufacturers of the Boston Shooting Suit.

For frcigli

J.NICKBRSON&SON,

No. 131 Commercial Street.

WANTS.

BUSINESS CARDS.

POETRY.
The Heather Rose.

GAB

HITCHCOCK,

Successor to the late George Mnraton,
FROM THE GERMAN.

Robes, Coffins and Caskets Always on Haul

Opposite the Grand Trunk Depot,
augli_VAH.VIOITII. ME.dtl

Chas. J.

Said the boy, “I’ll pluck you there,
Rosebud on the heather.”
Rosebud answered, “If you dare!
You shall suffer; we shall share
Sad regrets together.”
Rosebud, rosebud, rosebud red,
Rosebud on the heather.

Fresco_Painter.

111

myl9

STATE STREET.
dtf

pf)3'5'.PpfICE Department, 1
Washington, April 10, 1877. )

will he received at the

Ship Carpenters Wanted.
immediately, Ten Ship Carpen*
to get out a Bark’s lrame.
B. C. JORDAN,

WANTED
■era

Bar Mills.

Mills, May 18th, 1677

Bar

d‘2w*

Wanted.
do plain sewing

WOMAN to
and assist in tbo
care of children.
First class help required.
Pay liberal. Apply at No. 227 Cumberland Street.
dtf

A

Contract Office
of
Department until o’clock
of June
PROPOSALS
decided by the 20th
for
(to

J. B. S4NFOBD,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
33 School St., Boston, Mass.
debts, bankruptcy, &c., speciCOLLECTION
collections are
alty. Funds remitted
made. Also collects in
of

Boarders Wanted.
FEW good men can find pleasant rooms with
hoard, at 30 BROWN ST.
my24
dtf

A

arrivals herein specified, viz:
136—-From Maxfleld, by Medford Centre, to La
Grange, 10 miles and back, twice a week.
Leave Maxfleld Tuesday and Saturday at 6.30 a.

m;
Arrive at La Grange by
Leave La Grange Tuesday and Saturday at
5.15 p, m.
Arrive at Maxfleld by 7.15 p. ni.
Bond required with hid, $200.
9

England and foreign connclaims of American heirs.
d&wlT
sep29

tries

THE FARM AND HOUSEHOLD.

FEW hoarders

following practical bints on the subject, condenced from the Druggist’s Circular: “When
only water has been in the bottle, the best
way is to apply heat to the neck of the bottle.
To do this successfully, without breaking the
bottle, the wick of a spirit lamp is trimmed so
as to give a flame of about the size of the

Boyco cb Jaclison

Portland, Me

.r. w. jacksox.

STORE

good assortment of Cornices aud Center Pieces.
Particular attention paid to Whitening and Tinting
A

neck of the vial. The bottle is held in the
flame with the two bauds and turned as

To Let.

any shade. Also, Whitewashing and Repairing done
in the neatest manner. Jobbing promptly attended
to.
apld2m

possible, while its neck is immers-

ed in the middle of the flame.
From time
to time the vial is taken out of the fire, and

STROUT,

Attorney

house ron

Attorney-at»Law, 205 Middle Street.

my28dtf

Pasture to Let
Stroudwater bridge, containing 60 acres.
Enquire of
T. JACKSON,
my26dlw* _Libby Comer, Dceriug.

*

C. P. BABCOCK.
the stopper tried. If it holds fast, the bottle
MODEL
MAKER & JOBBER,
is heated again without loss of time, until the
MANUFACTURER OF
stopper comes out; then bottle and stopper
are allowed to cool separately,
The whole Watch aud Chronometer Marker** Tools,
Mathematical, Optical and Phitooperation takes generally lrom four to ten
aophicbl Instrument*, School
seconds. In skillful bauds it is invariably
Apparatus, Ac.,
successful in less time than it takes to explain
56 Market Street, Printers Exchange,
the manipulation; but beginners, through
PORTLAND. ME.
lul
dly
injudicious heating, generally break the first
bottle which they try to open.
When the
FRED’K S.
bottle contains other liquids than water, it is
necessary, before applying heat, to dissolve
and Counsellor at Law.
substance
that
out any
may have dried between the stopper and the neck of the bottle.
BKIDGTON, MAINE.
To effect this, the bottle is inserted in a 6mall
the
containing
graduate
approprate solvent, |
Refer* to Mtroiit & Gage, Portland.
that is water for sugary liquids or other soludlm&w3m
my8
ble substances, alcohol for resinous bodies,ect.
After six or eight hours, the stopper is frehi-tKV T. CARTER,
quently found unloosened without the use of Solicitor ci Patent* and Mechanical Enother means, By the way, the heat is appligineer.
ed as rapidly as possible, because it is importAssistance given to inventors in developing their
ant that the neck of the bottle should become
inventions. Drawings and models properly prewarmed and thereby dilated, belore the stop- pared for the Patent Ofllce. Correspondence solicited.
In some
per has had time to expand also.
180 HUDDLE STREET.
cases it is impossible to open the bottle at all
anl)
dly
without breaking it: this happens when it
contains or has contained alkalies, their carbonates, ect., which completely solders the
glass together. It is almost unnecessary to
add that alcoholic and ethereal liquids require
the utmost caution o avoid accidents.

DESIRABLE Tenement; whole

Brown Street; rent 5300 per annum; possession
early in June. Apply to
G. W. VERRILL,

given

NEWOldCottage-6
Orchard, Saco, Me.
I. J.

and basement—situated at

m. |
Arrive at

Grand Lake Stream by 7.15 p
Bond required with bid, $500.

221—From Patten, by Moro, Rockabema, and Masardis, to Ashland, 49 miles and back, once a

A

times

»cuucixu

against dry

$ocJt,

same

way.

the canvas,
nite.

r.lnn«a nhenrh

4

ntmnnnl.A./, Jn.!nn

TtVO

PORTLAND, HIE.
Steamboats, Public and Private Buildings, heated
by steam in the most approved manner. Water Piping and all Jobbing in our line promptly attended to
and satisfaction guaranteed.
myl8d2w*

MATT

Constable

ADAMS,
for

Portland,

AVD

Coroner
51

1-2

for

Cumberland County,

EXEDANGE

to at all hours.
HOUSE

23 PARK STREET.

JanR__dtl
R. T.

CARR,

Fresco, Sign

and

llouse
PAJDSTTITsTGK

All kinds

16 Market

Square, ForHand. Me,
mli5_diy

I>r.

n

T,

p m;

Saturday at 5

am;

dtf

convert into nearly its own weight
of oxyeen, thus changing a poisonous gas
that derives its origin from various sources
into one ofthe principal elements of pure air,
If carbonic acid gas is emitted from plants in
dangerous quantities, it certainly would exist
largely in the night atmosphere of a close
green-house heated to a tropical temperature
and crowded from floor to rafter with rank
vegitation. Yet, in my experience, I have
never known the slightest ill effect to be realized from night work in green houses,
neither in cases of the workmen making the
warm green-house their sleeping quarters of

night and even for an entire winier, which,
to my satisfaction, affords practical proof that
the notion is a fallacy; and the fact that perhaps no healthier class of men can be found
than green-house oporators, who work constantly in an atmosphere where plants are
growing, would prove, instead, that living
plants exert a beneficial influence upon the
a

air we breathe.”

CATARRH.
Statement of 0. J. Goldricli, Esq.,
Editor Rocky Mountain Herald,
Denver, Colorado, showing the
Prevalence of Catarrh and
the Popularity of Sanford’s Radical Care for
Catarrh.
“Every nine out of ten adults in tliis whole region
of country is afflicted with Catarrh. It Eeems to be
climatically epidemic out in this atmosphere Mr.
Smith tells me that the three dozen bottles of Radical Cube were
immediately sold, and that he
had forty orders for more within thelast three
weeks,
but had none here to supply from.’*
The Mr. Smith referred to is ot t'le firm of Smith
& Doll, furniture dealeis, Denver. When in Boston
about a year ago he purchased eleven bottles of_
Catarrh Remedy, and one of Sanford’s Radical
Cure, the latter at the earnest request of a personal
acquaintance. lie had seen the first named remedy
but had not heard of the latter. Slioitly after his
arrival in Denver we received an order for a dozen of
the Radical Cure, and soon another with the
pleasing intelligence that Mr. Smith was cured. The
prevalence of the disease, coupled with the recommendations of Mr. Smith, soon created a lively
demand, and without advertising nearly three
hundred bottles were sent out. This is a striking
illustration of what is frequent done for this remedy
as a return lor relief from
long and painful suffering.

Those who have heretofore dreaded to

CATARRH.

keep plants in their houses on account of
their suppposed ill effects may rest at their
ease, and even furnish their sleeping rooms

Bad

Asthma,

New England Baked Beam.
Put a quart of good white beans in three or
four quarts of soft water: let them stand
where they will get hot but not boil lor 12
hours at least, then drain them thoroughly
and rinse through several waters; place in a
deep pot; score the rind of a pound of nice fat
pork deeply, and place it in the beans so that
it will be all covered except the rind, and cover with water; place in hot even and bake 10
or 12 hours at least—more is better; as the
water dried away fill it un again, and some

is briefly as tollows; I have
Gentlemen.—My
bad Catarrh for ten years, each year with
increasing
severity. For nine years I had not breathed through
one nostril.
I had droppings in the throat, a
very
bad cough, asthma so bad as to be
obliged to take a
remedy lor it at night before being able to lie down
and sleep, and a constant dull pain in my bead.
My
bead was at times so full of catarrhal matter as to injure my sense of hearing and compel me to get up
several times in the night to clear it and
my throat
before I could sleep. Every one of these
distressing
symptoms has disappeared under the use ot not
quite three bottles of Sanford’s Radical Cure.
My hearing is fully restored. I have no asthmatic
symptoms, no cough, no droppings in the throat,
no headache, and in
every way better than I have
been for years. I cculdfeel the effects of the Cure
on my appetite,on
my kidneys and in fact every
part of my system, what has been done in my case
is wholly the effect of the Radical Cure.

water in the morning and add fresh supply of
water enough to cover them. Boil slowly for
15 minutes; drain off water through collandcr put beans into a deep iron dish with water
enough to cover them; add a small piece of

pork and a tablespoonful of
slowly for five hours.
Iron

Very respectfully,

Endorsed by

making

“chrome cement,” which as it will not yield
to the action of water, is likely to come into
general use for mending various articles of
glass, chinaware, etc. It might also be very
vaulable in making aquariums.
It consists
of a strong solution ot gelatine, one of a solution of acid chromate of lime. The mixture
becomes insoluble in water under the action
of light, in consequence of the partial reduction of the chromic acid, and this
property is
utlized on several occasions in photography
I’rof. Schwarz has been experimenting with
it as a cement for glass. With a fresh
preperation of the solution lie covered the surface
to be united as evenly as possible,
pressed
them together, and then tied them together.
He then exposed the glass to the sun, and at
the end of a few hours the operation had perfectly succeeded. Boiling water has no effect on the oxidized cement, and the fracture could scarcely be recognized.
Valuable
objects in glass, which would be disfigured
with common cement, can be satisfactorily
repaired in this manner. It is probable that
microscopic object glasses could be better
fastened with this than with black asphalte.
Chimney Moot
Chimney soot is a very powerful manure
applied at the rate of oue pound to the rod;
it abounds in ammonia, and
consequently
possesses stimulating power in a remarkable
Too
much soot per rod will drivo
degree.
vegetation beyond what is desirable. One
two of guano possess more
and
soot
pert of
stimulating ammonia than any other proportionate quantity of any other manure extaut.

Soot forms an exceedingly rapid stimulant
for peas, lettuce, carrots spinach, and most
crops in a liquid state at the rate of half an
ounce to two quarts of water given so as to
soak down to the roots. Always give soot
while the plant is in an active state. Most
houses make soot enough to manure a whole
garden for the year.

Cured.

a

C.

H. LAWRENCE.

Prominent -Druggist.

I hereby certify that Mr. Lawrence
purchased; thn
Radical Cure of me, and from time made to
time
me familiar with his case.
I believe bis statement to
be true in every particular.
JAS. P, DERBY
Fitchburg, Oct. 14.

molasses; bake

A Useful Cement.
publishes the receipt for

Cough, etc.,

case

The above severe

case

was a

combination of several

ailments, viz., bad cougb, asthma, deafuess, headache, etc., each of which might, by the most intelligent physician, be treated separately, whereas they
were but a variety of forms assumed
by one terrible

disease—Catarb. “I could feel the effect ol the Cure
in every part of my system.” This statement shows
that this remedy acts upon the cause of
Catarrh, viz.,
The aciditied blood, a poison which attacks
every
vital organ and is eliminated from the
system only
by the Radical Cure.

Each package contains Dr. Sanford’s Improved
Inhaling Tube, will full direction s for its use in all
cases.
Price §1.00.
For sale by all Wholesale
and Retail Druggists throughout the United States.
WEEKS & POTTER, General Agents and Wholesale Druggists, Boston.

The Most Important Medical Discovery of
this Century.

1

COLLINSVS'l

THIS great remedy consists of Voltaic or Galvanic
plates carefully attached together and imbedded in a
rorous Plaster,
highly medicated, forming the grandest medical agent ot this centurv.
it is a gentle
°
and constant

EL. EC Title BATTERY
Closely ahd continuously applied by the adhesion of
the Plaster, and is capable of
effecting instant relief
and permanent cures in the most
distressing cases ot
chronic external muscular and nerve ailments, and
in diseases originating in a disordered condition of
the electrical or vitalizing forces. It is unsurpassed
as a prompt and sure remedy in
Rheumatism,
Neuralgia,
Faral>*i«,
Crampti, Hi. Vitua’ Dance, Sciatica, Hip
Coiuplani*, Npiunl AffVrtiou*, Nervous
I'niiiH and Irritations. Fpilepsy or Fits
proceeding; from Mhocka to the Nervous
My* tern, Rupture* nud Mlraioa, Fracture*
RruMCM, (Contusion*, Weak Muscles nud
Joiutw, Nervous nud Feeble Muscular
Action, threat Moreno* nud Fain in Any
Fart of the Rody.

BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street
containing all the modern improvements In
quir at No. 10 Central Wharf,

rglHE
X

in__dtf

1MT A TVJ 17 V to loan on first class Beal Estate
•CTAvFlTI Jll i Security, in Portland, or vicinity. Rents collected, taxes paid, &e. on Commission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate, 379J Congress Street.
nol8dtf
House for Sale on Oxford Street.
<jjj I KA CASH, balance payable in

®
monthly inolalmeuU of 825.01).
Good location, 21 story house, 12 rooms, arranged for
families, gas and Sebago. Is now renting for $210.
Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, 3791 Congress Street.

New House for Sale in Deering.
two story, hip roof house, 9 rooms, bath
room, water closet. Good drainage.
Corner
lot 75x100, with stable. This property is situated

ANEW,

the head of Pleasant street, close to the horse
Price only $3000. Apply to F. G. PATTERcars.
SON, Dealer in Real Estate, 379$ Congress street.
near

Bond required with bid, $100.

THE

mvhi

my25tl
JUUtUUy

T7
M.

Cl 1
kjtlilv*
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VI

with a License by the Probate Court
IN ofConformity
the County of Cumberland, I hereby oiler at
on
and
after the 25th nay ot June. 187T,
sale,
private
the following described Real Estate ot the late Joshua Winslow, of Yarmouth, in said
County, deceased ; viz: The lot of land with the
dwelling house
and outbuildings thereon, fruit trees &c., situated
in said Yarmouth, on three streets; being the homestead last occupied by said deceased; a very desirable residence, in a good neighborhood.
Also the lot and house No. 3 Willis St., in Portland, in said County, now occupied by the families
ot J. S. Fitz and Geo. E. Blake.
Also ten acres of land more or less in West Bath.
County ot Sagadahoc, State of Maino.
Apply to CHARLES DAVENPORT, Adm’r,
of Bath, Me.
my25dlw&w3w*

IOWA

^LANDS.-”

Farming Lands in Harrison and Hancock
counties, Iowa, (near Railroads), for sale or
exchange for property in Portland or vicinity.

Kick

urday

of the
modern im-

on one

provements-bath room, water closets, gas and sebago, containing 13 rooms, all in perfect order, lot
50x100, has the sun all day—will be sold at a bargain
S500 cash and payments of $500 yearly, with interest
at the low rate ot 6 per cent. One of the best
chances
obtain a house ever ottered in this
city.
GEORGE It. DAVIS,
my21eodtf
Mortgage and Real Estate Broker.

For Sale.
Peaks Island, all slory French roof House,
very pleasantly situated within two minutes
lrom .Jones’ Landing. Terms cash. Amilv to

ON
walk

J.C. STERLING, M Oxford St.

For Sale

or

—IN—

CAPE

inylW

per foot.

330— From Hebron to West Minot, 4 miles and back,
three times a week.
Leave Hebron Tuesday, Thursday and Satur-

at

Block,_ap233m

flp27

Newbury
KUBV,
A+r

—

one

month’s usage of Dr. Goulard’s Celebrated Infallible Fit Powdern.
To convince sufferers that these powders will do all we claim for them,
we will send them by
mail, {>o«c paid, a free
Trial box. As Dr. Goulard is the only physician
that has ever made this disease a special
study, and
as to our knowledge thousands have been
permanently cured by the use of these Powders, we
will guarantee a permanent cure in
every
case, or refund you nil money expended.
All sufterers should give these powdersan
early
trial,
and be convinced of their curative powers.
Price, for large box, $3.00, or 4 boxes for $10.00,
sent by mail to any part of the United States or
Canada on receipt of price, or by express, C. O. D.

ASH & BOBBINS,
360 Fulton Street, Brooklyn N. If.

Arrive at West Minot by 4 p m;
Leave West Minot Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday at 5 p m;
Arrive at Hebron by 6 30 p m.
Bond required with bid, $100.

Proposals invited for

six timcs-a-week service,
schedule of departures aud arrivals
(daily, except Sunday) at same hours.
Bond required with bid for six-times-a-week
service, $200.
with

331— From Hermon Centre to Hermon, 11 miles and
back, six times a week.
Leave Hermon Centre daily, except Sunday, at
9am;
Arrive at Hermon by 9.30 a m;
Leave Hermon daily, except Sunday, at 8 a m;
Arrive at Hermon Centre by 8 30 a hi.
Bond required with bid, $100.

332—From Medford Centre
back, twice a week.

to

Medford,

Positively

Cured.

ASH A ROBBINS,
300 Fallon Street, Brooklyn, M. V.
mylO
dly
I will Forfeit Five Dollars
case
where my NOTH AND
any
FKECKLE COTION will not remove the
worst Moth and Freckles if used according to my directions. Price, 05 and 50 cents.
Apply With a soft sponge three or four times a day
until the Moth or Freckles disappear, which is gen-

IN

erally accomplished in one week.
Sent by mail on receipt of price.
MBS. S. SPENCER,
20 Brown Si., Portland, Me.
my25d6m

[AIM UAa I tPi

day at

9

a

m;

Arrive at Mount Desert by 12 m.
"'•u'v

uiuuuu

i’cclii,

luuiouaj

auu ciUUIUaV at

335— From North Gorham to White Rock, 3} miles
and back, three times a week,
Leave North Gorham Monday, Wednesday and

Friday

at 9

a

m;

Arrive at White Rock by 10 a m;
Leave Whitt Rock Tuesday, Thursday and Sat-

urday

at 3.35 j>m;
Arrive at North Gorham by 4 35 p
Bond required with bid, $100.

m.

Proposals for six-times-a-week service invited;
hours of departure and arrival (daily, except
Sunday) same as specified in tne tri-weekly

schedule.
Bond required with hid for tix-times-aweck service, $200.

336— From North Monmouth to Monmouth, 3 miles
ami hack, six times a week.
Leave North Monmouth daily, except Sunday

337

3

CONSUMPTION
-OF THE

back, three times

a

week.

Leave North Palermo Tuesday,
Saturday at 7.30 pm;
Arrive at Palermo by 9 p m;

TLursday

Leave Palermo Tuesday, Thursday
day at 4.30 p m;
Arrive at North Palermo by 6 p m,

and

and Satur-

Boud required with bid, $100.

From North Pownal to West Pownal 3J miles
and back, three times a week.
Leave North Pownal Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday at 11.30 a m;
Arrive at West Pownal by 12.30 p m;
Leave West Pownal Tuesday, Thursday, and
Saturday at 2.30 pm;
Arrive at North Pownal by 3.30 p m.
Bond required with bid, $100.

From North Sbapleigh, by North Acton (d, o.),
to East Wakefield Depot (N. H.), 9 miles and

—

BLOOD.
FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS.

Wholesale

•

Trains leave at 12.35 p. m. and 5.i 5
p. m. The train leaving at 12.35 a. m, also has a
passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberlai d
Junction with a Mixed Train for Lewiston an d
Auburn. The 12.35 a. m. tram is the Night E: >
Train
with PulJman
press
Sleeping Car a >
tached, which makes close connection at Bangs *•
for all stations on the Bangor Sc Piscataquis, ar
E. & N, A. Railway, and for Boulton, Woo<
stock, St Andrews, St. Stephen, St. Joh a
and Halifax.
~

Passenger Trains arrive in Portland ;
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta, Ga;
diner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.45 an
8.50 a. m. The day trains from Bangor, Dexte
Belfast, Skowhegan, Farmington, K. & L. R. II

and all intermediate stations at 2.44 and 2.50 p. u
The afternoon train from Augusta, Bath, K. & ]
R. R. at 6.25 p. m. The night Pullman Expre:
t ain at 1.55 a. m.

Portland, April 16, 1877.

The Steamship

Agents,

TARBOX, CARNEY, PARSONS & CO
Port land,

Me,

s

l
;;
‘j

W. A. Colby, will leave
Railroad Wharf every SATURDAY at 5.30 P. M. for Halifax direct, making connections for all
parts of Nova Scotia. Returning, leaving Halifax
For freight or passage apon Tuesdays at 8.30.p. m,
J. B. COYLE, Jr., Agent,
ply to

Franklin Wharf,

ADAMS

I

I am pleased to announce that, since leas^
vrrt-v^ing this well known Hotel,l have re-fur[UAyMnished it throughout with NEW FURNlCARPETS and BEDDING, and
jIlJHJnfTURE,
shall hope by strict attention to the comfort
and pleasure of my guests to merit a share of public

patronage.

One of the best location* iu the city, near
Ranh*. Post Oiflce aud principal Whole
Fleclric
Male IIouacM.
BcIIm, Plcanant
Rooms, Comfortable Red* aud Excellent

Tabic.

Carriages

at

all trains.

TI.KJIS W OO PER DAY,
A. S. ALLES, Propiietor,
Formerly Clerk at the “St. Julian” and “Falmouth.”

OCEAN

myll(l&wly

obtained for mechanical devices, medical, or other
ornamental
ompoumls,

designs, trade-marks, and
labels, Caveats, Assign
ments, Interferences, ete.

nventions that have been
by tbe Patent Office may

tents
those

I

still, in most cases, be
secured by us.
Being
opposite tbe Patent Office, we can make closer
searches, and secure Patmora promptly and with broader claims than
who are remote from Washington.

V

I

liM

V II I 11 \

n

LI 11

vice;

we

make

exam-

1 UllOinnSeeaf^!
tentability.
All

cor-

respondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AND
NO tUARtifel UNLESS PATENT IS

SECURED.
We refer to officials in the Patent Office, and to
inventors in every State in the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, 1). C.
m2l
dti

a. m.,3.( q
p. m.
For Manchester and Concord, N. H., (vi a
Newmarket Junction,) at 6.15 a. m. 3.00 p. in. (vi ^
Lawrence,) at 9.00 a. in.
For Rochester and Farmington, N. H.,; ,t
6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00 p. m.
For Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Oi
chard Bench, Saco, Biddeford and Ifcei
uebunk at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3 00, 5.30 p. m.
Morning Trains will leave Keunebnu ti
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.

West

This Hotel, entirely remodelled and

Tickets to all
lowest rates.

PoisN

Sous It

and Portland & Ogdensburg trains <
Iransfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes or refresl
ments at first class dinning rooms.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
oc7dt

PORTLAND & CGDENSBUEQ Rli
Change

Jan.

of Time

THURSDAY, MAY 17lb.
A. J. NICHOLS, Proprietor.

my15

dim

..

said estate iu which to present and prove their
claims; and that we shall be in session at the office of
John A. Waterman, in said Gorham, on the LAST
SATURDAYS of June, September and October, and
the third THURSDAY of November, 1877, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, for the purpose of receiving
such claims and acting thereupon,
JOHN A. WATERMAN,) CommisHUGH D. McLELLAN. J sioDers.
May
Gorham,
19, 1877.
my23dlaw3wW

hereby given,
been duly appointed Executors
NOTICE

that the subscribers have
of the Will of

■

mav

the State, at which
always be found.

AUBUBIU
Elm Donse, Court. 81. W. 8. 4k A. Voting

Proprietors*

IV1

Whit li<l

Proprietor.

ROLNTER’M llllLLN.
Hancock Iloutie, M. Hancock, Propric-

•

CS77.

BOSTON.
Parker Douse. Mchool 8i. M. D. Parker 4b

Co., Proprietors.

9.45 A. HI. for all stations, running through 1 0
Johnson, Vt.
3.45 P. HI. for Upper Bartlett and intermedia! e
stations.

ARRANGEMENT

Express for Auburn and Lewiston at 7.00 a. m.
Express train at 12,25 p. m for Auburn and Lew
iston.
Mail train 2-00 p. m. (stopping at all stations t a
Island Pond,)4 connecting with night mail trai a
for Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston an 1
South Paris at 5.15 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express train from Gorham at 8.45 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8,45 a. n
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 1.45 p.m,
From Lewiston and Auburn at 2.25 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.15 p, n

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

BRUNSWICK, MB.

Cornish

Boom*, W. K. Field,

COKNI8B.
Douse,M. B. Davis, Proprietor

DEXTER,
Merchants’ Exchange Hotel, Dexter, Me.—
W. G. Morrill, Proprietor.
until.

LEWISTON
DrUilt House, Quinby Sc
prietor.

LINCOLN VILLE.
House, Lincoluville, T. E. Phillips,

MILLBRIDGE.
Atlantic House, Geo. A. Hopkins,

OCT.

A

iay8

RICKER,
Libby’* Corner,.Reeling.
S. F.

dtf

mill* PAPER IS PRINTED WITH
J. THE DERMA* PKINTIND INK.
Imported and sold by SIGMUND ULLMAN. 37

Boston.
To all points ofNorth and South Carolina. by SeaRoanoko Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent,222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Waeuington street,
Boston.
Through hills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage *12.50 to Baltimore.
For freight orpassage to Norfolk,Baltimore,Washington, or other information apply to
board and

SAMPSON, Agent,

53 Central Wharf, Boston,
H, ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence, B. I.

E.

no2dtf

CLYDE’S

PhilaflelpMa & New England Steamship Line.
—

FROM

—

BOSTON,
COLONY
HOAD.

in connection

with OLD

NORRIDGE WOCM.
Dnniorth House, D. Danforth. Prop--l«io
WORTH STRATFORD N. H.
House, C* S. Railey Sr. Co. f

Willard

prietor*.

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.
PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietcr
PHILLIPS.
House, Samuel Farmer, Propri-

Turner
etor.

House, W. G.

Adams

House, Temple

Hcsclton, Pisun.

St.

A. S. Aden

Perry’s Hotel, 11* Federal St. J. G. Perry
Proprietor.
Citr Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Falmouth Hotel, O. M. Shaw Sc Sou, pro-

Low

AHEAD

OF ALL

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Bol-

gage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston A Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins A Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little,A Co.’s,494 Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,
ocl 73
dtf
T

AT

TW

I

MAIL
FOR

Proprietors.

Hotel. Cor. Middle-and Plum
Sts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
U. S. Hotel, Junction ofCougressand Fed
cral Sts. Timothy Wolcott, Proprietor.
WEST NEW FIELD,
West New field House, R.G. Holmes, Pro
prietor.
.■■■■■

...
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STEAMERS

QUEENSTOWN

AND LIVERPOOL,

Sailing from New York as follows:
City of Berlin.Saturday, June 2, 9.00 a. m
City of Chester.Saturday, June 9, 2.00 p. m
City of Richmond.
Saturday, June 23,2.00 p. m
City of Berlin.Saturday, July 7, 2 00 p. in
City of Chester.Saturday, July 14, 8.00 a. m
Passengeis will find these steamers tastefully fitted
up, and the staterooms large and perfectly ventilated. The saloons are the entire width of the vessel,
..

and situated where there is least noise and motion,
greatly lessening the liability to sea sickness. Smoking rooms. Ladies’ Boudoirs, Piano-fortes and
Libraries, Bath rooms, Barber’s shop, Electric Bells,
Spacious Promenade Decks, &c., &c.
Souther ly course during the ice season.
Rates of

passage-$80 and $100, gold, according

accommodation, all having equal saloon privileges.
Round Trip Tickets—$145 and $175, gold.
Steerage—To and from all points at reduced rates.
JOHN G. DALE, Agent,
15 Broadway, New Yo"*k.
Or T. P. UcGOWAN, 444 Cong re *"*«.,
Portland.

feblO

d4m

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
JEaatport,

Calais and Ml. John,
Windsor and Halifax.

two

Digby,

ARRANGEMENT.

tripFpjbr

week.

On and after Monday, March

26th

the Steamers New Brunswick, Capt. D. JS. Hall, and City
of Portland, Capt. S. H. Pike,
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
State Street,every Monday and Thursday, at 6.00 P.
M., tor Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St.John and Eastport on the

days.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shcdiac, Amherst, Pictou, Fredenektown, and all stations o
the Intercolonial Railway.
dr*Freight received oh day of sailing until
o’clock p. m.
mlrJldtfA. K. STUBBS. Agent.

same

NOTICE.
Portland A; Harpswell Steamboat Co’y.
HioNTBAMEB IIEIYKIKT-

~

Job Printing

and

daily tiips

com-

llnrpowrll at
myl6dtl

PORTLAND, DlMiOH&iKIIIAS
Tint EE

I'O JaS

season

5.£0 p.

Po ten, Hand Bill

Kill Heads*

Mondays.)
RETURNIMG,

attention of Shippers of freight at Portlar a
called to the new arrangement of freigl it
on Maine Central R, R., to take effect APltl u
2d, 1877.
Freight for I.ewiston, Auburn, Bangoi
and Belfast received at freight house before 5.:
P. M., will be forwarded same day, and will be rea<] y
for early delivery at destination next morning

HI.,

ROCKLAND, BELFAST AND BANGOR.

i OF

r

her

nienciug May llilh, leaving Port-

land at :* o'clock t*.
8 o’clock A. HI.

STEAMBOAT CO.,

PASSENGER TRAINS lea*« Portlan i
for Scarboro’. Saco, Biddeford* Ken
nebunk. Wells* North Berwick, Sont ti
Berwick, Couway Junction* Elio tf
Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburypor t,
Sialem* Lynn, Chelsea and Boston s
0.00 a. m., arriving in Boston at 1.40 p. m.
Saco, Biddeford, Kennebuuk, Kilter]
Portsmouth, Hamptons* Newburypor
Salem, Lynn. Chelsea and Boston v I
3.00 p. m., arriving in Bostou at 7.30 p. in., i Q

TBirs

I’l.lt

WEEK.

The Steamer CITY OF RICH
C. Kilby, will leave
Port land every Jlomiuy, Uni*
nesday and Eriday eveniugM, at 10 o’clock, tor Bancor. touching
at Rockland, Camden, Lincolnville Belfast, Sears*
port, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport and
Hampden, arriving in Bnngor about 10 o’clock
next morning.
Returning, same day, leave Bangor nt <i o’clock, A. .▼!.* arriving iu Portland
at 5 P. M.

MOND, Capt.

FOR

Cards, Tags,

\r.

printed at shoft

JIT.

DESERT AND

MACHIAS.

ONE TRIP pjek h i:i:n.
SPRING

notice

mc***

ARRANGEMENT
The

Steamer

LEWISTON

«%Capt. Peering, will leave Kail-L&JV-xxzSZfk road, Wharf, Portland, every
iMSSSKiiiaThur<«dny Evening ni IO
o’clock for Roekland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgewick, South West and Bar Harbois (Mt. Desert),
Millbridge, Jonesport and .HarkiaNporl.
Returning, leaves Jlnchiaxpori even VI on-

Is
THE
trains

PAYSON TUCKER. Superintendent
10'T'T

OTHER..

ton A Providence R. It. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and witn the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance al all atber lines. Bag-

jagEgjfaxC'JA will resume

9tn*

LINE

the Only Inside Koute
Avoiding Point Judith.

9, 1876.

for New York and Western connectioi
Pullman Parlor Car attached.
m. Biddeford accomodnting trail
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, fo
Boston at £.15 a, m.. every day (excel

Tri-Weekly

MOITISGTOI

SPRING

Preble House, Cougress St. Gibson Aio„

■■■■

BAIL-

Rntex, Frequent Departure*.
Freight received at New and Spacious Iron Freight
House, aud forwarded daily to FALL RIVER, there
connecting with the Clyde Mieamer*. -ailing
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAYS SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia Direct, and connecting at Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S. C.,
Norfolk, Va., Portsmoush, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington. D. C., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,
D. C., and all rail and water lines.
Dangers of Navigation around Cape Cod avoided.
Insurance one-eighth of one per cent.
For Rates of Freight, or other information, apply
to
D. D, C. MINK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
19G Washington Street. Boston.
Boston, May 1st, 1877.
janlldtf

Pro-

Maine

DDK I0SS

—

Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersbnrg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places In
the Sonth, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington 8t„

prietor.

i

Leave Boston at 7.30, tl£.30 and at S.O
ANDREW SPRING, late of Portland,
p. m., connecting with iVlaine Centre J
and E. A N, A. Kailway tor St. Job
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and have j
and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attache a
taken upon themselves that trust by giving bonds as
the law directs. All persons having demands upon
the estate ot.said deceased, are required to exhibit
Through Tickets to all Points South and West: it
owest rates. Pullman Car Tickets lor Seats an II
tbe same; and all persons indebted to said estate are
Berths at Ticket Office.
called upon to make payment to
SAMUEL E. SPRING,
Passengers by this line avoid all change.
)
AUGUSTUS E. STEVENS.} Executors.
A. P. ROCKWELL, President.
oc9dtf
NATHAN WEBB.
)
Portland, May 1st, 1877.dlaw3wTh»
Central Railroad.

Vaults Cleaned,

AND

—

St. Julian

J

LINE

week.

First Ulan Mteamshla
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANK.
WM. LAWRENCE.
OEOROE APPOLD.
From Hsxlou direct every TUESDAY
and SATURDAY.

Jl 11

prietors.

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splenili
condition, is well equipped with first-class rollin *
stock, and is making the best connections and quick
est time of any route from Portland to the West.
GT^PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOI [
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trail e
leaving Portland at 2.00 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit an 1
Chicago, and not subject to Custom Hous* examim
tion.
The Company are not responsible for baggage t V
any amount exceeding $50 in valne (and thatpereor
al) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate < i
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland. Oct 16,1876.
ap2tkltf

Railroad

’lurch, Pro*

Proprietor.

J. C. FURNIYAL, Agt.

a

This is

PORTLAND.

Southwest •

lime*

FOR NEW YORK,

House. Hallowed, KI. Q. Blake,

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

and all points in the

jialfimnrn Xy WaohiiwdAn
STEAMSHIP

WELL.

SHOW HE GAN.

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Hlilwau ■
kee, Cincinnati, St. I<otiiM, Omaha,
Saginaw, 8t. Paul, Walt Lake City,
Denver, San Francisco,

Bortnik

Dining

Proprietor.

Barden
etor.

—

if. and leave Pier 38 East River. New York
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. SI.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomo
nations tor passengers, making this a
very convenient and comfortable route lor travellers between
New York and Maine.
Passage, including Slate
Room, $5.
Meals extra.
Good destined beyond
1 ortland or New York forwarded to destination at
once. For further information apply lo
HENRY FOX, General Agent. Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38 E. K.. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Exchange street.
decl6tf

P. 4k K.

Chapin,

MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard. Prop.

ALTERATION OF TRAINS.

Will until further
notice, leave Franklin Wharf
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at
P.

Quick Time}

Si.

LITTLETON, N II.
Thayers Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor

Uraiid Trunk R, R. of Canada.

Steamship Company

Semi-Weekly Line to Sew York.
Steamers Eleanora & Franconia

Donse, Tremout
Co. Proprietors.

Proprietor.

ia8dtf

reminded that they se
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex,
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
Through Tickets to New York via the variot*
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as nsual.
de30-76dtf
J. «. CIOVLE, «#r.. Gen’l Agt,

Boston to the Sonth. Only
Line.

Beach

HAMILTON, Supt.

$1.00.
are

IIoecl-J.it, Crocker, Proprl

Arrive in Portland:
11.50 A. HI. from Upper Bartlett.
5.00 P. HI. from Johnson, Vt.

FARE
Passengers by this line

8c. James
etor.
T rein on t
Gnruey 4k

HIRAM.
Mt. Cutler House,—Hiram Hasten, Pro
prsetor

Passenger Trains Lenfe Portland.

Daily, at 7 o’clock P. M., and INDIA
WHARF, BOSTON, daily nl 7 P, M..
(’Snuduj excepted.)

t0r’

Proprietor.

Eastern

ARRANGEMENT.

The Superior Sea Going Steamers,
FOBENT €1TV AND JOHN BKOOH8
will, until turther notice, run altcrnatleiy as follows: leaving

Bath Hotel, C. itf. Plummer, Proprietor

Hallowed

Northwest. West anti

WBIKC

~

HALLO

*»D

STEAMER^”

BOSTON

BATIA.

M2>njmjcj

Portland, Jan. 8,1877.

J112*-1?

E.

AUGUSTA.
Augusta Douse. State 8t.,

City Hotel.—N. II. Higgins Sc Sons, Props

J.

HA.TIPHO.V Agent
TO Long Wharf, Uosien

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONK.
and McClellan.
Front Providence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Fieight tprwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Dnll, Grand Trunk Bailway Depot, ill. W* Clark, Propriclor.

COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE.

THE

re-

will open ter the season

ni

David Moore’s Estate.
undersigned having been appointed by the
Hon. Judge of Probate, of the county of Cumberland, Commissioners to receive and decide upon
all claims, except those of the Administratrix,
against the estate of David Moore, late of Gorham
in said county, deceased,
represented insolvent,
hereby give notice that six months from the third
Tuesday of May, 1877. are allowed to the creditors of

HOUSE,

ELIZABETH, MAINE,

CAPE

Embracing the leading Hotel* in

187 <

Andover and Lowell at 6.15,9.00

Through

to

K. «.

Poor

HOTEL DIRECTORY,

Passenger Trains will leave Portland fc r
Boston at 6.15, 9.00 a. m.,and 3.00 p. in., arrii
lug at Boston at 10.45,1.40, 7.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 a. m
12.30,3.30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.1' '*
5.00, 8.10 p. m.
For Wells, North Berwick, Salmon Falli
Great Falls, Dover, Newmarket, Exetei »
Haverhill, North Andover, Lawrence

and

Passage apply

or

dtf

apr25_

✓

To

THOS. G. GERRISH, Proprietor,
LOWELL. MASS.

STREET,

HOTELS.

March 5,

the rate of

PASSAGE TEN DOLLAltS.

Freight

For

Maine

HOUSE,

TEMPLE

furnished,

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

Send for Circular to

Falmouth,

Capt.

apllldtf

Boston & Main*

at 10 a. m.
insurance one half

galling vegself.
B reight for the West
by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

For Halifax Direct.

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.

—

is

From North Palermo to Palermo, 5 miles and

Special arrangements made for private Moonlight
Excursions. Inquire of CAPTAIN on board.
dlwtTTb&Stf
xuy26

IPORTl^AJSTD, ALE,
NEW FURNITURE THROUGHOUT.

rtftfftWT 0n and a*ter MONDAY, Oct. 16,1871 !,
c4W*^%i«[train8 will run as follows:
Express train for Gorham at 7.10 a. m.

A Sure Cure for

•

week.

334— From North East Harbor to Mount Desert, 8
miles and back, twice a week.
Leave North East Harbor Thursday and Satur-

Will leave East Side of Custom House Wharf
every week day for Scott’s and Trefetben’s Landing
and Hog Island at 0.15,8.45,11.15 a. in., and 1.45,
5.15 p. m.
Returning, leave Scott’s Landing at 6.40, 0.15,
11.45 a. m., and 2.15, 5.40 p. m.
Fare tor Round Trip kJ3 cent*

f

Passenger

WINTER

Bond required with bid, $100.

Leave New Harbor Tuesday, Thursday, and
Saturday at 4 p m;
Arrive at Pemaquid by 5 p m;
Leave Pemaquid Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday at 7 a m;
Arrive at New Harbor bv 8 a m.
Bond required with biu, $100,

|

Address,

333— From New Harbor to Pemaquid, 2| miles and
a

For Lewiston and Auburn

delphia,

_

mh27dtt

12.35 a. m. and 12.40 p. m.
For Mkowhegan at 12.35 p. m. and 12.40 p. m.
For Augusta, Hallow«*i!. Gardiner an
Brunswick at 12.35 a. w., G.15 a. m., 12.40 p.
and5.20 p. m.
For Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lii
coin R. R., and for Lewiston via Brunswick
G 15 a. m. and 12.40 p. in.
For Bath at 6.15 a. m., 12.40 and 5.20 p. m.
For Farmington, Monmouth, Winthro]
Keud field, West Waterville and Watei
ville via Lewiston at 12.35 p. in.

Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

From
From

FOR THE ISLANDS,

[

Central

sufterers from this disease that are anxious to be
cured should try Dr. Kia.ner’s Celebrated
Consumptive Powders. These powders are
the only preparation known thatl will cure Consumption and all diseases of the Throat and
Clings—indeed, so stroDg is oar laith in them, and
also to convince you that they are no
humbug, wo
will forward to every sufterer, by mail, postpaid, a
free Trial Box.
We don’t want your money until you are perfectly
satisfied of their curative powers.
It your life is
worth saving, don’t delay in giving these Powder,
a tiial, as they will surly cure you.
Price, for large box, S3 00, sent to any part of the
United States or Canada by mall on receipt of price.

Leave Medford Centre Tuesday and Saturday
at 6.30 am;
Arrive at Medford by 7.30 a m;
Leave Medford Tuesday and Saturday at 7 p m;
Arrive at Medford Centre by 8 p m.

back, three times

lowest rates.
The Glnxgow fiine of steamers sail from
Quebec every Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin
passage §60, steerage at lowest rates.
Passengers booked to and from all parts of England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Germany at lowest rates.
Prepaid and Return Tickets issued at reduced
rates.
Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for
New England, No 3. India Street, Portland, Me.
Mi
£35^
is lit Nierlioe Check* isnued in mu din
to suit, for
and upward*.
mylb'dtf

1

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with a J
running between Portland aud Bango '»
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calai
St. John and Halifax.
Also, connect with Gran i
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Mail ®

All

miles and

3

0

steamers

Consumption

day at 2.30 pm;

33

Terms $100 down, the balance

OR

its
at

HOTELS.

Commencing Monday,

tpnepsy,

11.15 am;

Arrive at Railroad Station by 7.45 a m and 12
m;
Leave Railroad Station daily, except Sunday, at
9.15 a m and 1.45 p m;
Arrive at Gray by 10 a m and 2.30 p m.
Rond required with bid, $600.

Passage: First-class—$7» and §80 gold, or
equivalent; Intermediate—§40 gold; Third-class

the Daily P&K83

m ?

Sunday, at

Mortgage two or three years, at seven
percent. Inquire of L. E. WEYMOUTH, Centen-

For Snle.
House anti loi al No. SI
SI. Apply at house,
K,

a m.

I

Passenger Trains leave Portland for Rai
gor, Dexter, Belfast and IVaterville ; ‘

■■

FALLING SICKNESS

Leave Gray daily, except Sunday, at 3 p m;
Arrive at East Raymond by 5.30 p m;
Leave Gray daily, except Sunday, at 7am and

ELIZABETH,

TWO story house, with French roof, containing
12 finished rooms besides hall,
closets, bath room
A good stable, and about five acres ol land. Will be
sold low and on liberal terms, or leased to responsible parties with or without the furniture.
For further particulars Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
03 Exchange alreet.
uiyl8d3w

on

m;

at 8 a m;
Arrive at Monmouth by 9 am;
Leave Monmouth daily, except
pm;
Arrive at North Monmouth by 4 p m.
Bond required with bid, $2C0.

A

SIXremain

a

i.

SPUING ARRANGEMENT.

9.30 am;

Within Two mile* of City Hall

can

at 9.30

Arrivft al Hmv hv 19

Lease,

For Sale.
building lots, on Carter street, West End,
10 cents

m;

1 p m, or on arrival of western mail;
Airive at North East Harbor by 4 p m.
Bond required with bid, $200.

For Sale,

P"

mis

329—From East Raymond, by Dry Mills and Gray,
to Gray Railroad Station (n. o.), 10 miles and
back, six times a week to Gray, 7J miles, and
twelve times a week the residue.
Leave East Raymond daily, except Sunday, at

I'D__eod2m

Bilck House, located
best streets in the city wilh all
A MODERN

a

Arrive at East Monmouth by 10,30
Bond required with bid, $100.

W. H. STEPHENSON.
3

■■■ 4

m;

Saturday at 8

THE

For Sale or Rent.

a

Arrive at Monmonth by 9 a m;
Leave Monmouth Tuesday, Thursday and Sat-

Sale of Real Estate.
three story house No, 27 Cedar street, corner
of Lincoln street, 16 rooms, arranged for three
families, with Sebago. Lot about 50x112. This
propeity is ottered at one-lialf its assessed value, and
will positively be Eold to satisfy mortgage. Title
guaranteed. F. G. PATTEKSON, Dealer in Real
Estate, 379} Congress street.
myl6dtf
two story Brick House. No. 58 Pleasant St.,
second above High St. Ten rooms.
Sebago and
Possession June 1st. Apply to WM. II. JER-

8

Arrive at Holden by 9 a m;
Leave Holden .Monday, Wednesday, and Saturday at 3 p m;
Arrive at Dedham bv 4 p m.
Bond required with bid, $100.
328—From East Monmouth to Monmouth, 3 miles
and back, three times a week.
Leave EaBt Monmouth Tuesday, Thursday and

Centra

Wharfage,

ilo

line
for

MONDAY, APRIL 16, 1877.

MEDICAL.

m.

326—From Cross Hill to Riverside, 3 miles and back,
three times a week.
Leave Cross Hill Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday at 2.30 p m:
Arrive at Riverside by 3.30 p m;
Leave Riverside Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday at 4.30 p m;
Arrive at Cross Hill by 5.30 p m;

day at

Maine

Leare each port eTerj WedVy & Sat’d’y

at

STEAMER TOURIST

RAILROAD.

Address,

Kockland by 10 a m;
Leave Kockland daily, except Sunday, at 3 p m;
Arrive at Carver’s Harbor by 6 p m.
Bond required with bid, $900.

:ti

Steamship Line.

Derry.

First class fortnightly mail steamers of this
sail from Halifax every other Tuenday,
Liverpool, touching at Queenstown,

D. M. KEY, Postmaster General.
dlaw6wTh

except

7 am;
Arrive at

Mortgagee’s

Hxuunriv

Bids should be sent in sealed envelopes, superscribed ‘'Mail Proposals, State of Maine.” and addressed to the Second Assistant Postmaster General.

Carver’s Harbor, by Hurricane Island, to
Kockland, 15 miles and back, six times a week.
Leave Carver’s Harbor daily, except Sunday, at

A

■

eral.

325— From

___dtf

House To Let.
21 Btory house, 8 rooms, in the western part of
the city, at $200 per year, or will sell on monthly
installments. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer
in Real Estate, 3791 Congress
St._myl8d2w.

at 2.30 p m;

Arrive at West Leeds by 6 30 p m.
Bond required with bid, $100.
For forms ot proposal, bond and certificate, and
also for instructions as to the conditions to be embraced in the contract, &c., see advertisement of this
date in pamphlet lorm, inviting proposals for mail
service m the state of Maine, to betoundattlie terminal post offices of the above routes, and to be bad
on application to the Second Assistant P. M. Gen-

Sunday, at 5 p m;
Arrive at Weeks’ Mills by 7.30 p m;
Leave Weeks’ Mills daily, except Sunday, at 7.30
am;

House For Sale or To Let.
21 story house, 12 rooms, gas, Sebago, cement
cellar, furnace, good drainage, very sunny, arranged for two families. Terms $250 cash, balance
in monthly installments.
F. G. PATTERSON,
Dealer in Real Estate, 3791 CongresB St myl8d2w

a

by a m and 7pm;
Military Home Daily,

Leave National

_my25dtf

Pni-nl

From Augusta, by National Military Home and
West W indsor, to Weeks’ Mills, 15 miles and
back, twelve times a week to National Military Home, 5 miles, and six times a week the
residue.
Leave Augusta daily, except Sunday, at 7 a m
and 4 p m, or on arrival of train;
Arrive at National Military Home by 8 a m and
5pm;
Leave National Military Home daily, except
Sunday, at 10 a m and 6 pm, or in season to

327— From Dedham to Holden, 5 miles and back,
three times a week.
Leave Dedham Monday, Wednesday and Satur-

REAL ESTATE.

mal

The Best Plaster in the World of Medicine. Price
25 cents.
Sold by all Druggist.
Sent by mail on
receipt of 25 cents for one, §1.25 for six, or §2 25 for
twelve, carefully wrapped and warranted by WEEKS
& POTTER, Proprietors, Boston, Mass.

■in >30

oct27dtf

To Let.

Anl

urday

Permanently Cured—no humbug-by

Arrive at National Military Home by 10 a
Bond required with bid, $800.

Possession

Real Estate Agent,

week.

Leave Ashland Saturday at 6 a m;
Arrive at Fort Kent by 7 p m;
Leave Fort Kent Monday at 6 a in;
Arrive at Ashland by 7 p m.
Bond required with bid, $400.
324

a m.

Arrive at Leeds by 4 p m;
Leave Leeds Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday

m.

323—From Ashland to Fort Kent, 48 miles and back,
once a

by 7

349 -From West Leeds to Leeds, 3} miles and back,
three times a week.
Leave West Leeds Tuesday, Thursday, and Sat-

—

in

proof vaults.

ra;

day at 6 a m;
Arrive at West Athens

•
f

a. m.

apr25_

Arrive
by 2.15 p
Bond required with bid, $100.

now

T)

a

1.30 p m;
at Centre Lebanon

HOTEL TO LEASE.

VoIhoViIa

a m.

connect with train;
11
Arrive at Augusta

To be Let,
Third Story Merchants’ National
occupied by J. & E. M. Rand; also
offices. These offices are heated by steam;

a

■

7Mixed.
♦Steamboat Express stops only at Springvale, A
fred, Saco River, Gorham, Saccarappa and Wesi
brook, making close connection with through trail s
of Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads.

week.

348—From West Athens to Athens, 3 miles and back,
three times a week.
Leave West Athens Tues lay, Thursday, and
Saturday at 5 am;
Arrive at Athens by 6 a m;
Leave Athens Tuesday, Thursday, and Satur-

308—From Centre Lebanon to North Lebanon, 2}
miles and back, three times a week.
Leave Centre Lebanon Tuesday, Thursday, and
Saturday at 7.45 p m;
Arrive at North Lebanon by 8.30 a m;
Leave North Lebanon Tuesday, Thursday, and

FURNISHED,

Sis.
IS,

U.OU

m;
Arrive at East Lebanon Depot by 9.30 a m;
Leave East Lebanon Depot Tuesday, Thursday,
and Saturday at 12.30 p m;
Arrive at Acton by 3.30 p m.

steam-heated Lodging rooms to
let, at No. 12 Temple street.
ma9tf
S. E. AUSTIN.

have gas, water and fire
given Nov. 1st.

at

306—From Acton, by South Acton and North Lebanon, to East Lebanon Depot (n. o.) 11 miles
and back, three times a week.
Leave Acton Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday

A

The New England House, Portland, He,
Address
AUO. P. FULLER,
de28dtf
Portland, Me.

a

at 5 p m;

uuuua

am;
Atrive at Baldwin Depot by 9 30
Bond required with bid, $000.

To Let.
FIRST class Brick house, in the western part
of the city, 13 rooms, newly repaired throughout, sunny and pleasant, and near the Horse Cars.
B. D. VERRILL,
Inquire ot
aplOdtl
205 Middle Street.

A

with flowers.

time put a teaspooDful of molasses in the water; the rind should be crisp and crackly, and
the beans reddish-brown and soft, but whole
when done.
New England Bakcd|Beans.—II.
The following an old-fashioned New England
receipt from a Boston lady: One quart of
beans; soak in cold water all night; pour off

3

Offices
THE
Bank,
the front

at 8

Saturday at

To Let.,
RENTS centrally located, gas, Sebago.
Price
10 to 15 dollars, also 2 on Mnnjoy Hill, prices
to 10 dollars. All in good repair. A pply to W. W. Carr,
197 Newbury street.
aplO dtf

times

•

RAILROAD.

Arrive at Bockland by 9 a m;
Leave Kockland daily, except Sunday, at 12.30
pm;
Arrive at South Thomaston bv 1.30 p m.
Bond required with bid. $200.

m;

UUUJ)

nects at Rochester for Dover and Orea
Falls, at Fpping for Manchester an
Concord at Nashua tor Lowell an
Boston, at Ayer Junction for Fitcli
burg and the West via Iloosac Tunnc
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Alban
Railroad lor New York, at Pntiiaui wit
“Boston & Philadelphia Express Line’* ft
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Wash
ington, at New London with Norwic
Line Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, Nort
River New York, at 0.00 a. m.
5.30 P. HI. Mixed Train for Rochester.
O.'JO P. HI. Local for <»orhain.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00, *11.25 and 711.45;
m., arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. m., *1.20 an
75.10 p. m.
Leave Gorham 0.00 a. m., arriving at Portland 0.<

m:

Bond required with bid, $100.

Arrive at Freedom by 1 a m;

at 6.30

m;

317—From South Thomaston to Kockland, 4 miles
and back, six times a week.
Leave South Thomaston daily, except Sunday,

300—From Baldwin Depot (n. o.), by Cornish, ICezar
Falls, and Porter, to Freedom (N. H.J, 13
miles and back, six times a week.
Leave Baldwin Depot daily, except Sunday, at
a

a

Leave South Freeport daily, except Sundai, at
12 m;
Arrive at Freeport by 1 p m;
Leave Freeport daily, except Sunday, at 3 p m;
Arrive at South Freeport by 4 p in.
Bond required with bid, $200.

and Satur-

Arrive at Centre Lovell by 6 a m.
Bond required with bid, $600.

10

rives at Rochester at 9.55 a. m., (connecting wit ti
Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) A t
Nashua 11.47 a. in., Lowell 12.15 p. m >,
Boston 1.15p.in., Ayer Junction 12.40]
m., Fitchburg 1.25 p. m.,and Worceste r
at 2.10 p. m., connecting with trains South an I

PHILADELPHIA

Voyage.

Viiverpool, touching

for

AND

—

“SERVICE.

Ocean

follow.

Leave Portland at 7..‘IO n m >,
J.30, 5.30 iindti.iO p. m.
7.30 A. HI. Accommodation for Worcester. Ai

Arrive at South Dover by 2 p m.
Bond required with bid, §100.

week.

Saturday at 8

at 11

back, six

Arrive at North Lovell by 9 p m;
Leave North Lovell Tuesday, Thursday, and

myltdtf

The rNmurnl Magnetic Physic inn,

He shall lay hands on them and they shall be healed
302 Cumberland, Cor. of Elm St.
nov8

LET.

Ike Store, KO. 4 FREE ST. BLOCK,
lately occupied by Waterhouse & Co.
For farther particulars enquire at the
office of H. J. LIBBY & CO., over First
National Bank.

Wlldej

Friday

Arrive at Dover by 12 m ;
Leave Dover Monday, Wednesday, aud Friday

pm;

Union House.

4b,

(lay and

my!8__dtf

of Jobbing p.omptly attended to,

345—From South Dover to Dover, 5 miles and back.
three times a week.
Leave South Dover Monday, Wednesday, and

Bond required with bid, $100.

LOWER

TO

344— From South Brooksville to
Cape Rozicr (n. o.l,
5 miles and back, once a week.
Leave South Brooksville Saturday at 0 15 a
m;
Arrive at Cape Rozier by 11 a m;
Leave Cape Rozier Saturday at 7 a m;
Arrive at South Brooksville by 9 a m.
Bond required with bid, §100.

arrival

Arrive at Centre Lovell by 7.45 p m.
Leave Centre Lovell daily, except Sunday, at G
am;
Arrive at Fryeburgh by 9 a m;
Leave Centre Lovell Tuesday, Thursday, and

To Let.
half of houBe 13 Carlton St., contains
seven rooms, gas. Sebago and lurnace.
Enquire
at No. 12 Exchange St.
C. C. TOLMAN.

STREET.

Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended

Plants da not Poison the Air.

Mr. Long, the well-known florist of Buffala, in his home florist says: “There is a notion prevalent that the preseilce of growing
plants in the sleeping or living room is detrimental to a healthy atmosphere by their giving out poisonous carbonic acid gas in the
night time. The investigations of chemists
demonstrate that growing plants do exhale
an almost imperceptible quantity of carbonic
acid gas, which, in very small proportions, is
necessary in the air we breathe.
They also
show that the quantity exhaled at night is
not but one-sixteenth part of what the same

Mechanics’ Hall.
HALLS in Mechanic.’ Building.
TO LET; enquire of
GEORGE A. HARMON, Jeweler,
my!7d6m
under the Hall.

Steam, Gas and Water Fitter,
221 FORE STREET, CORNER OF UNION,

we

The attention of the theatre managers
should be called to this subject, and the au'
thorities of cities should insist upon having
every means used which modern science
suggests to prevent fires in public buildings.

Enquire at No. US Spring Street,
my21d3w

Street.

piura

FRANK LAM6AN,

rot.

Even if oil colors were used on
think it could not readily ig

Job

No. 37

Sticks and boards of the prepared wood
have been saturated with kerosene oil and set
on fire; the oil burned otf entirely without
igniting the wood. Two small houses have
been built, one of ordinary pine wood the other of the prepared wood, and fires of
great urgency kindled in each. The one of ordinary
was quickly consumed, while the other was
left only slightly charred. There is no doubt
that all the woodwork of,theatres can be made

practically incombustible, and at no very
great cost. A bath of tungstate of soda, consisting of several thousand gallons, can be
employed, and sufficient wood to construct
all the scenery and appliances of a theatre can
be prepared in a few weeks time; and the
painted canvas also can be treated in the

BERRY,
and (daul ffixinbeh,

train;
Arrive at Ripley’s Mills by 8.45 p m.
Bond required with bid, §100.

291—From Fryeburgh, bv Fryeburgh Centre, Lovell,
and Centre Lovell, to North Lovell, 17 mites
and back, six times a week to Centre Lovell,
13 miles, and three times a week the residue.
Leave Fryehurg daily, except Sunday, at 4.30

Piano to Let.

STEPHEN

aucu’iiuuBiiuit;*

ou

run a.

r—■mN
BSjgwfcj

346—From South Freeport to Freepoit,3 miles aud

at 7 p m:
Arrive at Sweden by 8 p m;
Leave Sweden Tuesday, Thursday,
day at 6 a m;
Arrive at Lovell by 7 a m.
Bond required with bid, $100.

ces.my23dtf

Avery

a

at 3 pm;
at Dexter by 4 p m;

Tuesday,Thursday, and Saturday
Lea,v^Meiter
at 7.30 p m, or on arrival of

Leave Lovell Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday

To Let.
family without children—five rooms at NO.
85 NEW HIGH ST., with modern convenienTo Let.

Saturday

288—From Lovell to Sweden, 14 miles and back, three

a

desirable and convenient rent oi eight
rooms, in house No. 1 Anderson St.
Rent
low.
Enquire of
L. N. KIMBALL, No. 16 Alder St.
my21dtf

343— From Ripley’s mills to
Dexter, 44 miles and
back, three times a week,
Leave Ripley’s Mills Tuesday,
Thursday, and

at 1 p

or

Tr“iu’ will

BO STO 1ST

First-class Weekly mail steamers of this lino sail from Quebec
every Maturdny
morning,

1
I

pm;

Shortest

DECEMBER 5. 1876.

Arrive at Fort Fairfield by 7 a m:
Leave Fort Fairfield daily, except
Sunday, at 5

week

Leave Patten Friday at G am;
Arrive at Ashland by 6 p m;
Leave Ashland Tuesday at 6 a m,
of mail from Fort Kent;
Arrive at Patten by 6 p m.
Bond required with bid, $500.

•

West.
il«30 P. HI. Steamboat Kxpress through 1 0
New London without change. Cor

wk!

m;

a.

203—From Grand Lako Stream to Princeton, 12
miles and back, six times a week.
Leave Grand Lake Stream daily, except Sunday,
at 6 a. m.;
Arrive at Princeton by 10 a. m.;
Leave Princeton daily, except Sunday, at 3.15 p.

To Let.

NICE modern house with gas and Sebago
water, containing fourteen rooms; about live
minutes walk from City Hall; situated in an
excellent neighborhood, and conveniently arranged
for two families or one; is now ready to let; the
right party or parties can have it immediately.
Apply on the premises 153 OXFORD STREET,
between the hours of 2 and 5.
my23dtf

7 45

Portland & Rochester R. R

_STEAMERS

allanTTne.
SUMMER

312—From Presque Isle, by Fremont (n. o.) to Fort
Fairfield, 12 miles and back, sixtimes a
Leave-Presque Isle daily, except Sunday, at 4

Levant by 5.15 p, m;

"''"'V

Since it has been discovered that cloth can
be made almost indestructible by lire, we see
no good reason why yood cannot be treated
by a similar process, and, if practicable, we
may yet have houses, with their contents, enThe Boston Journal of
tirely fireproof.
Chemistry says that it not only can be done,
but that it has been demonstrated by the most
rigid experiment that wood immersed in a
‘pickle’of a solution of tungstate of soda c?nnot
be ignited under any of the ordinary conditions
to which it may be exposed. The tungstate
is made by the addition of tungtsato of lime
to hydrochloric acid and salt, affording as a byproduct chloride of lime in large quantities.
The action of the tungstate upon soft woods
is to render them quite hard as well as incombustible, and it also acts as a preservative

Arrive at Pittston by 11 a m.
Bond required with bid, §100.

Arrive

Sunday, a

BROWN, 230 Middle St.

fllENEMENT No. 22 Anderson St. 7 rooms with
JL Sebago, also stable and shed, will accommodate
hree Horses. Rent low.
Inquire of
RICE & OALDERWOOD,
8 & 10 Union street.
mj24dtf

TO

Friday

Arrive at Presque Isle by 8 p m.
Bond required with bid, §000.

Leave Levant daily, except
Arrive at North Carmel by 9 a. m.
Bond required with bid, $300.

To Let.
rooms

311—From Pittston to North
Pittston, 4 miles and
back, twice a week.
Leave Pittston Tuesday and
at 4 1p m;
Arrive at North Pittston by 5Friday
p m ;
Pittston Tuesday and
at 10

a.

150-From North Carmel, by South Levant, to Le
vant, 6 miles and back, six times a week.
Leavo North Carmel daily, except Sunday, at 4

NEAR

my25dtf

STEAMERS.

I

^day at*3

Bond required with bid, $1,000.

p. m;
Arrive at

C. P. MATTOCKS,
31J Exchange St.

my29dtt

A

at 5.30

can

To Let.
tinder St. Julian Hotel, recently occupied
by Warren Sparrow as an insurance office.

Plain and Ornamental Plasterers,
No
30
PREBLE
STREET.
john boyce.

Sunday,

TO LET.

PLASTERERS.

T, Take Oat dun Stopper, from Bottle..
Amateurs are often troubled to do this iu
obstinate cases, and will be grateful for the

Arrive at Aurora by 7 p. m.
Loavo Aurora daily, except
in;
11.30 a. m.
Arrive at Bangor

310— From Oceanville t iSouthDeer
Isle, 4 miles and
back, twice a week.
Leave Oceanville Tuesday and
Friday at 10 a m
Arrive at South Deer IslS by 11.30 am
61 ls'9
aud SaturWedne8day
jurr
Arrive at Oceanville by 4.30 p m.
Bond required with bid, §100.

by

find good rooms, furnished
or unfurnished, with or without hoard, at
febgntf
416 CUMBERLAND STREET.

A

a.

151—From Bangor, by Eddington, East EddiDgtOD,
Clifton, and Amherst, to Aurora, 26 miles and
buck, six times a week.
Leaves Bangor daily, except Sunday, at 1 p. m:

Boarders Wanted.

a

soon as

p. m.

of

carry9,1877,
June),
States from
ing the mails of the United
September 1
on the following routes in the
June
to
30,1881,
1877,
State of Maine and by the schedule ot departures and

BOARD.

mb29(I3m

3

this
be

myl5_

with Schumacher Bros., or F. H. FasOrders
set, Architect, will receive prompt attention.

wilful boy would pluck
Rosebud on tlie heather.
Rosebud struggled; sharp he struck,—
Death the lairest rosebud’s luck!
In the sweet May weather.
Rosebud, rosebud, rosebud red,
Rosebud on the heather.
—Harvard Advocate.

as

A

RAILROADS.

Ld‘ay,ft1t2.Spkm;ld

left

Yet the

rapidly

Schumacher,

North ShapleigU daily, except
Sunday, at
Arrive at East Wakefield Depot by 8,50 a in
UeP0t aai'y’ exccpt *u'"
Arrive at North ShapleigU by 2.30 p m.
Bond required with bid, S500.

Mail.

Girl Wanted.
Capable Girl to do housework, at

UNDERTAKER.

Saw a boy a rosebud red,
Rosebud on tbo heather!
Silver dewdrops nightly shed,
Jewel-like, upon her head,
In the sweet May weather,
Rosebud, rosebud, rosebud red,
Rosebud on the heather.

States

United

Vaults

Cit'aiift) anti ,%sit«-s Ito
IIIOVClI.
promptly attentleil tn !>y <Mllini> at

addrevotnp
ALLOUDKKS
or

K. CilKSONt
km (InnOTMH Ktr#M

aniving'in

day morning nt & o’clock,
land same night.
F»»r turf her (articular* enquire of
E. CUSHING, Assistant
Pnrriovwt. ATtHi.au

Ptrt-

GEO. L. DAY,
Gen. Ticket A g« Lt,

Manager.

ill#

